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ABSTRACT
Students of human Anatomy at the University of Johannesburg (UJ), seem unable to
appreciate the relevance of human anatomy asa basic science and the role it will play in their
future clinical practice. They complain about the 'massive volume' of learning material, the
need to memorise copious amounts of factual information, the insufficient time allocation for
the learning content, and the difficulty of the subject. These complaints led the teachers to
take corrective measures, however with limited success. It was therefore decided to
undertake this study to investigate the learning approaches students adopt and the possible
influence that learner motivation and teaching approaches may have on them, as it seemed
that the learners' lack ofappreciation may be related to the way they approach their studying
ofanatomy.
The main research question that directed the study was "What is/are the possible
relationship(s) between student motivation, teaching approaches and learning approaches of
the second-year Anatomy Chiropractic and Homoeopathy students and teachers?" In
answering the research question my objectives were to explore the students' and teachers'
perceptions about their learning and teaching respectively.
In order to reach the objectives, a qualitative research approach was adopted for the study as
I wanted to explore the lived experiences ofparticipants andgain information rich dataofthe
naturally occurring situation. I purposively chose seven learners and three teachers as the
sample to be interviewed. Data was collected by individual interviews about the views
students and teachers had about their learning approaches and teaching approaches,
respectively. Inaddition, I asked studentsabout their motivation towards their studies.
The data was analysed using qualitative content analysis and was coded and categorised to
develop themes from the transcribed interviews. Some of the findings revealed that student
learning approaches were informed by memorisation, searching for meaning of learning
material, assessment, time, task requirement and workload in Anatomy. A further finding of
the study was that students were motivated by ambition, application of knowledge, passing
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assessments and workload in the Anatomy course. Students were found to be lacking
motivation towards their studies. It was further established that the leaching approaches for
Anatomy were focused onassisting students and encouraging meeningful learning. Finally, I
found that intrinsic motivation led students 10 adopt a deep learning approach while extrinsic
motivation ledthem toDsurface learningapproach when studying Anatomy.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1. CONTEXTUALISATION OF RESEARCH STUDY
lntrpbction
The Department of Anatomy and Physiology (DAP) at the University of Johannesburg
(UJ) served as the context for the study undertaken. I invited participation from students
and teachers involved with the second-year Hornoeopathy and Chiropractic human
Anatomy course for the purpose of this study. Anatomy is one of the subjects in second-
year Homoeopathy and Chiropractic courses. The Anatomy course offered to these
students is a basic science course that serves as a building block for subsequent clinical
subjects, in their seven-year study to becoming a Homoeopath or Chiropractor. Students
ofsecond-year Anatomy, study a theoretical aswell as a practical component of anatomy.
The theoretical component encompasses gross anatomy, embryology, histology and
osteology, while the practical component includes full human body dissection and
viewing of slides under the microscope.
In the next section Iwill present the background to the problem investigated in this study.
1.2 BACKGROUND TO TilE PROBLEM
As a teacher of second-year human Anatomy, I decided upon this research as the
Homoeopathy and Chiropractic second-year students seemed constantly to complain
about their learning experience during their study of Anatomy. A!'o mentioned above, the
course serves as a foundational subject to their subsequent clinical subjects. such as
Pathology. Diagnostics and Biomechanics. In the human Anatomy course. students learn
about the normal structure of the human body soas to enable them to build on the normal
anatomy in the clinical subjects leading towards their clinical careers. In their clinical
practices they would require basic knowledge of the human body to diagnose and treet
their patients effectively and efficiently. as their patients are each going to have differing
ailments pertaining to their bodies. Anatomy is therefore an important subject in the
Ofl'r" I lntredHc1Ion
tmining of Homeopaths and Chiropractors wishing to become primary healthcare
workers,
Some of the students' complaints that contributed to this study being conceptualised
included what they called the "massive volume" of learning material, the need to
memorise copious factual information, insufficient time allocation to master the learning
content and perceptions that the subject was "too difficult", These students seemed to
spend a great deal of time and energy complaining about the course as opposed to trying
to understand the learning material and complete the coursesuccessfully. This led me and
the other teachers of Anatomy to believe that students were unable to appreciate the
importance of human Anatomy as a basic science and the role it would play in their
theoretical and foundational grounding as future clinical professionals.
Due to the teachers of human Anatomy becoming aware of their students' apparent lack
ofappreciation regarding anatomy during their interactions with students, the DAP of UJ
implemented a number of changes to the Anatomy curriculum of 2005. They also
adopted different teaching approaches for the Homoeopathy and Chiropractic Anatomy
course in order to encourage meaningful learning. These changes were primarily
motivated by the need to address the high failure rate; constant student complaints and to
accommodate the implementation of Outcomes-Based Education (OBE) and continuous
assessment. Some of the changes implemented included a greater emphasis on the
continuity of learning material from one region of the human body to the next; non-
cumulative assessments and additional weighting on group work, mini-projects and
assignments. The teachers envisaged that these changes would address the students'
concerns and complaints by trying to get students to actively participate and take an
interest in the subject, and to demonstrate via the projects and group work thnt anatomy
was important to their careers and not just to passing the academic year.
In addition to the above-mentioned changes, the teaching currently emphasises continuity
oflearningmaterial from one region of the body to the next and encourages the student to
realise that an artery, for instance the subclavian artery, located in the thorax, is the same
2
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artery dUll continues into the upper limb 05 the axillary lll'tery. This WAy of tcaching
reduces the risk of students forming the impression thllt they need to memorise two
different arteries (subclavian and Axillllry arteries) as opposed to merely following the
subclavian artery from the thorax to becoming the axillary llrtery in the upper limb. The
introduction of formative as well as summatlve assessmenu, llS opposed to cumulative
assessments, accompanied the Irnplemenution of OBE and continuous assessment. It
involved teaching and IlSsessing 0 section of work in. for example, the first term and
thereafter teaching and assessing only new content for the rest of the year. This hod the
advantage of reducing student workloads. but tended to brenk the continuity in learning
across different regions of the human body. Despite the disadvantage of 0 break in
continuity of learning, formative and summative assessments were implemented. as
opposed to the previous accumulutivc assessing. due to a management decision based on
throughput rote and student complaints. Assessing all content via accumulative
assessments may be resumed in future years when its positive characteristics of fostering
continuity and holistic understanding have been acknowledged, The rationale for
increasing the weighting of group work and assignments was to raise morale and to
encourage students to showcase their potential and creativity. This loiter approach
seemed to be accepted and enjoyed by thestudents and it raised many of their results to a
level that would enable them to improve their final results.
Despite the teachers of Anatomy at UJ introducing the above-mentioned interventions to
try and encourage thestudents to understand the learning material, as opposed to merely
memorising it. n majority of students were still unsuccessful in their study of Anatomy.
They still found it difficult to cope with the volume of work. and to relate this basic
science to clinical work during their second year of study. In light oftheir expressions of
discontent with regards to coping with thevolume of work nnd failure to appreciate the
relevance of anatomy. I identified a need to ll.'tCcrtain the basis of these students'
complaints. limited succ~ and discontentment with regards to the study (If human
Anatomy. as it was clearly afTecting student learning.
CIt"ta l /ntrHHrd,f1
I therefore decided that in order to better understand students' learning of anatomy I
would investigate their perceptions about their learning approaches and explore what
motivated them to study anatomy, Sincestudents' motivation (as discussed in chapter 2)
may be relatedto the way they approach their anatomical studies, I deemed it necessary
to investigate the learning approaches students adopt when studying the subject and the
possible influence thnt student motivation on the one hand, and teaching approaches on
the other, mayhave onthe learning approaches adopted.
1.3 RESEARCH QUESTION
Based on the above mentioned problem, the study was guided by the following main
research question and sub-questions:
What Is/arc the possible relatlonshlp(s) between perceived student motivations,
teachlng approaches and leamln" approaches In second-year human anatomy for
Chiropractic and lIomoeopathy students at UJ?
The sub-questions that will assist in answering the main research question are the
following:
• How do thesecond-year students perceive their approaches to learning in their
study ofanatomy?
• What do these students view lIS factors that influence their motivation and
approaches to learning ofanatomy?
• How do the anatomy teachers view the teaching approaches they adopt in the
teaching of anatomy and theirviews on the studenu'Jearning approaches?
., What relationshipts), if any, cxist(s) between perceived student motivations,
teaching approaches and the approaches to learning adopted by the group of
second-year students concerned?
I thought it was necessary to explore the possibility of relating motivation, and learning
approaches of students to the teaching approaches adopted by the teachers. ll.'i these are
4
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some of the key role players in the process of learning end teaching (Biggs. 1999:56;
Nicholls, 2002:31; Ramsden. 1992:46).
1.4AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF TilE STUDY
1.4.1 Aim
TIle study aimed to explore possible relatiunship(s) between perceived. student
motivations, teaching approaches and learning approaches of the second-year
Homoeopathy and Chiropractic students and teachers of Anatomy alUJ.
1.4.20bJtrtlvt.
Toachieve the above aim of the study, the objectives were to:
• explore siudents' perceptions of the learning approaches ihey adopt in their
learning of'anatomy;
• determine students' views on the motivational factors that may influence their
learning approaches;
• explore the teachers' views with regards to the teaching approaches they adopt in
teachinganatomy; and
• investigate the possible rclntionship(s) between perceived student motivation,
teachingapproaches and learning approaches.
1.5 RESEARCII PROCESS
To accomplish the aforesaid aim and objectives, Q qualitarive research approach was
chosen for this study, incorporating a generic qualitative research design. TIle research
approach and design are furtherelaborated upon in chapter 3. Below Iwill briefly explain
the research process followed to obtain thedllta and to reachconclusions for the study.
The study participants, 11.. mentioned above, wen: second-year anetomy lIomoC'opathy
lind Chiropractic!lIudcnls and the teachers ofhuman Anntomy. f'lIrticipnnts wen: selected
5
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from the entire second year class. This was done via purposive sampling, as participants
should be selected to ensure the researcher can obtain the most useful/relevant
Information to fulfil the aim and objectives of the study. As the current study aimed to
achieve depth with rich data, rather than breadth, detailed data from selected students
who were studying Anatomy was beneficial.
With regards to the teachers, all three Anatomy teachers at UJ were selected. This was8
complete sample as the numberof teachers was small and all three were required to share
in-depth knowledge about their experiences and teaching approaches. The data collected
from all threeteachers was relevant and rich inInformation,
For the purpose ofthe current study,t~nd teacher! wctc.inlel)'iewed to collect
the-dam. Qualitative interviews served as the best method of data collection, as the
participants could express their views and perceptions freely with little or no interference,
unless they deviated from the questions asked. The semi-structured interviews
encompassed closed and open questions to give the interviewer an opportunity to ask
more detailed questions based on the responses in the closed questions section of the
interview. The closed questions allowed the researcher more structure while the open
questions allowed more freedom to obtain information richdata.
All the interviews were recorded, transcribed verbatim and then analysed. The transcripts
were analysed using qualitative content analysis. The transcripts were first coded. Open
codes were assigned to units of information in each transcript. The codes were then
compared across all the transcripts for similar themes and categories. This made the
transcript usable and enabled meaning to be extracted from the row data. From the open
codes, axial codes followed, leading to theemergence of different categories and themes.
The analysis of the data resulted in findings for thestudy emerging. Based on the findings
and the study as a whole Imade recommendations and suggestions for future research.
6
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1.6 OVERVIEW OF TilE STUDY
lntrpdHetle"
In Chapter one I introduced the context and background of the research study. stated the
aim and objectives of the study and briefly explained the research process followed in the
study.
Theoretical considerations are discussed and the current research is positioned with
regards to existing theory and literature in Chapter two. This chapter serves to elaborate
primarily on different learning approaches, student motivational factors and different
teaching approaches.
In Chapter three, I explain the research design procedures that were implemented. The
research setting is described, as well as the sequence of research activities that were
carried out to collect the data. Justification for the adopted research strategy is also given.
In Chapter (our, analysis of the transcribed interviews is presented. Codes were
allocated and thereafter categories and themes subsequently emerged with regards to
motivational factors, teaching and learning approaches. These codes. categories and
themes are tabulated in the chapter.
The broad research findings and conclusion ofthe research arepresented in Chapter S.
1.7 SYNTHESIS OFCHAPTER
This chapter served to introduce the research problem with regards to the background of
how and why theresearch problem surfaced. I highlighted themain research question and
sub-questions. Furthermore the aim and objectives of the study were stipulated. including
how the objectives were to be reached. Incorporated in this chapter are the ethical
considerations for the study and a brief overview of the ensuing chapters. The subsequent
chapter explores the existing literature with regards to learning approaches. student
motivation and teaching approaches.
7
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2.1 AIM OF CIIAPTER
CHAPTERTWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
LllWItuU RC'fcr
A literature review is a narrative essay that locates, integrates, synthesises, and
critiques important thinking and research on a particular topic of interest (Merriam &
Simpson, 1995:41). Furthermore it provides the researcher with a foundation from
which to explore the topics in detail (Merriam & Simpson, 1995:41). Sources may
include published articles, books. the internet, knowledgeable persons, databases and
abstracts.
With limited literature available specifically on learning and teaching anatomy. this
chapter mainly explores existing literature sources in the field of higher education
teaching and learning, with regards to some of the learning and teaching approaches
practiced in higher education in general. Also, factors/aspects influencing student
motivation to learn will be explored as a first step towards investigating the research
question; i.e. explaining and describing possible relationships that may exist between
learning approaches, student motivation and teaching approaches related to second-
year Chiropracticand Homoeopathyanatomy students and teachers atUJ.
Firstly, I will introduce some terminology used in the study. Subsequently, I will
explore literature relevant to learning approaches. student motivation and teaching
approaches.
2.2 TERMINOLOGV
Many terms exist for the same concept or word. Below I will explain and rationalise
which tcnninology I will make use of for thecurrent study.
Chuca]
2.2.1 StudtntJ.
UCmItHU Rtrlp
I will use the word 'student/s' to refer to the participants studying Anatomy. I have
chosen 'students' asopposed to 'learners' as I think this term is more widely accepted
and frequently quoted.
2.2.2 Teac:htr/.
For the academics I will use the term 'teacher/s' to refer to the
'lecturers/facilitators/educators' who teach human Anatomy at UJ. Although different
terms, such as teacher/lecturer/facilitator arc used to represent different roles of the
academic, I will make use of the term 'teacher' to representall of these different roles.
I have chosen 'teacher' so as to align it with the concept of teaching approach and
because it is also frequently quoted.
2.2.3 Assessments
I will use the term 'assessment/a' to refer to how the students arc assessed for
understanding and competence of the learning material. Previously the term 'tests'
was used. Since aligning our course to Outcomes-Based Education (DBE) we do not
have examinations, and therefore I will not be utilising this term.
2.2.4 Theoretical framtwork
A theoretical framework both orientates and reflects the researcher's stance to the
study and so serves to frame the research within boundaries (Henning. Van Rensburg
& Smit, 2004:25). Shultz (in Merriam & Simpson. 1995:25) refers to the theoretical
framework as a theoretical model and states that it serves to guide the research
process in termsof identifying relevant concepts; defining keyvariables; investigating
specific questions; selecting a research design; choosing a sample and sampling
procedure; data collection strategies; data analysis techniques and interpretation of
findings. Denzin and Lincoln (1994: 12) refer to theoretical frameworks as theoretical
paradigms and perspectives whilst Merriam and Simpson (1995:25) and Holliday
(2002:52) usc the term interchangeably with conceptual framework.
9
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According to Holliday (2002:S2), a conceptual frnmework serves to position the
researcher in relation to the research and to align the key elements of the research
project. Robson (in Holliday, 2002:52) defines a conceptual framework as covering
'the main features' of the research design and their 'presumed relationships'. It thus
results in forcing the researcher to be explicit about what he/she thinks he/she is
doing. Here conceptual framework is similar to the idea ofa theoretical framework
mentioned above by Denzin and Lincoln (1994: I2) au well as Henning et al,
(2004:25). Merriam and Simpson (1995:23) refer to tho conceptual framework 05 tho
underlying structure, orientation and viewpoint of the research study. The research
topic, specific problem and the purpose of the study all illustrate a particular
orientation to the world.
Research needs to bepositioned within a particullU' subjector discipline and to remain
within those boundaries (Henning et al., 2004:25). Gravett (2006) notes that research
must be framed by some disciplinnry-bnscd concept, model or theory. Such frames
could serve to place the research inquiry within the field of higher education, for
example, as in this study. The current research falls into the field ofhighcr education
teeching and learning lIS the investigation is conducted at a higher education
institution in South Africa and explores the aspects of learning and teaching
approaches in a second-year human Anatomy course.
Since the terms theoretical and conceptual framework, based on the definitions cited
above, refer to the same ideo of framing and positioning research, I will usc the term
'theoretical framework' to refer to the framing of my research in this study. Relevant
literature, below, is explored within the theoretical frnrnework of the field of higher
education teaching nnd learning.
2J LEARNING APPROACIIES
A learning approach, lIS described by Ramsden (1988:44), is a relation between the
student and his/her learning. Ramsden (1988:44) funher explains that a learning
approach contains elements of the learning sitWltion 8.'1 perceived by the 5tudent and
the individual student himihcrsclf. To achieve meaningful and successful learning.
there is 5yncrgy between the qualities of the student and the Icnming environment.
10
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This also implies that different students edopt different approaches to reach their l'
lC4J11ing outcomes, even though they may be in the seme elm IUld be subjected to the
sameteaching approach.
Graven (2001:33) notes that learning approaches arc intimately linked to learning .
outcomes. Thus, if students Are aware of the leaming outcomes 10 be achieved, then
they should udapllheir individual lelU1ling approach to achieve those outcomes. This
concept aligns with Ramsden's (1988:44) synergy of allribules inherent to the
individual student and the learning envinmmc:nt for learning 10 be successful. Each
student therefore adopIs a particular learning approach thaI seems applicable to the
learning outcome Ilt hand, based on hislher past learning experiences. Therefore,
exploring the strategies students adopt to achieve certain outcomes should reveal the
different lenming approaches they adopt, which is beneficial for the study under
consideration, as I want to explore the various learning approaches adopted by the
students in the second-year Homoeopathy and Chiropractic class. Exploring
preferences for learning approaches among the students may also shed light on the
reasons for their comments over the years. These comments rencet perceptions of
Anatomy as an inlimidaling subject that they were destined to fail, and they did not
seem to appreciate ihe learning outcomes as important for their future careers.
Taking note of learning outcomes may help students develop effective cognitive
strategies for their approach to their studies. Once students know what is expected of
them via the envisaged learning outcomes, they can implement strategies that control
and manage their mental processes involved in learning by auending to, thinking
Ilbout and memorising (Nicholls, 2002:22) how Il particular task should be approached
llIld denlt with. Sludents lU'C unique and will therefore sdopt their own strategies l1S
they approach their studies. BBSCd on the individual, each srudent may implement
differenl leArning apprnaches 10 achieve the stipulated learning outcomes, due 10
various pc:rsonnl and socialllllribulCS. The different nspccuof It learning npproach ore
discussed below.
Manon (in Ram.wcn, lQq2:43) pmP<l~ that an IIpproach to le4ming comprilld
' ..·ha( (referring to whether the studen! ill ac1h'ely fr)ing to undmland or p4.,,"ivcly
tr)ing to reproduce) and 'ho,,"' (referring to how the ,tudenf ,rruetum rhe task), The
II
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'what' aspect is related to the different approaches to learning, such as deep and
surface approaches. The 'how' aspect can refer to a holistic approach (an approach
which preserves structure and focuses on the whole in relation to the parts) or an
atomistic approach (an approach which distorts structure, focuses on parts and
segments the whole). Therefore. the learning approach is based on how the student
intends to learn and what the student wants to learn. In literature the terms used to
describe the approaches to learning Me sometimes combined to fonn the 'deep-
holistic' or 'surface-atomistic' approaches. I will use the terms deep and surface
learning approaches to refer to 'deep-holistic' and 'surface-atomistic' respectively. A
further approach to learning is the strategic approach (Entwistle & Tait, 1995:93),
where the student is driven by the desire to achieve results and optimise his/her input.
Furthermore, Kember (1996) introduced an approach which combines a surface and
deep approach to learning. where students used both approaches depending on what
they needed to study. These different approaches to learning will be elaborated on
below.
2J.1 Surface learn/OK approach
Ramsden (/988: 18) mentions that if a student concentrates on memorising facts and
treats a task as an external imposition he/she would end up with Il poor understanding
end knowledge of detail of the task. As a result of the task being seen as an.J:}tt_~
lmpositi0rlJ the resultant learning process would probably lead to a surface learning
.lIpprollch being adopted. Students who adopt the surface learning approach intend
completing a task to reach the task requirements only (Ramsden, 1988: 19). The
student focuses on the te:<t itself and on discrete elements of the learning material;
memorises information and procedures for assessment purposes; unreflectively
associates concepts and facts; exhibits a lack of the ability to distinguish principles
from evidence or new infonnation from old; and treats the task lIS an external
imposition (Nicholls, 2002:32). Biggs (1999: 14) explains that the surface learning
approach is adopted when the student intends getting a I~ming task 'out of the way'
with minimal effort while meeting minimum requirements. The intention of such a
student is contrary to the objectives of OnE, the crux of which is an attempt to
promote the achievement ofthe learning outcomes 11.'1 part of the learning process. In a
12
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surface learning approach, students .Iack··an·inherent dri~~_ to attain positive learning
~' ---"'......- _.~ ~ - _.- .
outcomes andrathcr.focuson passing an assessment only~
As argued by Ramsden, Nicholls (2002:32) also cites that a typical characteristic of
surface learning is rote-learning LlS 8 strategy. These students may create the
impression of 8 serious involvement while actually engaging in superficial levels of
cognitive processing and being primarily concerned with meeting the minimum
requirements of the task only. These learners seem to 'distort' the task at hand as they
would probably memorise pieces of the work without holistic understanding, thus
resulting in an inability to gain true meaning from the tnsk. These characteristics of
surface students noted by Nicholls seem consistent with the characteristics noted by
Marton (in Ramsden, 1992:43). Furthermore, Nicholls (2002:32) agrees with
Ramsden (1992:46) that surface learning has an- external emphasisr-such_LlS
.-.
assessmenta.andthatit results in knowledgethat.is detachedfrom everyday reality,
The factors or activities and the settings that may encourage a surface learning
approach nrc delineated by Nicholls (2002:32). These factors include assessment
methods that emphasise recall or the application of trivial procedures; assessment
methods that create anxiety; cynical or conflicting messages about rewards within the
system; an excessive amount of learning material in the curriculum; poor or absent.
feedback on progress; lack of independence of studying; lack of interest in and
background knowledge ofthe subject matter; and previousexperiences of educational
settings that encouraged asurface approach,
Factors from the student's and teacher's perspective that may encourage a surface
learning approach arc explored by Biggs (1999: 15). From the student's perspective
the following may encourage a surface learning approach: JlIl-intcntion to-achieve.a.
minimal pass only; non-academic priorities exceeding academicouesi. insufficient-
~. ~"- ~~ ~.•.-. .'.
ti.m~ andheavy_workload;.misundcrstanding.ofrcquircments; cynicism; anxiety or.a,ft ~enuine inability to understand the leaming.contcnr.onadeepcr wgnitiveJev.cl.
"\ Teachers can contribute to or encourage a surface learning. approach by teaching in
( 'piecemeal', without realising it; assessing for independent facts; teaching and.
..assessing in a way thatencourages cynicism; allocating insufficient time for~lnSk._
engagement; or creating anxiety and a lowexpectation of'success.
13
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Several of the factors mentioned by Nicholls and also by Biggs are related to teaching
strategies implemented by educators who may unwittingly encourage students to
adopt a surface-learning approach. Some of the factors affecting the current study
include heavy workload,-insufficient .tim~,assessing _f~!. independent. facts_~~_Iow
expectation of success. I suspect that would be unintended by most educators, as they
would want their students to understand and engage meaningfully with the learning
task to ensure that their knowledge could be applied in theirfuture clinical practices.
Nicholls' (2002) view on the role of assessments is similar to that of Gow and
Kember (1990:316) who relate an experiment conducted by Marton and Siilj<S in
1976. Marton and Siilji> asked students to read certain chapters and thereafter divided
the students into two groups. The first group were asked factual questions which
required a surface approach and the second group wcre asked questions that required
deep level responses. For the first group the surface level responses were consistent as
they paid attention to the detailed points. They were able to 'regurgitate' responses as
not much understanding was required. However in the second group, responses were
both deep and superficial. This experiment revealed that the expected demands of an
assessment played an important role in student learning and in this experiment
possibly promoted a surface learning approach. An assessment may serve as an
extrinsic motivation factor to learning and result in student learning being prompted
from an external source. Entwistle (1998: 16) states that extrinsic motivation factors,
such as assessments, probably lead to a surface approach to learning. The influence of
assessments on learning approaches is considered in section2.4.3.
Astudy by Gow and Kember (1990:316) indicates that a surface learning approach
may be axiomatic to the nature of some subjects. Most students in the second year
Chiropractic and Homoeopathy class tend to agree that studying anatomy requires
memorisation with lillie understanding. as the students constantly complain that there
isso much detail to memorise. While Anatomy as a subject is factual and docs entail
substantial volume, thereby engendering a common perception among students that
memorisation and a surface-Ieaming approach is required, the subject does
nevertheless not lend itself entirely to such an approach. Certain aspects of anatomy
requires memorisation, such as learning the names of muscles, however the bulk of
anatomy is understanding where structures are situated, what functions they perform
toJ
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and why they have that particular structure to enhance its function. A student in the
Gow and Kember (1990:316) study commented that "Besides anatomy ... if you do
not memorise it there is nothing much to do". This comment indicates how a student
would perceive memorisation as the appropriate strategy to master anatomy, It
perception that would probably, in due course, lead to a surface leaming approach. If
content is memorised without understanding, then anatomy will undoubtedly be learnt
superficially. The study of anatomy does require a component of memorisation - for
example the learning ofnamesof structures such as bones, muscles and blood vessels.
However, It large portion of anatomy can be understood and students can find their
way around the human body by being practically involved in dissection. Dissection
facilitates the linking of theoretical knowledge to understanding by means of visual
perception. It was further noted by Entwistle and Tait (1990: 172) that in conventional
medical education the emphasis initially is on learning detailed factual information
that is unrelated to the clinical situation. By separating the initial factual training from
the clinical situation, students automaticallysec the two IlS separate entities with the
former being difficult and a burden on thestudent. Disassociating basic training from
eventual clinical practice results in lower levels of meaning orientation and higher
levels of reproduction orientation and must be avoided if meaningful learning is
sought (Entwistle & Tait, 1990: 172). It hasbeen noted that fourth, fifth and sixth year
students betterappreciate the relevance of anatomy,
Most medical curricula nrc however, problem-based, where basic anatomy is
integrated with clinical situations (Smith, 2005:93). This is an international as well as
local trend and has resulted in a substantial reduction of anatomy contact time with
students, as Anatomy is no longer B frcc-stllllding subject but 'filters through' courses
via the teaching of integrated systems (Smith, 2005:93). Anatomy of the
cardiovascular system is, for example taught at the same time lIS physiology,
pathology and diagnostics; and is no longer a subject 'on its own'. This trend was
investigated lIS an option by the anatomy stafT at UJ, for the new curriculum for the
Homoeopathy and Chiropractic students. It was however, not implemented due to
logistical reasons and may be revisited at a later stage, if proven to be beneficial at
other academic institutions. The most obvious end immediate change, according to
Linacre (2005:96), with these new curricula is that students arc spared having to rote
leam anatomy. However, Linacre further argues that people who remember spending
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hours of memorising musculature insertions and innervations with no clinical use in
sight will realise that it was not IlI1 insignificant benefit. This traditional teaching
method is said to favour those with elephantine memories and to deter those without,
while the new curricula which focus on small group learning. favour students who are
social extroverts and deter quiet achievers (Linacre, 2005:93). Thus, as mentioned
above, memorising and rote-learning have a place in the study of anatomy, especially
with respect to the learning of names and structures. However, it will affect students
negatively if they try to rote-learn all the content in Anatomy, llS the volume is
substantial and will result in insufficient time tocomplete their learning.
.A factor that also seems to encourage a surface learning approach is student
perception ofa heavy workload (Gow & Kember, 1990:317). Ramsden and Entwistle
(in Gow & Kember, 1990:317) found significant statisticlll correlation between
student perceptions of heavy workload and a reproducing orientation. In the Ramsden .
and Entwistle study students felt that they were overwhelmed with the quantity of the,
learning material and did not. find enough time to s~udYJhQ mat~aLJhaLbad._bccn...
taught. Based on their comments over the years the majorityof theanatomy students
at UJ have similar thoughts (also compare section 4.3). Similarly, Ramsden (in
Eizenbcrg, 1988:193) notes that if students perceive the volume of learning material
to be excessive, they would mostly respond by using minimalist or surface learning
approaches. Eizenberg (1988: 193) also mentions that a morcsubtle effect ofexcessive
workload is that student intention shifts from understanding to avoiding failure.
Current students also seem to be under the impression that adopting a minimalist
approach will avoid failure. Trying to ovoid failure and the fear of failure begs the
question of what isultimately motivating students to learn - nrc they trying to please
others or arc they learning to achieve a learning outcome that will benefit them in the
future?
Gmvctt (2001:34) mentions that educators often unintentionally promote a surface
learning approach. Students may perceive that they arc receiving messages from
educators that rote·learning is required 'to survive'. These pcreeptions may come to
light when there is a 'mismatch' between learning outcomes, teaching methods and
the learning materiel - students receive different sets of information which may be
confusing to them. Another common signal that may unintentionally promote 0
Iti
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surface learning approach is when students are under the impression that they need to
rote learn certain content, with little/no understanding, as they think it may appear in
that fonn in an upcoming assessment. Comments from students (see section 4.3)
indicate a similar trend at UJ.
Some of the above-mentioned factors, including assessments, excessive learning
material, insufficient time and lack of interest, may influence students' motivation
towards their studies and may be linked to teaching approaches adopted by the
teachers. These will bediscussed below insection 2.4.3.
Iwill next elaborate onthe deep learning approach that maybe adopted by students.
2.3.2 Deep learnlnR approach
This approach refers to deep and !!1_~.!l~J.l1gfuU~~u·!1ing, and.J~ characterised by ~.
!Etcntion to engage with the task appropriately and meaningfully byusing appropriate.
~ognitive activities for handling the task (Biggs, 1999:16). The idea is to understand .
and seek meaning. In scorching for meaning, students relate concepts to existing
experiences; distinguish between new and cldjdeasend.critically evaluate and
determine key themes and concepts (Nicholls, 2002:31). Entwistle and Tait
(1990: 171) mention that adeep approach to learning is ASsociated with a holistic style
-that uses abroad learning focus, and relies on a wide, variety of information such as
- .~.--,.~ - . ~'. '.. ,
analogies and real-world experiences, These authors also note that for learning to
constitute a meaning orientation, ..t.hc.-Student shouldbe-mouvatedby.anIntrinsic,
interest in the subject at hand. A personal interest in the subject ensures that students
inherently want to learn rather than to be forced to learn a certain subject. For
instance, students at Monash University, Austmlia. petitioned against the reduction of
anatomy dissection contact time as they thought it would impair their ability to
practice safely (Linacare, 2005:96) - a clear example of an inherent desire to learn
more, which will promote a deeper and more meaningful learning experience. This is
closely linked to intrinsic motivation factors that will be discussed further in section
2.4.
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Entwistle and Marton (in Ramsden, 1992:46) describe a-student who.adoptsadeep
'-!~!1"1ing_{l.PPCOJl~hJ1S.1ul.ving.thejntentiQnto_underst~~;to maintain the structure of
the task; to focus on concepts applicable to solving the problem; relate new
knowledge to old; relate theoretical ideas to everyday experiences; relate and
distinguish between evidence and argument; and to organise and structure content as a
whole. This approach has an internal emphasis through which aspects of reality
become visible and more understandable to students. The internal emphasis is related
to the existenceofintrinsic motivation and whether the student is genuinely interested
in his/her learning. Most of the second year UJ students did not seem to have this
intrinsic motivation driving them to learn, as they constantly complained about the
volume of factual information they wererequired to master. Students' comments with
regards to their perceptions of the factors motivating them to study appear in section
4.3 of Chapter4.
Nicholls (2002:31), in addition to concurring with Entwistle and Morton's views,
highlights factors that encourage a deep approach to learning. Theso-inelude-tenching
and assessment methods which foster active and long term engagement with the
learning tasks, as well as stimulating and considerate teaching. which stresses the
. . 0'
meaning and relevance of the subject matter to the students and demonstrates the
,
teacher's personal commitment to the subject matter, Other factors that encourage
deep learning include clearly stated academic expectations; ogportunitics to exercise,
responsible choice in the method and content of study; .interest in and background
knowledge of the subject matter and previous experiences of meaningful educational
,
senings, These factors are generally linked to, intrinsic motivational factors that arc
_... w.,_.___ _".
said to promotedeep learni~g.
In a similar vein, Biggs, BS cited by Kember (1996:342), describes a student that
adopts a deep learning approach as being interested in the aca~cmJ£.tllSk and_dcrivi~g
enjoyment from carrying it out; searching for meaning inherent in the task; making
the task meaningful to his/her own experience in the real world; integrating aspects or
J:~s of the task into a whole and relating the whole to previous knowledgc.; and
J!YJngJQ theorise ebout.the task.,These characteristics of a student who adopts a deep
learning approach arc consistent with those noted above by Nicholls, Ramsden. and
Entwistle and Marton. Eizcnberg (1988: 194) also mentions that the anatomy students
t8
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he studied were encouraged to view anatomy as an organised whole. If teachers
require students to learn holistically, then the teachers' expectations will imply that
students should use a deep learning approach and they should be taught using
methods that encourage meaningful learning. Being able to view and learn anatomy as
an organised whole is a typical characteristic of deep learning and should be
emphasised by educators during the teaching and learningprocess.
There is evidence that suggests that a deep learning approach is related to intrinsic
motivation (Gow & Kember, 1990:3IS). This view, as cited by Gow and Kember
(1990:31 S), is shared by Harper and Kember, Ramsden and Entwistle, and Franssen,
Entwistle (1998:I?) also agrees that intrinsic motivation leads to a deep learning
approach and conceptual understanding. The relationship between intrinsic motivation
and learningapproach will be discussed insection 2.4.2.
In addition to motivation, Trigwell and Prosser (1991 :263) note that to improve the
. ..~~-,.,--
quality of learning it is importal!! to~crcate~ana~a4~~!~c.nvirynm~~ that encourages
•..... _- ',,' ,- .. - . -_.._~._. -----._~--- ...
.deep learning. They add that those students who achieved higher quality learning
outcomes adopted deep and/or related different ideas in their approaches to learning.
The environment as perceived by students was one in which teachers gave adequate
and helpful feedback; stated clear objectives/learning outcomes; clearly set out the
assessment criteria and the expectations they had of students; demonstrated the
relevance of the course and made it interesting. Such teachers also created
opportunities for questions; made an effort to understand students' difficulties and
gave students the opportunity to decide what and how they would learn, This ideal
learning environment, as perceived by students, is related to the characterisrics of
deep learning as noted by Nicholls, Ramsden and Entwistle and Marton, mentioned
above, thereby supporting the view that the teaching approach may affect students'
learning approach, It is therefore important to take cognisance, as mentioned in
section 2.3.1, of the unintentional promotion of specific learning approaches by
educators as n result ofthcir teaching approach,
According to Biggs (1999:16), certain teaching environments encourage n deep
learning approach. These include teaching in a way that explicitly brings out the
structure of a topic; teaching to elicit a positive response from students by involving
t9
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them in discussions; teaching by buildingon sludents' existing knowledge; alleviating
student misconceptions: assessing for structure rather IhM independent facts;
emphasising depth of learning; and using tcaching and assessing methods that support
Ihe aims and leaming outcomes of the course. These possible teaching influences will
be discussed later inIhis chapter (see section 2.4.3).
Adeep approach 10 learning is generally favoured by teachers as It allows students 10
engage with Ihe learning material in a way Ihat will help them construct their own
knowledge for applicalion in subsequent study years and for later clinical practice.
Anatomy studenls must be able to adoI'I a deep learning approach, while also
memorising the necessary terms us required. The deep approach is favoured in
anatcrny when knowledge is required about, for instance, Ihe course/pathway of a
particular blood vessel and nerve, us understanding and visualising the pathway would
help students to understand the consequences of damage to those structures. If this
information is merely memorised, the student would not be able toapply the stored
information with the ultimate aim of diagnosing and explaining pathologies to
patients effectively, Adeep approach is Ihus preferred when, for instance, tracing and
following structures, while the surface approach is generally used to try and
remember the exact name of the structure. Due to the volume of anatomy learning
material, the deep understanding approach 10 learning is preferred, us trying to
memorise quantities of factual informationwill eventually lead tostudent fatigue and
students will have insufficient time to master the learning material.
Another approach, introduced by Kember (1996), is a variation on the deep approach
described above, and involves 'memorisation and understanding'. This approach is
discussed below lIS a sub-section of the deep learning approach, os I believe such
sludenls an: trying to learn meaningfully, os with the deep approach, when they adopt
Ihis approach of memorisation and understanding.
2.3.2.1 Memorisation and understandingapproach
This approach WIU described by Kember (1996) after 'tud)ing his students at II Hong
Kong tertiary instilulion. Kember highlighled 'the intention 10 understand' when
distinguishing between the deep and surface approaches to lcaming, In the surface
~o
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approach. as described in section 2.3.1, there isno mention ofan intention by students
to understand the learning content they are engaged with.
If there is no attempt to seek understanding, then the student relies upon rote-learning
with little or no understanding, as his/her approach to learning. The literature studied
supports the view that the intention to understand leads to a deep approach. while
memorisation is indicative of a surface approach to learning. If students from the
outset have the intention to understand, they would automatically approach learning
via the deep approach. In Chapter 5 it will become evident that some students
interviewed adopt a similar approach to learning by using memorisation and
understanding. This is a variation to the deep learning approach as it has elements of
memorisation, and the memorisation contributes towards understanding, as opposed
to only "trying toget the learning task outofthe way".
In 1996. Kember introduced the memorisation and understanding approach, which is
characterised by an intention to both understand and memorise. In 1991, Tang (as
cited by Kember, 1996:345) reported, after interviewing her students. that
memorisation could bedivided into two categories, called 'surface memorisation' and
'deep memorisation'. The former is similar to the typical surface approach to learning,
while the latter relates to students wishing to use the deep approach to learning. but
finding that theircourses and assessments stressed the reproduction of information.
Therefore, to be successful it was seen as necessary to commit some information to
memory. A student involved in the study said that the students had tomemorise for an
assessment but that they still needed to understand the content first (Kember,
1996:345). The students involved in the current study at VJ also have the perception
that to pass or do well inAnatomy, some content must be memorised and reproduced
in an assessment. Memorising content without understanding it. with the aim of
obtaining good marks, seems to be a time-wasting exercise for students as they seem
to spend more time trying to remember words verbatim as opposed to trying to
understand concepts (based on students' comments over the years). While certain
information. such lIS names of structures, must be memorised, most ofthe content in
anatomy can be easily understood if studied consistently throughout the allocated
study timeduring the year, rather than close to the time ofassessments only.
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Watkins, in the Kember (1996) study, was cited as saying that understanding is
ultimately used by some students as 8 technique for more efficient memorisation, as
these students retained the aim of reproducing answers to obtain good grades. In spite
ofstudents wanting to understand, there still was a need to reproduce some material
for assessment purposes. This also seems to be the intention in the second year
Anatomy class at UJ, but they may fall into the memorisation trap when they start to
panic and realise that they have not studied sufficiently beforehand for an upcoming
assessment.
In my opinion, the memorisation and understanding approach is a variation of the
deep approach, as it is adopn..-d by students who memorise certain aspects for the
assessment but aim to understand the content first. Below, I argue why I think this
approach is different from the strategic approach, as students also use memorisation
and understanding in the strategicapproach.
2.3.3 StratcKlclachlcvlng Icarnlng approach
Students adopting a strategic approach nrc motivated primarily by a desire to attain
high marks during assessments. They plan their studies carefully and deliberately to
maximise performance and to optimise study inputs to achieve good results, rather
than understanding and engaging with the learning material (Atherton, 2003; Hua et
01., 1999).
According to Winfield and Bolingbroke (1998:94), "strategic" students choose their
approach according to which they think will bemost successful, given their learning
goals, the delivery methods and the assessment criteria. The students may either
choose a deep or surface approach. depending on which will in their opinion lend to
most success at the task. Solomonides (1998:26) states that strategic students arc
generally characterised by an intention to excel; they are alert to demands, have
detailed study organisation skills and excellent time management. Entwistle (1998: 17)
summarises strategic students as being competitive, resulting in egotism and
selfishness and having a focus on personal levels of achievement while treating the
task as a personal challenge. He agrees that these students have excellent time
management and organisation ofstudies.
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The strategic approach is linked to a combination of internal and external factors
motivating students to adopt this approach. It is in my opinion generally adopted by
students who ore competitive and who want to avoid failure with minimal effort. I
have noticed over the years of teaching Anatomy that some students learn
strategically but are unsuccessful with their studies. From experience I know that it is
difficult to learn anatomy strategically as the volume to be learnt, by understanding
and applying, is substantial and there are various aspects of the content that may be
assessed. Thus, for example, 'spotting' sections of work foran assessment may prove
fruitless and may result in students becoming despondent and lacking appreciation for
the subject, as they may feci that they had 'worked' relentlessly but were not justly
rewarded. Students may have learned sections superficially and may not be able to
answer detailed questions that may have required application in the assessment, thus
resulting in students being unsuccessful in the assessment even though they studied
'diligently'. Therefore, the strategic approach may not be rewarding with a subject
like Anatomy, dueto the volume of factual information.
I argue that the subtle difference between the strategic approach as compared to the
'memorisation and understanding approach' is that students using the latter intend to
understand from the outset of their learning process. This is in contrast to strategic
students who, from the outset, only intend achieving good results and will use any
means that will suit the purpose. Students adopt the strategic approach primarily to
gain high marks.
I will nowsynthesise the different learning approaches mentioned above.
2J.4 Synthesis ofleamlnKapproaches
In this section on learning approaches I explored four main approaches to learning.
namely the surface learning approach, deep learning approach, a variation of the deep
leaming approach and the strategic learning approach. Included in this section I
presented factors that may encourage or inhibit certain Icoming approaches to be
adopted by students. I also allude to factors such as student motivation and teaching
approach that may influence the learning approach adopted by students. The next
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section explores student motivation and teaching approaches that may influence
students' learning approaches in more detail.
2.4 INFLUENCES ON LEARNING APPROACIIES
2.4.1 Introduction
The frequently quoted JP model by Biggs (1999: 18) illustrntes three points in time at
which learning-related factors may influence learning. namely presage (before
learning takes place); process (during learning) and product (the outcome of learning).
Ofconcern in thecurrent research are the presage factors, which influence the process
of'Ieaming-focused activities and the learning approach that a student may adopt.
Presage factors ore student-based and teaching-context based. These factors ore inter-
related and arc also related to approaches to learning. Student-based factors include a
student's relevant prior knowledge of a topic and student ability and motivation, while
teaching-context based factors include objectives, assessments, teacher expertise,
learning environment and institutional practices.
Within the scope of the current research, one presage factor from the students' and
one from the teachers' perspectives were chosen to explore possible rclationship(s)
between studcot motivation, teaching approach and learning approaches. The presage
factors chosen were students' motivations and teaching approaches implemented. I
will first discuss student motivation, followed by the influence of the teaching
approaches on the learning approaches.
2....2 Influence or mollvallon on leamlng Ipprolchn
Findings by several researchers (Ramsden, 1992; Entwistle. 1998; Biggs, 1999;
Nicholls, 2(02) indicate a strong link between student motivation and learning
success in higher educnion. Entwistle (1998:16) states that strong motivation:
genmlly leads to success, while a lock of motivation generally results in failure. )
Biggs (1999:56) notes that there ore two factors that make students wanl to study,
namely, that studying has 10 be important (it must have some value to the student) and
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it must be possible for the student to perform the learning task successfully. He adds
that for teachers to convince a student thetask is worth doing, they need to emphasise 1_
its importance to students. Students are motivated by a variety of factors depending
on what they regard as important or valuable to them. whether short- or long-term.
Different motivational factors may generally slot into one of four main categories to
which the student subscribes (Biggs. 1999:59; Entwistle, 1998:16). These are
classified as intrinsic, extrinsic. achievement and social motivational categories
(Biggs. 1999:59). Entwistle (1998: 16) describes Pintrich's multifaceted goal-oriented
motivation concept as mas/cry/intrinsic, where the student understands the course
material. or extrinsic, where the student concentrates on obtaining a qualification. or
lastly. as relative abl/itylaclJicvcmcn/. where the student is motivated by a need to
excel.
The different motivational categories arediscussed below.
2.4.2.1 Intrinsic motivation
Intrinsic motivation is related to students reflecting on personal goals, together with
an interest in and personal engagement with the subject matter (Entwistle, 1998: 16).
This type of motivation generally leads to a deep approach and conceptual
understanding, and produces learning outcomes that arc flexible and transferable to
other contexts. Biggs (1999: 16) states that students may be encouraged both from a
personal perspective as well as from the perspective of the teacher to adopt a
.....__._._-
particular learning approach. To adopt a deep approach a student should have the
intention ofengaging meaningfully with thetask, due to. for instance. curiosity. Some
ofthe strategies adopted by students to satisfy their curiosity include trying to get the
task in line with their own experience; relating and distinguishing evidence and
argument; looking for patterns and underlying principles; integrating the task with
their existing awareness; seeing the parts of a task as a whole; and relating
understanding from other parts of the same subject and from different subjects
(Prosser & Trigwcll, 1999:91). These strategies also serve to encoumge understanding
and making meaning of the content.
2S
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According to Biggs (1999:60), intrinsic motivation drives deep learning and the best
academic work. Gow and Kember (1990:315), Entwistle (1998:17) and Nicholls
(2002:31) all note that a deep approach is generally related to intrinsic motivation.
Kember and Kwan (2000:476), however, also argue that developing student
motivation is an integral part of teaching and is not just an innate student
characteristic. These authors mention that in a learnlng-ccntred teaching approach, the
emphasis is on interest and relevance of teaching in order to develop and encourage
student motivation. I agree with the Kember and Kwan view that educators can ignite
intrinsic motivation, thereby creating interest and enthusiasm towards a subject, but I
believe that students must also bring an inherent interest for the motivation to
succeed. Biggs (1999: 13) mentions that motivation is a product of good teaching, not
its prerequisite. Thus there are two differing views, the first that teachers can motivate
students based on their teaching, but students need to be inherently interested in the
subject. The second view is that motivation results from good teaching. I agree with
the former view that the way a teacher teaches encourages students to stay motivated
and enthusiastic. The possible influence of'teaching approaches isdiscussed in section
2.4.3.
2.4.2.2 Extrinsic motivation
Extrinsic motivational factors nrcderived from external rewards and pressures and the
.,._'"-----~
satisfactory completion ofthe course, which generally lends to a fear of failure and a
surface approach to learning (Entwistle, 1998:16). Entwistle further adds that learning
outcomes produced because of external motivators nrc mostly inflexible and not
- -'_.'---~_._-
readily transferable. If learning outcomes are not readily transferable it would imply
that students canno: apply the basic knowledge they have gained to a practical
situation or to their future professions. As noted in section 2.3.2, students who do not
approach their learning mcaningfully would not be able to apply this knowledge and
this would thus afTect their clinical practice negatively.
Biggs (1999:59) states that there ore two sub-categories to extrinsic motivation, I
,"'-
Olund)' positiveand negative reinforcement. Posiuve reinforcement OCCUr.l when: the
student performs to obtain something positive following success, such 05 material
reward, while negative reinforcement occurs when a student performs to avoid
LltWffH" 8M,,!
something negative, such as punishment or failure. In both instances the student does
not focus on theprocess but rather on theconsequence. This consequence can also be
fostered by a content-centred teaching approach (Kember &Kwan, 2000:477). Such
teachers generally play down their contribution to motivating students and if they do
motivate them, they rely on external motivators, such as the syllabus, examinations
and achievement ofa qualification.
A part of the teacher contribution to student motivation is the role of assessments
during teaching. The role that assessments ploy in motivating students will be
discussed as part ofthe teaching approach (see section 2.4.3).
2.4.2.3 Achievement motivation
Students who are motivated by achievement, generally focus on personal levels of
achievement by organising study material and treating tasks lIS challenges. This leads
to a strategic learning approach that produces learning outcomes which ore
achievement-driven (Entwistle, 1998:17). Biggs (1999:59) concurs that students may
learn to enhance their egos by competing against other students and beating them.
This often leads to high achievement using the deep approach of learning. However,
amongst such students, the motive to master content is secondary to winning, or
avoiding failure. Thus, this approach is not to be encouraged over the deep learning
approach, as it suits only the minority of students who oredriven bycompetition.
2.4.2.4 Social motivation
Biggs (1999:59) notes that a social motivation comes from pleasing other p-CQj1)e
-'-"'~'-'- ..._.'-' ~--,-
whose opinions arc important to students and therefore motivates them from a
personal stance. If studying or the result of studying is important and is valued by
people important to the student, education takes on an intrinsic value and meaning,
This type of motivation is not considered as a material consequence but rather as a
good precursor forintrinsic motivation. Inaddition to family and friends emphasising
the intrinsic value in education, teachers canalso serve this role.
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Social motivation isan integral part of some students' lives due to the importance of
education and social status in some communities. Parents and peers may pressurise
students into studying disciplines they arenot interested in ordo not have the aptitude
for. This phenomenon has been noticed by the teachers of Anatomy at UJ, as some
second-year students do not seem to know what their chosen discipline encompasses.
This surfaces when they are still unaware that they will have to dissect a cadaver in
their second year ofstudy, and become disillusioned by thesubject.
2.4.2.5 Synthesis ofinfluence of motivation on learning approaches
In section 2.4.2, motivation factors and the relation of these to the learning approach
adopted by students were elucidated. Intrinsic motivation has been linked to a deep
approach to learning, while extrinsic motivation factors lead to asurface approach to
learning. Students may also be motivated by an achievement motivation and thus tend
towards a strategic learning approach. A fourth motivational source is social
motivation based on parental and peer pressure. Based on the literature cited and the
interviews conducted, motivation seems to playa pivotal role in why students are
studying anatomy and how they approach their studies.
In addition to student motivation playing a vital role in influencing the learning
approach adopted, a teaching approach may also encourage a specific learning
approach beingadopted, discussed in the section below.
2.4.3 Influence of teaching approach on learning approaches
A number of authors, namely Ramsden (1992), Gravett (2006), Biggs (1999) and
Kember and Kwan (2000), note that the way students are taught may influence the
learning approach they adopt during their studying. Ramsden (1992:45) mentions that
it iscritical for teachers to understand students' characteristics and the characteristics
ofthe different learning approaches and that these should influence how they teach. In
keeping with Ramsden's view, Kember and Kwan (2000:470) state that there is
evidence that the students' learning approaches are a function oftheir predisposition;
the form and nature of the teaching; and the learning environment. Furthermore,
Gravett (2001 :34) mentions that educators can influence students' learning
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approaches through their teaching approaches. Thus it is critical for teachers to usc
teaching methods that will positively promote those learning approaches that foster
leming conducive to gaining understanding and enhancing meaningful learning.
Hence, I thought it important to explore the possible influence of teaching approaches
in second-year Anatomy on the learning approaches, AS the literature indicates that it
hu an important bearing on how students Ieam,
Ateaching approach is the way teachers would approach their teaching. This may hetI
influenced by a number of factors, such as feelings of freedom and control over how
and what they teach; the sizeof the class; their views on how well the students would
cope with content; the value of teaching and perceptions of their own workload
(Prosser & Trigwell, 1999: I52). Prosser and Trigwell (1999: I52) further state that
university teachers' perceptions of a teaching situation ore related to the way they
approach their teaching. The influence of the teaching approach on the learning
approach was also noted by Entwistle and Tai: (1990: 188), who state that students
who adopt either a meaningful or a reproducing orientation also prefer teaching ond
assessment methods that encourage those approaches to learning. Since the
assessments fall within the ambit of the teaching approach, by implication the
teaching approach may influence a student's learning approach.
Prosser ond Trigwell (1999: I53) identifled five di fferent approaches to teaching.
These approaches include a teacher-focused approach with the intention of
'transmitting information' to students; a teacher-focused approach with the intention
that students should acquire the concepts of the discipline; a teacher/student
intenlction approach with the intention that students should acquire the concepts of
the discipline; a student-focused approach aimed at students developing their
conceptions. and a student-focused approach aimed at students clumgjng their
conceptions. These approaches &lI'C broadly categorised into either a teacher- or a
student-focused approach.
Teaching approaches can furthermore be: broadly divided into those that &lI'C teacher-
centred or content-centred and those that orc student-central or IC4Il1ing-ccntrcd
8pproach~ (Kember &Kwan. 2000:471). A di~tinction of the teacher.content-cemred
approach is that learning isconcentrated on hut the focus i5on the teacher dclin:ring
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structured knowledge to students. On the other hand, the studenl/learning-eentred
approach concentrates on facilitating learning and understanding, conceptual change
and intellectual development. Essentially, Kember and Kwan (2000:483) revealed two
major conceptual categories of the teaching approach. The first is teaching as the
'transmission of knowledge', in which teaching is viewed as a teaching centred
activity aimed at passing on information, and making it easier for the students to
understand the relevant learning content. The second category is teaching as 'learning
facilitation' in which teaching is viewed 05 mainly facilitating student learning, i.e.
where students' learning needs are met and students are supported to become more
independent. These authors characterise teaching approaches as being either content-
centred or learning-centred. Gravett and Petersen (2002:282)also mention a teaching
approach that is neither content, teacher- nor student-focused but learning-centred.
Learning-centred teachers, as described in a series of investigations conducted by
Martin, Prosser, Trigwell, Ramsden and Benjamin (2000:389), reveal that if the focus
ison the teacher delivering information, the students learn less well, whereas if the
teaching focuses on student learning it results in students learning more effectively, as
the teacher works to help the students develop or change their understanding of ideas
and concepts. As confirmed in Chapter 4, section 4.4, different teachers adopt
different teaching approaches and have different views oftheir purpose.
Biggs (in Gow & Kember, 1990:317) notes that a teaching approach may lead to a
particular teaching style, which may affect a student's learning approach. Since a
teaching style sterns from a teacher's teaching approach and seems to playa role in
students' learning, I will discuss teaching style below. Essentially, it follows that
teaching style may influence how learning tokes place (Nicholls, 2002:10). According
to Nicholls (2002:10), a teaching style stems from teacher behaviour and teaching
stmtegy. The 'behaviour' ofthe teacher represents the interaction between teacher and
student, while the teaching strategy refers to the choice and range of teaching methods
that could be: adopted ItS part of the teachingprocess.
Choosing a teaching style is dependent on a number of factors, such 45 teachers'
personal and professional attributes and the professiona] skills of the teachers
(Nicholls, 2002:9). Some personal attributes include humour, imagination.
accessibility. fairness, a friendly demeanour. and a supportive and enthusiastic nature.
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Professional attributes are related to organisational skills, flexibility, preparedness,
articulation, professional knowledge, extent of the teacher's pedagogic knowledge
and good time-keeping. Professional skills of teachers include being able to explain
the relevance of the content; actively assisting students; varying their teaching
methods; giving clear explanations; treating students with fairness and equity and
having high expectations of students. Individual teachers odopt appropriate teaching
approaches based on them possessing a combination of the aforementioned attributes
and skills. As will become evident in section 4.4, students' learning can be influenced
by teachers' teaching styles.
Nicholls (2002:10) mentions that a teaching style may olso be influenced by similar
characteristics as those mentioned above by Prosser and Trigwcll (1999: I52) that
influence the choice of a teaching approach. The following are considerations for a
particular teaching style: characteristics and size of the student body; the learning
outcomes concerned; thenature of the knowledge to be taught and the environment in
which teaching is to take place (Nicholls, 2002:10). Nicholls adds that, although the
teaching style is affected by 0 number of variables, the most significant is that of
teachers' personal beliefs and views, as well as their assumptions about teaching and
learning. Such beliefs, views and assumptions held by teachers seem to playa major
role in detcnnining how the teaching and learning process will progress, as teachers
nrc primarily in charge of facilitating the learning process. These beliefs, views and
assumptions are referred to as conceptions teachers have. 'Old-schoolteachers, who
adopt a teacher-centred teaching approach with the teacher standing in front and
dictating notes, will engender the view among students that they con sit back and let
the teacher do all the work for them. This teaching approach docs not give the
students an opportunity to think and reason for themselves, which goes against the
principles of OBE. However, these 'old-school' teachers have the conception that
teaching should be teacher-centred as it has always been.
Educators' thoughts and ideas on the nature of their profession tend to support a
particular teaching approach. According to Nicholls (2002: II) there arc mainly three
teaching styles or a combination thereof that are infonncd by a teaching approach:
firstly, closed teaching where the lecturer is formal and lectures with little
involvement by students and the information is transmitted rather than shared or
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discussed; secondly, framed teaching where the teacher provides a structure for the
teaching session and students arc allowed to communicate their own ideas, views and
interpretations; and thirdly, negotiated teaching resulting in a teaching session that is
guided by student ideas and contributions. The first style seems to be related to a
teacher-centred teaching approach while the second seems to be related to a student-
centred approach and the third to a learning-centred teaching approach. The styles are
related to teachers' intentions and what they think their teaching should encompass.
Nicholls (2002: II) mentions further subdivisions of the teaching approach categories,
such as theoretical, traditional, content-based, transmission and didactic teaching.
These arc however related to a teacher-centred teaching approach and related to the
closed teaching style which does not focus on learning outcomes, as is currently
required from educators. She further categorises teaching approaches as experiential,
which would be more student centred, and facilitative which would fall into the
learning-centred teaching approach. Gravett and Petersen (2002:282) refer to
facilitative teaching lIS the dialogic teaching approach - this approach is more in line
with achieving theobjectives of OBE, whereby aBE requires learning to be focused
on learning outcomes. Thus, adopting traditional teacher-centred and content-centred
teaching approaches encourage the regurgitation of information whilst a learning-
centred approachwould encourage the application of knowledge.
An effective teacher should acknowledge that there arc different approaches to
teaching and should identify suitable teaching and learning situations in which to use
a particular approach in order to promote effective learning. An approach would
either promote or distract from the different facets of the teaching and learning
process, depending on what was required in a particular teaching situation. For
instance, didactic teaching would be suited to introducing the class to a subject they
have not encountered previously, while dialogic teaching would be appropriate to
discuss a topic that the students were asked to prepare for a certain lecture.
Once a teachingapproach and style have been adopted, the teacher needs to develop a
teaching method or strategy to assist students achieve the learning outcomes that have
been outlined. Teaching methods that can be adopted for a particular teaching
approach could include lectures, computer-based work, group work, problem-based
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learning. discussions, tutorials, assignments, projects, practical work and assessments.
Different teaching methods should be used for differentcontent and different teaching
contexts, as each method emphasises different aspects of the learning content, to keep
learners interested and motivated. For instance, lectures IU'C an economical way of
using staff time but may be relatively ineffective in stimulating students' thoughts.
Alternatively, lectures arc appropriate for introducing a subject but Me less popular
with students than other methods of teaching (Nicholls, 2002:78). Thus, to facilitate
overall understanding of a region such as upper limb in no anatomy class, a teacher
could give on overview during lectures but the detail could be learnt by exploration
during interactive practicals. This therefore implies that the manner in which teachers
present information tostudents may playa pivotal role in how students learn and how
students may be motivated to learn.
Martin ct 01. (2000:387) mention that it is frequently token forgranted in the literature
that students will learn differently when taught by different teachers, due to better
subject knowledge and/or superior teachingskills. These authors however, argue that
the main influence on students is not how much the teachers know or their teaching
skills, IlS much as what it is that teachers intend students to know and how they view
their teaching in assisting students to gain that knowledge. They relate three
arguments regarding this view: firstly, that teachers have different intentions as to
what students will learn and thus teach the content differently; secondly, that teachers
intend aligning what students should learn to their expectations; and lastly, that there
is a focus on teacher intention and teaching practice. These relate to the ideas and
conceptions teachers have ofhow teaching and learning should take place.
Observations from the aforementioned research studies indicate that approaches to
teaching ore strongly influenced by teachers' conceptions of teaching. As a result,
adopting a particular teaching approach may contribute to the implementation by
students of particular learning approaches. For instance, a dc:cp learning approach
may be encouraged by the following aspects: by teaching in a way that emphasises the
structure of the subject or topic; teaching to elicit a positiveresponse from students by
questioning or presenting problems rather than by explaining; building on whtU the
student already knows and confronting and eradicating students' misconceptions
(Biggs, 1999: 16). Biggs further states that a deep learning opproach may be
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encouraged by lWc:SSing for structure nllher than for independent focts; tcaching and
assessing in Away Ihlll encourages Apositive working Almosphere soIhAt students can
rtl4ke mislAkes and team from them; emphasising depth of le4ming nllher thAn
breadth of conlenl; llnd using teaching and IWCSsing methods Ihlll support the Aims
lind objectives of the course (Biggs, 1999:16). Deep learning mllY therefore be
encouraged bystudent- and learning-centred leaching approaches,
A surfuce Icaming approach may on the other hand be promoled by piecemeal
leaching; ll.'SScssing for independent flScts only, as in most multiple choice questions
and short omwer leslS; Icaching and lL'IsCS5ing in Q way that encourages cynicism;
providing in!lullicient time 10 engage with the learning tDSk and creating undue
anxiety or low expectation of SUCCes5 (Diggs, 1999:15), Diggs (1999:12) also
mentions that concepts of deep and surface approuchcs to leaming are helpful in
improving teaching lIS educators con structure their teaching to either negate or
enhance particular Icnming approaches. Hence, surface learning may be encouraged
by a content- and teacher-centred teaching approach to learning. If educators nrc able
10 structure Iheir leaching in 0 way that promotes 0 particular leoming nppronch it
would provebeneflciel toimproving student learning,
As a pivotal part of Ihe leaching approach il is important to lake note of the role
assessments play in Icaching (Biggs, 1999:15), Teachers who nrc content-centred,
gencrnlly focus their essessments on memorisation of learning content and reliance
upon extcmol motivators. They make usc of quiucs and tests 10 ensure thot content
hns been learnt. However, learning-centred leachers adopt II more flexible assessment
Slrulcgy wherestudents nrc: given choices thaI match their interests (Kember &. KWM,
2000:479). Boud (1995:37) writes that evc:ry oct of lWCMment givcs II mCSSQgc to
students llboul whallhey should be: learning and how Ihey should go about it, and is
accordingly the most significant prompt 10 ICIJl\ing. Boud funher memions lhot
weumenls may encourage passive, rcproduC1i\'e fonns of Ic:aming "hile masking
inndc:qunrc undcnlnndins- Thus. Ihe Itudc:nI'S IlpproDCh 10 Ic:uning is • function of
inter alill the inrriruic qUlllili~ of the form of llUC'S.'lmenr being used; the manner in
which Ihc lL'l..\C:.\...,r Irnnsll1les the maleriAI 10 be 1L'I.lC:.'l.'ICd and selects ArP,npriale
lWCSsmc:n1 rn.,kJ: and. man: importanlly, how the ,tudenl inrcrpn:tJ the rn.,k And the
conlexl of the u.lIOlmc:nr (Baud. IQQ5:3R), According 10 Nicholl, (2002:32). some
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qualities of assessment include assessment methods that emphasise recall or the
application of trivial procedures. and methods that create anxiety, cynical and
conflicting messages about rewards within the system. Nicholls (2002:32) further
adds that these qualities ofassessment may encourage a surface learning approach and
the student merely memorising informationand procedures for assessment purposes.
In a similar vein, Biggs (1999:I5) mentions that teachers may encourage surface
learning by assessing for independent facts, assessing in a way that creates cynicism
and anxiety and a low expectation of success. Assessments may thus playa vital role
in student learning both from the perspective ofthe teacherand the student.
2.4.3.1 Synthesisofteaching approaches
From the literature reviewed above it has become clear that motivation and teaching
approaches play an integral part in student learning and the learning approaches
students adopt.
In section 2.4.3, I expanded upon the broad teaching-centred, student-centred and
learning-centred teaching approaches that teachers could adopt. I further elaborated
on the teaching styles and teacher characteristics that could influence the teaching
approach and also reviewed the role assessments may play IlS part of the teaching
approach. These different factors from the perspective of the teachers may have an
influence on how students approach their learning. Hence, it is imperative for teachers
totake cognisancethat their teaching approach may influencelearning
2,5 ASTUDY ILLUSTRATING AN APPROACH TO LEARNING ANATOMY
This sectionconcentrates on a study that WIls conducted by Eizenberg (1988: 180-198)
at a Melbourne university involving first and second year medical students. He
explored how they approached the learning ofa factual subject such as Anatomy and
whether studying anatomy could be tackled effectively using the deep approach to
learning. Eizenberg (1988: 183) interviewed the students concerned to collect data.
From his interviews he determined several categories related to students' learning
approaches. Thesecategories were as follows:
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• Searching for meaning by organising the content into an integrated whole
(priorto or while analysing it);
• Searching for meaning by analysing isolated items of information (without
organising them into on integrated whole until much later, if at all);
• Memorising (rote-learning) a 'ready-made' organised whole (e.g. essay
plan, flow-chart, diagram, mnemonic);
• Memorising isolated items of information; and
• Avoiding the task or not actively engaging in it.
Eizenberg found that most students used more than one of the above-mentioned
categories in their approach to a learning task in the Anatomy programme. The first
two categoriesarcdifferent manifestations ofa deep learning approach while the third
and fourth categories represent a surface learning approach. Category S depicts the
absence of any active learning approach. More than 50% of the students used
Categories 1 to 3, with 2 being the most common. Category 4 WIlS used by 36% of
students, while 14% adopted Category 5. Eizenberg (1988:183) noted that scorching
for meaningdid not guarantee an understanding of Anatomyoranyother subject but
that adopting a deep learning approach was the only possible way to gain full
understanding of a factual subject such IlS Anatomy.
Eizenberg (1988:183) mentions that if a deep learning approach is adopted
atomistically, where meaning is sought for in isolated items, it is easy to miss the
distinction between principles and examples. This approach is referred to as
horizontalisation. Horizontalisation con initially be applied to anatomy, whereby
students study sequential descriptions of structures and systems (as opposed to
hierarchical links between anatomical structures and systems)which must eventually
be linked as a whole. The phenomenon where students nrc able to summarise main
points but do not understand the content is referred to IlS techniflcation (Eizenberg,
1988:184). This phenomenon - which WIlS revealed by students when they described
that they memorised overviews, summaries, essay plans, diagrams and made use of
mnemonics - can be associated with the surface approach to learning. Eizenbcrg
further notes that employing a surface approach atomistically to memorise massive
volumes of learning content causes fatigue instudents. Someof the students said that
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they spent more and more time for less recall of information and eventually had to
leave out sections as they studied. This is referred to as hyperintemton (Eizenberg,
1988:184). Eizenberg adds that at times entire sections of work were not studied for
reasons such as bum-out, lack of time, hyperintention, perceived lack of importance
and lack of interest. Asdescribed in section 2.3, memorisation, recalling information
and 'spotting' sections are typical characteristics of 8 surface learning approach. A
spread of similarcharacteristics has been noticed by the teachers of Anatomy at the
UJ (sec section 4.4).
Based on his findings, Eizenberg decided todevelop a new programme for Anatomy.
The first component of his new programme was to emphasise quality of
understanding as opposed to quantity of information, by encouraging students to
understand anatomical principles and their clinical importance, at the expense of the
detail. The second component involved reorganising the teaching programme in terms
of curriculum, teaching and assessments. The purpose of his revised course was to
promote a deep learning approach to enablestudents to understand the human body as
a whole. He further added that students needed tobe consistently encouraged to adopt
a deep approach and to apply their knowledge holistically, which is difficult as there
were a number of facets to learning and teaching that had to fit together like 8 jigsaw.
Students had to be able to fit the jigsaw during their practicals where they were
required to trace structures from one region to the next as they studied anatomy in
isolated parts during the year. They needed to be able to follow the continuity and
make the links andconnections of the different regions of the human body.
A number of the techniques introduced by Eizenberg were also implemented in the
Anatomy department at UJ, with little or no success. I think part of the minimal
success experienced with some of the strategies. such as formative assessments,
tutorials and learning as a whole, could be attributed to a general lack of students
taking responsibility for their learning. students' lack of preparation for lectures and
practicals and/or lack ofenthusiasm and initiative. These claims are based on personal
experience where students admitted that they did not prepare for lectures. practicals or
formative assessments.
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2.6 SVNTIIESIS OFCHAPTER
",aICH" Rcier
This chapter served to review the relevam literature per1aining to approaches to
leming; someof the factors thot may influence the learning IIpprollches adopted by
students as well as the theory of theoretical frameworks thllt serve to position the
research within the field ofhigher education.
The next chapter will position the study in terms of 0 research approach and research
design adopted,
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CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGV
3.1 AIM OF CHAPTER
The aim of this chapter is to describe the research approach, research design and research
method that were employed in the current study in order to achieve the posed objectives
and thus answer the research question, namely of exploring possible relationshipts)
between student motivation, teaching approaches and learning approaches of the second-
year llomocopathy and Chiropractic studentsand teachersof Anatomy at UJ.
In the first two chapters the concerns investigated were identified and existing literature
about these concerns were discussed. In this chapter I discuss the research paradigm,
approach and design, followed by a discussion of the research methods chosen,
trustworthiness and ethical considerations of the study.
The objectives of the study were to ascertain students' perceptions of the learning
approaches they adopt in their learning of anatomy; determine students' views on the
motivational factors that may influence their learning approaches; explore the teachers'
views with regards to the teaching approaches they adopt in teaching anatomy; and to
investigate the possible relationshipfs) between student motivation, teaching approaches
and learning approaches. In order to answer the research question and to reach these
objectives the investigation entailed selecting the qualitative research approach as most
suitable to answer the research questions posed within the discipline ofhighereducation;
selecting 0 generic qualitative research design; and selecting appropriate research
methods. The rationale for choosing the qualitative research approach and 0 relevant
methodology arediscussed below.
3.2 RESEARCH PARADIGM
In this section I will discuss the paradigm within which the current study is undertaken,
Many t~ of pllnsdigms exist, including positivist. p<lslpositivist. constructive-
interprctiviat, construclivi!ll, critical. interpretivist and feminist,poslstruclurnl (Denzin &
.1Q
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I.incoln, 1')().I:tl: Holliday, 2002:IK: Hennin¥ et 11.,2004:17·20). It. posili\'i.t puotJilP1l
rfllr()~ IhAl INlh con be obtained throu~ kimeo. Posili"i,ls bcliC"Il IhAl ~luion
aM rnc4,w.:mC1\l. arc: II Ihe: core of teiC1\line r~lU'\:h in order10 control Ihe: world by
rrntklion (ltcnnin,l et II., !004: 17). P'lSlpmili"'isl IhC')f)' on Ihe olher hAnd llruue:- for
d411 CunlCnllhAI bc\1 d~nhe:- r.:olity even Ihdullh il don oollp«il1ealty 'meiliure' Ihe
AuurnC\1 r':lIlily (ltennlnll et 01., 2()04: 17), In the current research I 'lualiIAli\'o ~1If\:h
Al'f'ruACh (AI dikuucd in secuon l.l) WOI o&lrlnt, 01 Ihil OrrnlllCh dl"" nol meAllure Ihe
.,udenla' lind leACh",,' pcn:qlliuna bUI nalher d~r,be:- A,k! inlerprnllheir view•. 'n,ut,
Ihe curr.:nl r"cln:h is be., pUilliunnl withinAn inlcrpn:lh'ill rllrlldillm. At the n:1i4:11n:her
l"Ullht In caplure: Ihe c:~rcriC'KC. of rAnkirantt in onlcr 10 undmlll,"1 And inlerprn
rellity A" il il nalurilly occurnng.
l>tn/in And Lincoln (Ic)t'4: Il) "Iale: thlll ott rC'Can:h i. interpretive and i, .cuidcd by I lei
llf hclic:f" AI\(l fcclinlt' a"',ul Ihe world And hllw il llhould be undcnlllud And studied.
Wllhin An inlcrpf(1i\'e rlrodiUm, rllltkiranl.' inlenlioM, hclief., \'alu"" And self-
undenlllndinll are: d~rihcd in onlc:r to AlI4:rihc meaning to the phenomenon or event al
h.1nd (tfenninu et II., 2(Xl4: 17·20). An inICfTlf(1i\'ill paradigm c:mrhallian dCKrirtion and
inlcrrrrlaliun of c:'rcrim:Clllnd the n:Alily of ill plll1icipanl', An inlcrrrc:th.'iat pomdigm
ackOlI\\I",IUCl thaI (\'Cf)'lby life i" not rillid. predictable or llillooanlilc:d Irk! therefore
allnw. for inlCfTlrrlation of the: dlllA AS it i. occurring in its nAlural environmeru, E"'C1)-day
realilia of llCCond')'CAf sludents And te«hm of Anlliomy were explored Irk! described
GOO In inlerpreti"'e framC"\),k ensured IhAl lhe sludcolS' dCll4:rirtions were amt)-.cd Afkl
inlcrrretcd II) explore how they tC4mcd or IAus"lllr\Iltlmy,lUld ",hy they odtlrlcd sp«ific
llrrfOochn. t h.ad \he fr~lm tll IntCf*:t ""llh and dc:...:nbc the: "j""... and pcn;cptlom of
lhe J'llf'I"p4I1lt,
Within An Inlal'f'CtI'I'1 r~U\:h p;ulklla:m, It "'''I fl«C\.14f)' Itl 1ICC1'1A1n lhe lIM'f''flf'Ale
mnrth orrn*h. dc\'an Afkl mc:ttkld 10 l~A1n the ~(1.ury d"lt III mach lhe~h
~«ti,,~, Thetc "IIIbeclt"'u"tat In the en..,ln. t«lIllftt..
ChIP",J
3.3 QUALITATIVE RESEARCH APPROACH
Researchers need to select the most appropriate research approach suited to assisting
them in answering their research questions. Two main approaches, quantitative nod
qualitative, are generally used (Creswell, 1994:1). Quantitative research counts
occurrences across a large population; uses statistics and replicability to validate
generalisation from survey samples and experiments; and attempts to reduce
contaminating social variables (Holliday, 2002:6). This approach can be used alone or in
combination with a qualitative approach in the social sciences. Qualitative research on
the other hand builds a complex, holistic picture formed by analysing words and
reporting detailed views, and is conducted in a natural setting (Creswell, 1994: I).
Furthermore, a qualitative approach allows researchers to uncover the meaning that a
situation has for those involved and to understand a phenomenon (Merriam & Simpson;
1995:97,99).
In the current study, based on student and teacher responsesduring interviews explaining
their learning or teaching process, I thus chose a qualitative approach to answer the
above-mentioned research questions by trying to understand a social orhuman problem
and search for meaning inaparticular situation. Henning et al. (2004:3) reinforce the idea
that a qualitative approach searches for understanding and is conducive to in-depth
inquiry in settings bound by the theme of inquiry. According to Holliday (2002:6),
qualitative research looks deeply into the quality of social life, locates the study within
particular settings which provide opportunitiesfor exploring possible social variables nod
sets manageable boundaries.
As I needed to understand the lived experiences of the participants as they learnt or
taught anatomy, thequalitative research approach was therefore suitable, as this approach
involves on in-depth inquiry nod a quest for understanding particular situations or
phenomena (Henning et 01., 2004:3). Strauss and Corbin (1990: 17) also note that a
qualitative research approach entails research that produces findings which are not
arrived at by means of statistical procedures, but which investigates people's lives,
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stories, behaviour, OrtlAniSlllional funclioning, social movements or interactional
relationships. Qualitative research. according 10 Flick, Von KardorfT and Steinke
(2004:3>, "seeks 10 contribute 10 n better understanding of social realilies and 10 draw
attention 10 processes, mellning patterns and structural features", Based on the above
descriptions of qualitetive research it is apparent that this type of research focuses on
widespread experiences, descriptions and eXplAnalions as revealed by the perticipents,
This is in contrast 10quanlillllivc research, which seeks specific answers 10 problems by
the disciplined applicalion of rules and guidelines for slalislies, experiment and survey
desitln (Holliday, 2002:6). In addition, Denzin and Lincoln (1994:2) refer 10 qualitative
research as being multimethod in focus, and involving an interpretive and natural outlook
on its subject mauer, resulting in researchers studying phenomena in their natural
settings, while attempting 10 make sense of or interpret phenomena in terms of meanings
people bring 10 them,
The above-mentioned descriptions of qualitative research serve 10 further explain the
suitability of a qualitative research approach 10 Ihis study, in order 10 investigate the lived
experiences of the second-year anatomy students and their teachers. This approach was
appropriate as I wanted 10capture the participating students' and teachers' points of view
and secure a rich description of the students' and teachers' learning or teaching of
anatomy, Securing rich descriptions allowed me 10 better understand the learning
approaches of the second-year students and the teaching approaches of the teachers of
Anatomy.
Once the research approach had been decided upon, I needed to choose a research design
that wos suited 10 answering the posed research questions. Below is a discussion of the
research design chosen for thecurrent study,
J." RI:St:ARCIi nl:SIGN
Within the qualilali\'e research approach I chose a generic qualitlllive research design 10
lIl.,iAI in an.\wcnngthe Apccilic research questions, U Ihis design allows the researcher 10
dnc:ribc the phenomenon occurring. TIu: generic qualitative research design provides an
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in-depth description of 8 phenomenon occurring within 8 specific situation to enable the
phenomenon to be understood and meaning tobe attributed to the events concerned. The
focus in this type ofdesign is to examine data about people, their opinions and attitudes
(Kerlinger in Merriam & Simpson, 1995:61). Furthermore Merriam and Simpson
(1995:61) stress that the researcher does not manipulate any variables or control the
environment in which the study takes place. I wished to collect data in the natural
environment in which the learning and teaching was occurring without any influence on
or changes in the circumstances. A generic research design was therefore suited to the
current study, as I wanted to explore the opinions and perceptions of teachers and
students as to how and why they teach and learn in certain ways, respectively, without
changing the variables or controlling the environment.
Furthermore, a generic qualitative research design allows a researcher to describe,
interpret, understand and identify recurring themes or patterns experienced by
participants (Gravell, 2006). This is currently the most commonly used research design in
higher education and training (Merriam & Simpson, 1995:61). According to Gravett
(2006), a generic qualitative design focuses on how people interpret their experiences,
construct their worlds and attribute meaning to their experiences. These features were
pivotal in reaching the objectives of the current study. A generic qualitative research
design was suited tothe study as it allowed for the data to be interpreted and explained by
the researcher based onher interaction with the study participants.
Kerlinger (in Merriam & Simpson. 1995:61) states that the central focus of a generic
qualitative research design is to examine people's opinions and attitudes. Furthermore,
Merriam and Simpson (1995:61) note that thepurpose of 8 generic qualitative design was
not to 'give a value' to sets of relationships between events but to draw attention to the
degree to which two events or phenomena are related. This was exactly what was
required in the current study to explore learning approaches, student motivation, teaching
approaches and therelationship between these.
A qualitative researcher does not control the research environment or manipulate the
variables during thestudy but instead systematically describes thecharacteristics of given
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phenomena as they naturally occur. The descriptions may include the collection of factual
information. identification of problems or justification of current conditions and practices
(Merriam & Simpson, 1995:61). Since I wanted to explore theopinions and altitudes of
participants and look at how perceived phenomena. such as learning approaches,
motivation and teaching approaches. were possibly related to each other. a generic
qualitative research design was therefore on opt choice for this study.
In the succeeding section, I will discuss the research methodology that was followed
within the above-mentioned research paradigm, approach and design in order to collect
data for the study.
3.5 RESEARCIIMETIIODOLOGY AND DATA COLLECTION
In this section the selection of the research method implemented is described with respect
towhat, when, andhow the data would be collected and analysed to achieve the research
objectives. Following this section is an explanation of aspects of trustworthiness and
ethical considerations of the study.
3.5.1 Sampling
Data for a generic research design can be collected by a cross-sectional, longitudinal or a
cross-sequential sampling approach (Merriam & Simpson. 1995:63). Each sampling
approach has two main distinguishing features: the time at which the data are collected
and the type or nature of the sample. Within the cross-sectional approach data is collected
at a single point in time, while in the longitudinal sampling approach data are collected
from the same sample over different periods. For the current study, the cross-sectional
approach was implemented as participants were involved onlyIlt asingle point during the
study. Within this cross-sectional sampling approach, a purposive sample of participants
was drawn to be interviewed to gain an understanding of and possible insights into the
relauonships between current learning approaches, student motivation and teaching
approaches adopted in anatomy in the environment studied. Theselection of participants
for the purpose of this study is next explained.
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The students and teachers were purposively selected for the study. A purposive sample
seeks out groups, sellings and individuals where the processes being studied are most
likely to occur (Denzin and Lincoln. 1994:202). Silverman (2001:250) agrees that It
purposive sample allows one to choose It case as it illustrates some feature or process in
which one is interested. Samples nrc chosen because they have particular features or
characteristics that will enable detailed exploration and understanding of the central
themes the researcher intends studying (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003:78). This method of
sampling was therefore appropriate for the study, as I wanted to study particular and
differing characteristics and perceptions from a range ofstudentsintheclass.
According to Ritchie and lewis (2003:79), a purposive samplecan include an intensity
sample that focuses on cases which strongly represent the phenomena of interest rather
than the unusual ones. Wengraf (200 I: 102) states that a purposeful intensity sample can
yield information-rich cases that manifest phenomena intensely, but not extremely. such
as good students/poor students or nbovc-avcrage/below-avcrage. Flick (2002:68) notes
that a sample selected according to the intensity with which the interesting features.
processes and experiences arepresented or assumed is a purposeful intensity sample.
Thus, for the current study, the group of students specificelly chosen ensured the
involvement of desirable participants who were information rich and could assist in
reaching the objectives of the study. The selected candidates were best suited to
describing their own experiences as they learnt or taught anatomy. Thedescriptions and
experiences of the participants assisted in answering the proposed research questions.
As mentioned in chapter one, the study involved students from the Chiropractic and
Homoeopathy anatomy class and the anatomy teachers in the Deportment of Anatomy
nnd Physiology at the University of Johannesburg. The Head of Departmenr of Anatomy
and Physiology gave written permission for the research to be conducted in the
depanmen]. The participants were requested to participate in the study and also submitted
their written consent,
ChaDta' Ik.frqrrh Design gnd Methodolorr
The first set of study participants comprised a class of 65 students. Seven students were
purposively chosen to participate in the research. This sample was purposive as the
participants had to be second year Chiropractic and Homoeopathy students and had to be
studying human Anatomy. These students were also chosen for their differing
backgrounds and their ability to provide information rich data regarding their learning of
anatomy since they were studying the course at the time. This selection of participants
reflects a spread of views and experiences within the class representing particular and
differing characteristics that may enable the researcher to investigate learning approaches
adopted by these students of Anatomy. For description of data and findings in chapter 4
and 5, I made useof pseudonyms and thus called students numbers from one to seven.
The teachers of Anatomy comprised the second setof participants. Of the four Anatomy
teachers in the department, three were requested to participate, while the fourth was
excluded. The fourth teacher was excluded from the sample as she performed the dual
role of researcher as well as teacher. I excluded myself as a participant, as exclusion
lends itself to researcher objectivity during the study and ensures reliability and validity
of the study without contamination of the data collected. For description purposes in
chapter 4 and 5, I made use of once again pseudonyms by calling teachers numbers from
one to three.
The spread of students from the class of 65 allowed the researcher to obtain a range of
views from information rich students in a purposive sample. In addition, all three of the
remaining Anatomy teachers were included as the sample, as they were few in number
and a range of views was required.
The following section describes how data were collected from thestudents and teachers.
3.5.2 Data collection
The collection of data by definition involves selling the boundaries for the study. such as
collecting information by observation. interviews, documents, and/or visual material; and
establishing the protocol for recording the infonnation (Creswell, 1994: 148). The
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boundaries of the study, such as where the research would take place, who the
participants would be and what was being researched, were explained in the previous
section. This section elaborates on the data collection method's and therationale for using
these particular methods.
Henning et at. (2004:20) explain that within lin interpretivist framework, data can be
collected using unstructured observations, open interviewing and/or idiographic
descriptions. Graven (2006) explains that for a generic qualitative research design, data is
best collected by interviews, observation and document analysis to get II rich and thick
description of the phenomena under research. According to Merriam and Simpson
(1995:70), research surveys arc common data gathering method for generic qualitative
research designs. Surveys usually entail written or orally administered schedules of
questions, with surveys inwritten fonn being referred to as questionnaires and in the oral
as interviews. The advantages of a questionnaire are that it can be carefully planned prior
toconducting thestudy and can be cosily administered. On theother hand, a disadvantage
could be a lock of depth and misinterpretation of the written questions, thus leading to
unreliable information. In contrast to questionnaires, on interview has the advantage of
providing in-depth information and it may reveal information that the researcher did not
anticipate prior to the interview. Conversely, interviews are time-consuming, labour
intensive and the data collected may rely heavily on the experience of the interviewer. In
the current study I made use of written questionnaires at the startoftheinterview process
for the students. I had a list of closed questions that the students responded to in writing
and thereafter during the interview I asked questions based on some of the responses
from thequestionnaire.
Based on the above-mentioned description of data collection methods, individual
interviews seemed to be the most suitable option in the current study to gather
information about the experiences of the participants. Individual interviews wen: selected
lIS the most appropriere form of interview, I1S I required individual responses from the
students and teachers. Most importantly, the one-on-one interviews would allow the
participants to cxpm., freely their points of view without any intimidation or feelings of
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embarrassment that they may feel in for instance group interviews. Creswell (1998: 124)
notes that while one-on-one interviews are ideal for participants who are not hesitant to
speak and share ideas, less articulate candidates may present the researcher with a
challenge and therefore could yield less than adequate data. However, all my participants
except one had no problem in this regard and were eager to share their views and
thoughts.
A further advantageof interviewing is that theprocess can be structured, semi-structured
or unstructured and lends itself to clarification, restatement and explanation of questions
to probe and ask more questions in order to extract more meaningful information from
the participants (Merriam & Simpson, 1995:150). In a structured interview, the
researcher becomes an extension of the schedule of questions, which allows the
participant to respond freely but not for the researcher to probe by asking further
questions. During an unstructured interview the researcher is a research instrument and
guides the interview through the relevant areas of investigation by having the freedom to
ask probing questions. The extraction of information in the unstructured interview is
heavily dependent on the interviewing skills of the researcher to allow the participant
freedom to speak so that all possibilities can be explored during the interview. This is
contrasted to a semi-structured interview where the interviewer has a number of prepared
questions that are sufficiently open-ended so that subsequentquestions cannot be planned
in advance. Such interviews may create unpredictable situations for the interviewer, with
the result that the interviewer may have to improvise a large partof the interview. In the
current study I thought it most appropriate to adopt semi-structured interviews to allow
flexibility as well as to ask probing questions if more detail pertaining to a particular
issue was required. Wcngraf (2001:5) states that while semi-structured interviews arc
often thought to be easier to conduct, they may be more difficult and hence should be
planned and prepared fully inadvance. With this inmind, my interviews were planned in
advance, insofar as a list ofclosed- and open-ended questions was drawn up. However, I
did allow for flexibility in terms of probing and asking for more information when
necessary.
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Wengraf (2001:5) odds that semi-structured interviews require improvisation that
necessitates training and more mental preparation, more discipline and creativity and
more time than structured interviews for analysis and interpretation. Healso explains that
under the right conditions such interviews may yield more valuable data than the
structured interviews. Interviews in general allow greater depth than other methods of
data collection because they encourage participation and establish a good rapport with
participants. In the current study, interviews were fruitful in gathering the information
from the participants and the open questions gave them on opportunity to expand and
explain their ideas and views. Importantly, Merriam and Simpson (1995: ISO-IS I) note
that interviews may also reveal information that participants may not have revealed by
other methods as they are given the freedom toexplain their thoughts indetail.
The interviews conducted with both the students and the teachers ofAnatomy were semi-
structured and in- depth as they allowed for the participants to bequestioned beyond the
list of planned questions. According to Wcngraf (200I:6) there are two meanings for
'depth'. When interviews are 'in depth", then the aim is to get more detailed knowledge
about subject matter while going into something in depth serves only to get a sense of
how the straightforward is actually more complicated than it appears. With the latter the
surface appearances may be misleading about 'depth realities' and serve to facilitate a
deep understanding. Aside from the 'limited' freedom, choosing a partially structured
interviewing strategy increases the structure of the interview process and thus potentially
increases the consistency from one interview to the next (Merriam & Simpson,
1995: ISO). Since semi-structured interviews were implemented for the present study,
using closed- and open-ended questions allowed for more in-depth gathering of
information while increasing the structure to extract 'consistent' relevant information.
I included closed- and open-ended questions for the student interviews as I felt that I
needed more guidance and direction. as a novice researcher, in thestudent interviews and
therefore used the lead from the closed to the open-ended questions. I hod a list of closed
questions forming the questionnaire part of theinterview where students had to circle the
most appropriate response pcnaining to their learning approach. motivation to learn or
theteaching approach related to anatomy as they experienced it (sec Addendum A). The
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closed-ended questions provided II baseline inquiry to gauge and identify students'
perceptions of their dominant learning approach as well as the influence of motivation
and the teaching approach upon their learning. Some of the closed-ended questions were
based on questions that exist in literature (Ramsden. 1992:52), while the remainder were
Initiated by the researcher for the purpose of this study. The questions were deemed to be
relevant to gather information about students' perceptions of their learning approaches.
Based on the student responses to the closed-ended questions, students were probed in the
rest of the interview so that I could gain greater clarity and understanding of their
learning approacheswhen learning anatomy.
Inaddition to the closed-ended questions, students were also asked open-ended questions
from a pre-drawn up list. The list of open-ended questions wasdrown upto ensure that all
students would be asked the same basic questions during the interviews. The open-ended
questions gave them an opportunity to respond toquestions related to how they approach
their learning, what motivates them to learn in a specific mannerand theinfluence of the
teaching approach on their learning. Their responses to the open-ended questions were
further probed to gain greater depth of knowledge on certain aspects that needed clarity.
It was found that while most students readily volunteered more information when probed
by the interviewer, less articulate students were less willing to share their ideas (as noted
above in this section by Creswell, 1998: 124).
Only open-ended questions were used for the teachers as I thought it an appropriate
manner in which to gather data from them. I also had more interview experience by this
time. This afforded the teachers the opportunity toexplain theirviews, and experiences of
their teaching approaches as they taught anatomy to second-year students. Probing
questions were asked if more detail about particular information was required. The
teachers were very articulate and willing to share their ideas when probed. TIle duration
of the student interviews was benchmarked against the first two interviews conducted,
and was determined by the time taken to complete nil of the structured and semi-
structured questions. The interview for Student I was completed in lifteen minutes. This
short time may possibly beattributed to the lock of interviewerskill and tothe student not
being able to go into detailed explnnation.. as to how and why he adopted his particular
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learning approach. This student proved to be less articulate, which was challenging for
the interviewer. From Student 2 onwards the interviews seemed to flow easily in terms of
probing questions and responses. Thereafter, the average student interview lasted
between 25-35 minutes. The average teacher interview lasted 30-35 minutes.
The interviews provided copious data that could subsequently be analysed (see sections
4.3 and 4.4).
3.5.3 Overview of data analysis
The data that was collected by the researcher during the interviews was transcribed from
the tape recording. Once the interviews are transcribed, the transcriptions are referred to
as the raw data of the study (Holliday, 2002:99). I thereafter analysed the raw qualitative
data from the transcriptions by the process of data analysis. Data analysis is thus the
process of making sense of, sifting, organising, cataloguing, selecting and processing the
data (Holliday, 2002:99). I chose qualitative content analysis as the most appropriate
route to analyse the data as it is the systematic examination of communicative material
which is fixed or recorded (Mayring, 2004:266). This particular method of analysis
entails systematically analysing communications in a guided or methodical way (Merriam
& Simpson, 1995:155, Flick, 2002:190). Patton (in Merriam & Simpson, 1995:155)
describes qualitative content analysis as the process of identifying, coding and
categorising primary patterns of data. Mayrlng (2004:266) further states that qualitative
content analysis entails systematically analysing the content of communicative material.
Furthermore, it entails reducing raw material into manageable, essential parts, called
codes. The codes are then used to develop categories (Mayrlng, 2004:268).
In the currenf study, inductive category formation of analysis was applied. This type of
qualitative content analysis was most appropriate since categories were developed
gradually from the transcribed interviews, with reference to literature and constant
revision. This process involved the transcripts to be read several times in order to form
an overall impression of their contents and thereby creating manageable content from
which categories could be developed. It is vital to read a transcript before any formal
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meaning is attributed to a single unit (Henninget al., 2004:104), as codes may then be
determined and related to the research questionto fonn an overall understanding. In the
current study an open coding system was implemented to assign units of meaning to
different parts of the interview. Codes were assigned to the different segments or units of
meaning (Henning et al., 2004:74) after the transcripts had been read several times. The
codes were assigned to certain phrases and keywords related to the learning approaches,
student motivation and teaching approaches. The codes thus emerged, based on the
contents of the transcribed interviews. The codes were then grouped together during the
analysis to allow dilTerent categories to emerge. From these categories, different themes
surfaced which helped to achieve the research objectives. A detailed analysis of the
transcriptions will bediscussed in the next chapter.
The subsequent two sections of this chapter explain the methods adopted to ensure the
interviews were conducted in an ethical and trustworthy manner and so that they could
yield valid, reliable and usable data.
3.6 TRUSTWORTIIINESS
Trustworthiness encompasses previously used terms such as reliability and validity
(Golafshani, 2003:604). Reliability has been understood as the replicability of research
findings, namely whether the findings could be repeated in another study using the same
or similar methods (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003: 273). In qualitative research repeatability
seems to be counterintuitive ascomplex phenomena are explainedand described from the
perspective of the researcher. Thus, confirmability of findings seems more apt to
determining whetherastudy canbe confirmed as being trustworthy. Confirmability refers
to the degree to which results can be confirmed or corroborated by others (Trochirn,
2002:2). To maintain confirmabjlity, the researcher can document the procedures for
checking and rechecking the data or another researcher can analyse the results and the
process can be documented. Thus. being able to achieve the same or similar results
repeatedly seems to be thecrux of confirmabillty,
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For the current study all the interviews were recorded with the permission of the
participants - this may serve to confirm results ifthey need to be checked and rechecked.
Thereafter the interviews were transcribed verbatim. Once the student and the teacher
interviews had been transcribed, member checks were done (Merriam & Simpson,
1995: 102). Member checks allowed the study participants to read through the
researcher's transcription ofthe interviews and verify whether these were atrue reflection
of the actual interview or not, thereby supporting the trustworthiness of the data
collected. The transcribed interviews were presented to the participants and they were
asked to verify whether the transcriptions were a true reflection of the interview process.
The member checkshave been filed and can be referred to for referencing. An example
ofa student and a teacher transcribed interview is appended (Addendum B).
Another aspect of trustworthiness is validity. Validity in qualitative research refers to the
descriptions and explanations of the research and whether or not a given explanation fits
a given description, in other words, whether the description is credible (Denzin &
Lincoln, 1994:216). Cross-checks are done via member checks and audit trails to ensure
validity. Ritchie and Lewis (2003: 273) explain validity as 'correctness' or 'precision' of
a research finding and suggest that the words credibility and transferability arc more
appropriate descriptions of research claims.
According to Penikyld (1997:203), tapes and transcripts allow for the information to be
looked at repeatedly and to refer to the actual interview later, if required. Periikylii adds
that tape-recorded data has intrinsic strength in terms of accuracy. In this study the
supervisors did have access to the transcripts inconfidence to assist with trustworthiness.
The above-mentioned steps of recording, transcribing and doing member checks ensure
the trustworthiness of the data collected. All the participents ratified the transcriptions as
a true reflection of their interviews and returned signed hard copies of transcripts. The
corrections returned by the participants were mainly minor grammatical corrections
rather than corrections to the content of transcriptions, and therefore did not affect the
data analysed. This verification falls into the second category of the verification process,
where the interviewee agrees with the authenticity of the data lind the representativeness
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of the interpretation and adds further refinement and understanding to the category
(CutclifTe & McKenna, 1999:378).
3.7 ETIIICALCONSIDERATIONS
In any research study, ethical issues are vital and are stipulated in order to regulate the
relations of the researcher, participants of the study and the data collected. Research may
not in any way harm participants involved in the research and must take their needs and
interests into account (Flick, 2006:45). The participants' rights must be protected to
ensure that the study is not inhumane in any way totheparticipants.
Ritchie and Lewis (2003:66) state that in any research study, the sample members'
informed consent to participate must by obtained, and the proposed conditions of
anonymity and confidentiality must be made clear to the participants. They further state
that the participants must be provided with information about the purpose of the study,
the funder, who the research team is, how the data will be used and what the participant
role is. Anonymity means that the identity of the participants is unknown outside the
research team. To respect confidentiality entails avoiding direct and indirect attribution of
comments in reports that could identify participants.
According to Henning et al. (2004:73), respondents need to give informed consent to
participate in research, The following steps were undertaken to ensure participant
informed consent, anonymity and confidentiality.
Permission to conduct the research was requested In writing from the Head of
Depanment, who was also informed in writing and verbally of the purpose and value of
the research to be conducted within the department (see Addendum C). The Head of
Department subsequently granted pcnnission for the research to be conducted in the
department. Additionally, permission was also granted by the Faculty Academic Ethics
Committee to conduct the research (sec Addendum C).
Furthermore, each student who participated in the study was informed orally as well as in
writing of the purpose and value of the research and his/her role in the study (see
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Addendum C). Students were assured that any information given during the interviews
would remain confidential. They would remain anonymous in the research report and all
the information given during their participation would only be used for research
purposes. They were also informed that the research study would have no impact on their
performance or on their results during the Anatomy course. All seven students
understood and responded favourably that they would participate in the study. The
students were deemed to have given informed consent when theysigned and returned the
consent letters handed to them prior to their participation in the interviews. The signed
leiters have been filed for future referencing. The teachers who participated were
informed orally and in writing of the purpose and value of the research and their role in it
(see Addendum A). They were assured that their anonymity andconfidentiality would be
maintained in the research report and that the research study would have no impact on
their teaching activities. They were also reassured that the information given during their
participation would beused for research purposes only. All three teachers understood and
responded favourably to participate in the study. The teachers were deemed to have given
informed consent when they signed and returned the consent letters handed to them prior
to their participation.
All participants took part voluntarily and were assured that theycould withdraw from the
research at any time without any penalty. The names of students appeared on the
questionnaire in order to enable me to link thequestionnaire to therespective interviewee
transcripts but no names were mentioned in the research report.
Both the teachers and the students were informed that the interviews would be recorded
and transcribed, and that their identities would remain confidential throughout the study.
The recording and verbatim transcriptions allowed the interviewees the opportunity to
verify that the transcriptions were a true reflection of the interview process
3.8SYNTHESIS OF CIIAPTER
This chapter served to rationalise the choice of adopting a qualitative research approach
and choosing a generic qualitative research design for the purpose of this study. The
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positioning of the research within the interpretivist paradigm WIlS also described in this
chapter. I selected a qualitative research approach and generic qualitative research design
IlS I wanted information rich data to explain and describe the lived experiences of the
participants involved with the teaching or learning of second-year Anatomy at UJ.
Literature substantiating the rationale for choosing this research position was described in
sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4.
Furthermore, the data collection method, and semi-structured interviews, were described
in this chapteras were the steps taken to maintain the trustworthiness of the study.
Inthe next chaptera detailed analysis of the data collected is presented.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DATA ANALYSIS
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In this chapter analysis of the data will be described. The data was collected during
interviews with the seven students and three teachers of second-year Anatomy by means
of the research methods mentioned in Chapter 3. Analysis of the data was by means of a
comparative qualitative content analysis, developing coding systems to derive at related
categories and themes within the data. In this chapter I will expound on the coding
system which led to categories and themes related to learning approaches, student
motivations and teaching approaches.
Firstly, I will explain the general process of identifying meaningful units and assigning
codes. which led to the categories and themes surfacing. Thereafter, I will describe the
analysis of the data from the student interviews followed by a description ofthe analysis
of data from the teacher interviews.
4.2 ASSIGNING OF CODES, CATEGORIES AND THEMES
In this chapter I will distinguish between codes,categories and themes by using italics to
indicate the codes, bold to indicate the categories and italics and bold to indicate the
th~m~J.This is done toenable the reader to distinguish the codes. categories and themes
easily inthe written text. I will subsequently elucidate on the assigning of codes, and how
these led to the development ofcategories and themes.
In this first section I present a short overview of the process of assigning codes and
developing categories and themes. Then, in the next section I will elaborate on the
process in more detail in order to provide examples and to substantiate thecategories and
themes. As mentioned in chapter 3, codes arc generally assigned to small. manageable
segments of meaning in the transcripts. I read through the transcripts several times to
become familiar with the content. Afler becomingfamiliar with the transcripts' content, I
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firstly identified small units of meaning and thereafter assigned codes to these units of
meaning related to the concepts learning approaches, student motivations and teaching
approaches. The codes emerged from the raw data and I assigned relevant codes to them.
Thecategories and themes however, were developed from the process of comparison and
interpretation of these codes. It was noted that these codes were comparable with key
concepts from the literature reviewed. Codes such asunderstand, vtsualtse, preparation.
grollp work. dlssection and relate theory to practical were assigned in the student
interviews. To illustrate the coding process, from a transcript of an interview with a
student, the following example could be used: the student said, .....1go through from
understanding bits and pieces. to understanding a bit more and then hopefully the full
picture afterwards" (51:1 I). This text in the transcript was highlighted in green and
assigned the code understandlng: Later the code understanding was grouped together
with related codes, from other partsof the transcript. such as vlsualise, prepare and relate
theory topractical. The code understand was grouped with the codes mentioned because
they shared a common idea orconcept based on my insight from the literature reviewed.
These led to the identification of the category, Search (or meaning of the learning
material by active participatIon as students were actively involved in their learning.
Codes that were related were highlighted in thesame colour and were grouped together to
form aparticular category. Several categories were thus identified. based on the grouping
of different codes that were related. Once the codes had been grouped to form the various
categories, the categories were compared. If certain categories collectively related to a
particular idea or concept and shared a similar point of view. they were grouped as a
theme.
Once all data had been coded and categorised, the next step was to holistically interpret
the data by considering issues such as relationships in meaning between all the
categories, what information the categories revealed as a whole. what informntion the
categories revealed about each other. how the categories addressed the research
questions, and how the categories linked to what was already known (Henning et 01..
2004: 106). Integrating the aforementioned questions and thoughts resulted in the
development of themes and a description of the inter-relationships of themes. The
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grouping of the categories led to themes emerging. For example, categories such as,
Starch for mtanlng of the Itarnlng material by active participation, Search for
meanIng or learnIng material by sfgmentlng content, Search for meanIng by rtlatlng
to real life situations and to ether subjects, Memorisation, Concentrate on workload
and detail contributed to the broad theme of Ltarninll DpproachtJ informtd by
mtmoriJDlion, .',tarching for mtDninR 0/ Itarning mDltrlDI, DJ.ftJ.fmtnl, tim», tluk
rtquirtmtnl Dnd workload in DnDlomy, as these categories were all related to the
concept ofwhat informed the learning approachesthat students were adopting.
The codes, categories and themes related to learning approaches are tabulated in Table
4.1. Three other tables, Table 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 tabulate codes, categories and themes
related to student motivations, teaching approaches from students' perspectives, and
teaching and learning approaches from teachers' perspectives, respectively. The codes,
categories and themes have been grouped to facilitate their discussion. All tables are
elaborated upon in the relevant sections that follow.
In the next section, the analysis of the data from the student interviews is further
explained, firstly to explore the learning approaches that emerged; secondly to identify
student motivating factors and finally to determine what influence, if any, teaching
appmachcs may have on student learning.
4.3 ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM INTERVIEWS WITII STUDENTS
In this section the analysis of the data from the student interviews will be described. In
the first pan of this section I will describe the codes, categories and themes related to the
learning approaches while in the loner pon I will discuss the codes, categories and themes
related tostudent moth'ations and students' perspective on the teeching epprcechcs.
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4.3.1 Lurnlng approaches
4.3.1.1 Assignment of codes related to learning approaches
O,tgdnqlyW
I explained above the process of assigning codes which led to categories and themes
emerging. In this section I will describe the different codes that were grouped together
based on the raw data captured in the student transcripts. I will cite a few relevant
examples of students' comments that led to the specific codes being chosen.
Furthermore, below I will explain how the codes were grouped together to derive at the
various categories and thereafter themes. I will now present and thereafter discuss the
assignment and grouping ofcodes as listed in Table 4.1.
Tablc4.1: Codes, eategorles and theme related to learning approaches
Group I-"" '''':'1.;[ Code ''I' .• ..,..... "'.'. ~;~',r:' Category~'\·~·\'" I~nl ,.;Jbem~ ·S};
.., ·:,t:. ,'h"':·U\.;-.. .,,', ~ .,';:11.' ""<> ;\.~:;;~",. ".~~'u" ~ ," ''"'~">,~'~,t~\,,, ':£':' ,"",' ,,~,.. '·f", h" J
Understand
J'1.Yllo/lJC
Dissection Surch for meanlna of
t Relate theory to practical turnlna material by active
Preparation partlc:lpaUon
Group work
Utilis« Jloff
Make notes
Flow diagrams
ullrnlnllDraw diagrams Starch for meaning of
Mnemonic lumina material by approachcs2 Separate theoryanJpractlcallLC'orn 01 home Itlmtntlna eentent Infomrcllby
1III('1IIIlmIII detail IIfcollforL,atlon.
Teach olhen scarchlnllfor
Past qlle311,Jn apC'N IIf,.lInlnll of
RC'alllft'sl/llollmlJ Surcb for meanlaa by 1C'lIrnlnll matcrilll,
3 RC'lolC' to llthcr Jllhj('('fj rtlallng to nalUfe Illualloni 4UC"UllfCnt. tI",C'.
C/lnlC'QIO/l"/lcal/,,n and 10other lubltetl 14'. rcoqull',.",,.,,t
MC'morlsc IInll "'Or.'01111 I"
4 Rlltt"/('Qrn Mtmorilatlon anlltoMy
RC'pt'llllon
I'"I/lm~
InJlljJ1dC'",llmc Conctfttra't on workload5 unt« pr('parall"n
anddttaUDelail
Cllmport' IITJrAlnoJ to tlthlT .UlhjmJ
6 Pa.ulnll 1.1 prlllrl~I' ""t"mtn' oritftltdldrhtaWl/rA- {llr a.f.lC".umrnt.f
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• Codes fonning Group I
09" Anqlrlll
Group I included the codes understand, visualise, dissection, relate theory topractical,
preparation, group work and utilise staf], The code understand was assigned based on
student comments that they tried to understand the learning material as they were
learning anatomy. A student's comment that resulted in this code included ..... from
understanding bits and pieces to understanding a bit more and then hopefully the full
picture afterwards" (86: II). This student added, "By preparing for lectures, listening in
class, making notes ... asking questions and trying to understand the work, then getting
home and then typing the notes out and then writing it out. It's like 5 times that I go
through the work ... work is familiar to me" (86:54). A comment that iterates the
understanding code was, "I know I understand a thing when I just wake up in the middle
of the night and it's the first thing that comes to my mind" (54:45). The code preparation
for Group I was assigned based on a comment from 56, and this comment also
contributed to the code make notes which fell into Group 2. Other students also
commented that theyprepared for their classes if time availed.
Another student, 55, said"... if I can visualise it and Ican actuallysec how itworks then
... I have a better understanding of it" (S5:33). He also said, "... basically the thcory is
just a written explanation of what you will see ina cadaver ..." (55:47) and..... I try and
come clued up on what I'm doing otherwise I'm kind of wasting my time" (55:59).
Comments such as these led to me assigning the codes visualise, dissection and relate
theory to practical. A further comment from 85 that resulted in assigning the codes
understanding and prt.'paraticm was, "... I came to write the exam and I could apply
knowledge that I hadn't gone over as insanely right before the test as I would have done
previously ... I couldstill remember it and apply it and I did betterin this test than I ever
did last year" (55:141) which implies that he was preparing beforehand and was ._'"l,
understanding the content.
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Thecodes group work and lIIi11Je ..iluffwere assigned when students commented that they
learnt from each other during dissection practical! and frequently asked staff questions
for clarity in order to make sure they understood the content during the practical sessions.
• C!..liIc:s fonning GroynJ
The codes from Group 2 were make notes, flow diagram." draw dlagran1f, mnemonics,
separate th(.·ory and practlcal/It.·am at IwnIC, attentlon to detail, teach other.' and past
q,wstlotl paper», Based on extracts from the transcripts all students did one ormore of the
following: made notes, drew now diagrams, used mnemonics, leomtat home, got bogged
down on detail, taught others and looked at pastquestion papers - hence the codes listed
in Group 2, 53, for instance, mentioned that ..... I make up little rhymes to learn certain
facts but because in anatomy there's so many facts to remember I would possibly
remember the rhyme but not know where the rhyme comes from" (53:22) and ..... I read
through it twice ... look away from the book andtalk it to myself and explain it to mysel f
.. , and maybe teaching someone else about it" (53:25). This students' comment
contributed to the codes mnemonics. teach others and attention to detan based on the
student thinking there were many facts she hodto remember.
In a similar vein, S4 learns by",.. doing all those diagrams, the nowdiagrams and mind
maps; it's the way I understand" (55:52). 53 saidshe answered questions that she set for
herself and questions from past question papers in order to test her knowledge of what
she hod been studying. These excerpts were assigned the codes flo\\' dlagran..,. draw
Jlawam.f and past qlle.f,lon papers 05 they indicated ways thot students adopted to learn
anatomy.
An interesting comment from 52 was that "you"'e got to go home and learn" (52: 177).
which implies that this student thinks they learn best owoy from their cadaver during
dissection and that they are !lCJ'arating their theory and practical components, as opposed
to linking them. Comments such 0.. thi!5 from 52 and athens interviewed were o....signed
thecode scparat« throry/rom practtcal/lcam at homC'.
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• Codes fonninR Group 3
OglqAng/fW
The codes that formed this group are real life sltuatlons, relate to other subjects and
cllnica! applications. These codes were assigned based on all students responding that
they related anatomy to real life situations and most students indicating that they related
Anatomy to other subjects they were studying. Students seemed very enthusiastic during
the interviews to explain how they applied their knowledge of anatomy, for example to
gym or explaining clinical conditions to friends and family. During the open-ended
questions, S7 said whenever I go to gym I always think which muscles am I using at
the moment ..." and lots of people know that I'm studying Homoeopethy and will
come with problems to me already ... then it will click in my mind, ok, this nerve might
be hurt" (S7: 187). Another example, from S6, was that he would ..... walk in a mall •..
and see that a person has a very bad scoliosis or kyphosis ... then I try to understand ...
the different muscles of posture". He also said that ..... if I experience a pain somewhere
... I try to relate that to theory that we've done" (S6:328). Students also seemed to
appreciate the clinical cases and situations introduced during lectures to explain normal
anatomy as well as how other subjects nrc related to Anatomy. According to the students
thismade anatomymore interesting and they could remember it better.
• Codes fonningGroup 4
During the closed-ended questions in the interviews. most students responded that they
constantly memorised and remembered facts and details, accepted ideas and facts from
teachers without being critical of them, and did not always understand what they rend or
were learning, SI's comments describing his learning were ..... a process which involves
memorising the structures and muscles" (S I:7), ..... recalling the work to ensure that •
know it"(SI: II) and"I think memorising plays a major role - more than understanding."
(SI:15). S2 mentioned that in learning anatomy, "I make my own notes", ..... when 'Om
trying to memorise it again I'm basically reading it and writing, closing the book and
rewriting again which takes ... absolutely forever" (S2: 12). She further explained that she
was .....basically reading and rewriting. rending and rewriting and memorising" (S2:18).
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Funhennore S2 commented os follows about her learning ..... as the assessments (are)
coming up I'll stan going through it again and start memorising it" (52:25).
S4 also learned by ..... basically repetition of everything" (54:35), ..... you ... don't
understand but you know that you have to read this even though you don'tunderstand it
so you justhave to memorise it ... read it all overand over and overagain" (54:97). S5, a
repeat student, noted that the previous year he would ..... write things and parrot fashion
learn them, where it didn't work ... come to the test it's more application, less
regurgitation, so I would come short" while ..... now I make sure I understand the
sections properly ..... (55: IS) and thus realised that memorisation alone does not work in
anatomy. 52, however, who was also a repeat student, still seemed to heavily rely on
memorisation techniques. Most students interviewed seemed to be under a similar
impression, namely that they needed to memorise the work and thereafter they would
either understand it or not, depending on whether time availed. Students seemed anxious
to memorise content, even without understanding, in the event that it might be included in
an assessment. This fear of failure can be linked to student motivations and will be
elaborated upon below. Based on the above comments the codes memorise, rotc-lear"
andrepetition wereassigned to Group 4.
• Codes forming Group ~
All students commented that there was insufficient time allocated to the Anatomy course,
as the volume of content was excessive, which resulted in lack of preparation for lectures,
practicals and assessments. 52 mentioned that ..... it takes so long that I often don't get
through all the work in time for the test" (S2:ISO). 53 commented on her method of
learning of anatomy as "It's not working too well for anatomy but I assume that it will
work better if I start studying more in advance and be able to actually do that with the
workload ..• I am able to dothat method .•. with another subject ... I'm able tocope with
that because it's a smaller workload" (S3:68). 52 said that " ... we have so much ... work
we have toget through in a short space of time and I probably do need to learn a different
technique ... " (S2:I55). Another student said thnt Anatomy was just a lot of work and
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that she did not like lots ofwork (S4:12). Comments such as these therefore assigned the
codes volume, lnsufflctent ttme, little preparation,detail and compare workload to other
subjects, as listed in Table 4.1
It seemed that anatomy was a second priority for some students, including 52, as students
said they either worked long hours part-time, procrastinated their learning orstudied only
when assessments were approaching. This gave me the impression that they studied at the
eleventh hour. In a factual subject such as Anatomy it is however almost impossible to
successfully master such avolume ofcontent at the last minute.
• Codes Conning Group 6
All participants noted that the assessments influenced their studying of anatomy. It
should be iterated that most students interviewed seemed eager to memorise content as
they feared certain parts of the content may appear in an assessment. Students seemed
extremely anxious to memorise content, even without understanding, in the event that it
might be included in an assessment. This was reinforced by what some students said,
namely to pass anatomy isone of the major motivators for learning anatomy" (5 1:5)
and you would learn the basics but you wouldn't know the work properly....
Assessments definitely make you sit down and learn your work properly" (S2:267). As
noted above in the codes from Group 2, answering post question papers was popular
among students, which suggests that they relied on previous questions re-appearing in
assessments. These comments were therefore assigned the following codes; passing is
priority and work/or assessments.
Above I have discussed how all the codes were assigned for the learning approaches
adopted by learners. Below I will discuss how these codes developed into categories and
thereafter into themes.
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4.3.1.2 Development ofcategories related to learning approaches
Dgc, daglr!fU
In this section I will explain how the codes from Groups I to 6 developed into the
different categories as listed inTable 4.1.
The codes from Group I, understand, visualise. dlssectlon, relate theory to practical,
preparation, group work and uttlise stuff led to the category Starch for meaning or
learnlng material by active participation as these codes indicated that students were
actively involved in their learning, using their practical dissection sessions, where they
used cadavers as a learning tool, to relate their theoretical knowledge tosomething visual.
Furthermore, students indicated attempts to understand and engage with the learning
material, as opposed to merely trying to memorise the content parrot fashion. For
instance, comments from 56 indicated that he was taking active responsibility for his
learning and he made anextra effort. as opposed to merely complaining about the volume
of work and insufficient time. aswas the case with other students.The comment from 85
led me to believe that active participation and accountability from some students alluded
to students having studied and applied knowledge. as they could relay this knowledge
even if they did not study specifically the day before the assessment. It was also noted
that teachers encouraged learning to toke place in the dissection hall by relating the
theory aspect to the practical dissection and therefore encouraged active participation
when learning,
The next category Search for meaning or learning material by segmenting content
was developed from the codes in Group 2, namely make notes. flow diagrams, draw
diagrams, mnemonics, scpanu« theory and practical/learn at home, auenuon to detail,
teach others and past questio» papers. These codes reflect the category as they depict
students who were searching for meaning by organising the work into pans that they
found manageable. The first four codes indicated useful tools as students were learning
the content and engaging with the learning tasks in a meaningful manner as they tried to
reduce the learning material. It seems that by using mnemonics, explaining content and
teaching someoneelse, 53 tried to engage with the learning task bycompartmentalising
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and separating the content into smaller parts. By learning her rhymes and mnemonics she
may not have been successful as she seemed to have missed the holistic picture and not
linked pieces of information - yet she did try to engage with the leamlng material in a
meaningful way. Based onall the codes in Group 2, interviewed students seemed to have
the intention to understand and engage with the content meaningfully, 53 for instance is
lacking success because "I know my work but some things I feel arc not important and I
don't write them down in the tests ... that's what is getting my marks down and getting
me down .. .' (S4:73). Hence, once again the student is searching for meaning in the
content but segments the content when learning. The aspect of assessments will be
iterated in the section on motivation as the assessment seems to be II benchmark that
students strived towards.
The third group of codes led to the category Search for meaning by relating to real Ilfe
situations and other subjects as students related examples of their experiences. The
students sought meaning by enthusiastically relating anatomy to everyday life situations
and to other subjects they were studying. Relating theoretical knowledge to everyday
experiences allowed students to make the connection that the theoretical knowledge was
relevant to real situations lind could be utilised for other than just assessment purposes.
Codes from Group 4 were memorise, rote-learn and repetitlon, which led to the category
of Memorisation. Thiscategory was developed asall the students seemed toencompass
elements of memorisation. However, as I will explain below, students did not adopt a
single technique to learning, but rather adopted a combination of different techniques as
theySlIW lit to accomplish thetask. The typical memorisation approach followed by most
students isdangerous, especially with a factually dense subject such asAnatomy, as after
a certain point the sheer volume may lead students to prioritise memorising only over
understanding, which would result in student fatigue.
The codes volume, im,ifflcit'''' time, llttl«: prcparatkm, dcralland compare workload 10
othersubjects were linked to the category Concentrate on workload and detail. Based
on these codes I got the impression that these students were focussed onvolume of work.
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as opposed to trying to understand the content and to realise its professional implications
for their future. (therefore decided upon this category as being apt to group the codes that
surfaced from the data in thetranscripts.
The codes passing is priority and work for assessments resulted in the category
Assessment oriented/driven. This category was decided upon as students frequently
brought up the fact that they learnt as assessments were approachingor that assessments
motivated them to learn. Assessments seemed to play an important role in learning
anatomy. The aspect of assessments will be referred toagain in the section on motivation.
4.3.1.3 Development of a theme related to learning epproaches
From the various categories mentioned in the previous section (see Table 4.I) a brood
theme Learning approaches informed by memorisation, searching for meaning 0/
learning material, a.ue.t~ment, time, task requirement and workload in anatomy was
derived at, Below, I will explain how each category led to the above-mentioned theme.
The first three categories Search for meaning of learning material by active
participation, Search for meanlng of learning material by segmenting content and
Search for meaning by relating to real life situations and to other subjects infonn the
learning approach as some students seemed to earnestly try to find meaning from and
understand the learning material. I related these categories to learning approaches, more
specifically the deep learning approach, as some students were trying to learn
meaningfully. As mentioned in section 2.3.2, the deep approach is characterised by on
intention to engage with the task meaningfully byusing appropriate cognitive activities to
handle the task (Biggs, 1999:16). The comments from, for instance, 5S lind 56 seem to
indicate that they IIIways attempted to understand, use visualisation, use practical time
efficiently and to relate the theory to the practical, as well as try to prepare for their
forthcoming lessons, if time availed. According to Entwistle and Marton (in Ramsden,
1992:46) a student who adopts a deep learning approach intends to understand; to
maintain the structure of the task; to focus on concepts applicable to solving the problem
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and to relate new knowledge to old. These authors further state that students who adopt a
deep approach to learning also relate theoretical ideas to everydayexperiences; relate and
distinguish evidence and argument; and organise and structure content as a whole. This
approach has an internal emphasis through which aspects of reality become visible and
more understandable to students. The views of Entwistle and Marton could be linked to
responses from S5 and 86, as these students seem to approach their learning in a
meaningful manner while learning anatomy.
However, in spite of students trying to adopt a deep approach to learning, assessments
still informed their learning as they studied more intently when the assessments
approached. This implied that students were also motivated by assessments, an external
emphasis implying a surface learning approach. Nicholls (2002:32) and Ramsden
(1992:46) agree that surface learning has an external emphasis, such as assessments and
that it results in knowledge that is detached from everyday reality. Biggs (1999: 15) notes
that the following may encourage a surface learning approach from a students'
perspective: an intention to achieve only a minimal pass; non-academic priorities
exceeding academic ones; insufficient time and high workload; misunderstanding of
requirements; cynicism; anxiety or a genuine inability to understand the learning content
on a deeper cognitive level. Furthermore, Ramsden (1988: 18) mentions that if a student
concentrates on memorising facts and treats the task as an external imposition he/she
would probably end up with a poor understanding of the learning material, and poor
knowledge of detail of the task, which could be described as a surface learning approach.
Based on these statements from literature I therefore related the category Assessment
oriented/driven to the broad theme Learning approacht!.'i Informtd by memorisation,
.,~archlng for m~anlnRof l~arninR malt!rla/, assessment, tim~, task rtqulr~m~nt and
workload in anatomy.
Two additional categories Memorisation and Ceneentrate on workload anddetail also
led to the derivationof the above theme 0.'1 students were under the impression that they
needed to memorise the learning material and they paid great attention to the workload
and detail that they encountered. I found that memorisation. workload and attention to
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detail informed the learning approaches adopted by some students of second-year
Anatomy. From the literature it was noted that memorising learningmaterial is typical of
a surface approach to learning. Nicholls (2002:32) and Ramsden (1992:46) in chapter 2,
section 2.3 noted that memorisation and rote-learning arc typical characteristics of
students adopting a surface approach to learning. Ramsden further mentions that
memorising Information for assessments, associating facts and concepts unreflectively
and having an external emphasis (such as an assessment) is related to a surface approach
to learning (Ramsden, 1992:46). In the current study students made many comments
about studying for forthcoming assessments using predominantly techniques typical of a
surface approach to learning.
According to Eizenberg (1988: 193), when students perceive a course as containing
excessive amounts of learning material, they often respond by using minimalist
approaches, such as a surface approach (sec chapter 2,section 2.5). He further states that
students adapt to excessive workloads by shifting their intention from gaining
understanding to one of simply avoiding failure. Some students interviewed seemed to be
adopting a surface approach to learning anatomy. Thus students' concentration on
workload and detail is related totheir choice of learning approach.
To summarise this section, the categories Search for meaning of learning material by
active partlc:lpatlon, Search for meaning of learning material by segmenting content.
Search for meaning by relating to real life situations and to other subjects,
Memorisation, Concentrate on workload and detail and Assessment oriented/driven
together led me to the theme Learning approa(h~., inform~d by mtmorl.,atlon,
.,~arch/nR for m~aninR oll~arninR ma/~rial, assessment, ttme, task r~qu/r~m~nt and
worAload in anatomy.
In the next section I will present and discuss the codes, categories and themes related to
factors that seemed to motivate students as they studied anatomy.
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4.3.2 Student motivations
4.3.2.1 Assignment of codes related to student motivations
Dtc,dn,lnu
In section 4.2 of thischapter Iexplained the process of assigning codes which led to the
development of categories and themes. In this section I will first present Table 4.2.
containing all the codes, categories and the theme related to student motivations.
Thereafter I will elaborate onhow the codes were assigned to different units ofdata.
Tnble 4.2: Codes, categories and theme related to student motivations
",Group :';t"'~~'\.L Codr'iT,;'~;n .,;~'\~ ,"i" :':i';\t\;'Catcgory ;:'~~ J, !:~'i< 1~:'Tbeme<':"1~ '~',;;l,.,l.' :t .~',.. "" ""';:<'" , • \.~14l'111:"'h( ",.+.,§t,.' ''"~ • ",v",:,'" ,1.1.;' ,. ,_,", j
Uphold profrs.rlan Alllludetowards anatomyI Correct diaRnOJls
Social status .nd Itudln
2 Rt'allife .filllallollJ SubJrct InterntExtra r('ading
Structured coune P.rt ofeeurse and3 Need It for professlon (no choice) rtqulrement of profession Scutl~nu
Passing assessment ispriority Learn.natomy to p... "'OtlVllt~tIby4 Parental pressur«
• lIeliment, and ple.se othert lI",bltlon•Social status application of
Forces 'IS 10 I\'ork Anowl~tlll~.
S Applie_f prcssur« Allnlment orientation PII.'-tlnil
Fear of'failure lI.ut'!L''''t'nu.
Enthusiasm
..'OrA/olltlllntl
6 Lecture pre.unlalions TrIChinaapprouhes t~ach~rs In
Pictures and flow diagrams IInalo",)'
Laziness cours«
7 Procrastination L.ck of motivation
Nonrenaratto«
Prn'IOIIS studcnu' pCT'C('pllons
Course r,,·stnlelllrinK Grapnlne perc:eptlons of
8 Volume anatomy
Dl"tailJl\'e"k1oaJ
nme
• Codes forming Groun.l
Five participants indicated during the closed-ended questions that they would study
anatomy even if it were not a prescribed subject in their course. This view seemed to
support the ideo that these students considered anatomy as important in their training as
hcalthcare clinicians. Nevertheless, when later prompted. two of the interviewed students
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said they would not study Anatomy if it were not compulsory, as they felt that it was too
difficult and they would prefer not having it es port of their course (cited in previous
section). At the outset, the opposing views seemed to question the relevance of anatomy
to the Chiropractic and Homoeopathy professions, as it seemed to set the tone as to
whether students have an inherent thirst for knowledge of 8 basic science thot was
fundamental to their professional careers. A student supporting the importance of
anatomy said ..... Anatomy ... it's basically (the) whole foundation ofthe profession .. _ (
would like to know as much as possible and understand as much as possible about the
human body to become the best Chiropractor I can be and treat my patients as best as
possible" (S6:2). Comments such as these were assigned the codes in Group I of uphold
profession, correct diagnosis lind social status as noted in Table 4.2. Other students also
had similor views, as indicated by excerpts such as..... in order to be a good doctor you
need to have 0 basic understanding ofanatomy" (SI:2) and "I won't be able to practice as
a Chiropractor if I don't have a basic knowledge of the human body" (S5:4). The
category that was developed from these codes is discussed below.
• Codes fonning Group 2
Some students, as mentioned above in section 4.3.1, also related anatomy to everyday
experiences, which therefore was coded, real lifc situations. These students' comments
with regards to how they related anatomy to real life situations have already been
mentioned above. The students also did extra reading in preparation for their lectures and
practicals, which led to assigning the code extra reading. Some of the students'
comments with regards toextra rending were ..... before lectures I try my utmost best to
rend through certain sections ofwork so it's preparing for lectures" (56: I5) and "l try to
come clued up on what I'm doing otherwise I'm kind of wasting mytime" (55:59). Even
though one student commented thnt by doing extra reading she did realise its benefit, she
admitted thot she could not find the time to pre-read for classes.
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• Codes fonning Group 3
D,c,d"el"lt
In contrast to the codes from Group 2, some students felt they had to study anatomy only
because it was part of their course and they needed it for their professions. S3 commented
that "Idoneed it in my profession" (S3:3) and she was also one of the two students who
said that she would not study anatomy were it not part of their structured qualification.
Another student's comments indicated that anatomy was studied only because it was port
of the course when she said ..... it's just because anatomy is there and I have to do it"
(S4:2). Furthermore she said "Ihave to do it to get my degree" (S4:4). Comments such as
these were coded structured course and need it for profession as some students thought
they only studied anatomy since they hod no choice inthecurriculum.
• Codes fonning Group 4
A major motivating factor among all the participants was the need to study in order to
pass the subject, even though they said that they enjoyed anatomy and thought it was
beneficial to their professions. Comments such as..... my main motivation for anatomy is
to pass" (S3:I) or ..... to pass anatomy is one of the major motivators for learning
anatomy" (S1:5) indicated students' motivation towards their studies. Another comment
in the same vein was "I think the assessment motivates" (S2:271) was assigned the code
passing assessment is priority. Parental pressure apparently also played a key role in
S3's motivation to pass the course, based on hercomment"... I have a mother that goes,
'If you foil, I'm not paying for your next years' (study):" (53:296). Therefore passing
seemed to be a priority and a major motivating factor. Another code in Group 3 was
social status which was based on comments such as students wanting to be "a good
doctor" (5I:2) and "best Chiropractor" (56:5) which was indicative ofa societal standing
that served as motivation 10 students.
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• Codes Conning Oroup S
p." datlnY
Some comments from students were "Assessments definitely make you sit down and
learn your work properly" (S2:268), "I think the assessments motivates" (52:280) and
tt ••• if we didn't have any assessments .•. then there wouldn't really be any motivation ••.
I think assessments motivates" (52:271) and ..... you really have to study for tests ... you
can see how hard you need towork and how to go about answering questions" (S I: 10 I).
Comments such as the above-mentioned were assigned the codes forces us to work and
applies pressure pertaining to the assessments. Students also had a fear of fallun: as
indicated by their comments that passing anatomy was 0 major motivator for learning
anatomy and that they feared failing because of parental pressure.
• (xles Conning Group 6
Codes that emerged in this group related to the teachers' interaction and method of
teaching. Students indicated that they were motivated to learn, by teachers who were
enthusiastic about the subject and presented Powcrl'oint lectures with pictures and flow
diagrams. Comments from students were "If a lecturer is enthusiastic about the work and
approaches the student and ... puts the work across as almost exciting as such then it
makes you interested in the subject and it like makes you want to go study it" (S3: 174)
and..... different lecturers justhave a certain way inconveying themessage and certain
ways just help me to understand things better" (56:233). These comments were assigned
thecodes enthusiasm, ICC/lire presentations andptaures andflow diagram., based on the
waythe teacher approached teaching. from the perspective of thestudents.
• ~Ies Conning Gro\lD.1
Based on the closed questions, four students indicated thal they were enthusiastic and
energetic while studying anatomy, while two were not, and one said that he was
sometimes enthusiastic and energetic while studying anatomy. Contrary to the
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enthusiastic students, 53 stated that ..... I'm lazy and I procrastinate end I know that •.•
I'm the laziest person on the planet" (S3:8S) and ..... I procrastinated ... I thought I hod
enough time to study but because I left it too late I flunked out ..." (53: 100). 83 seems to
think that she can get by with minimal effort at the last minute. Another student said "I
wouldn't want to do anatomy ... it's a lot of work and it's very difficult" (54: II). These
comments were assigned the codes laziness, procrastination and tIC) preparatton.
• Codes ronning Grout' 8
Many participants seemed to have preconceived perceptions about anatomy. After
probing, it appeared these perceptions were created from interaction with previous year
students. The current students were given information about the course re-structuring as
well as the volume, detail/workload and time devoted to Anatomy at UJ, ascompared to
medical students at other tertiary institutions. Included among the factors which created
negativity amongst thestudents, were perceptionsof the previous year anatomy students
filtering through to thecurrent anatomy students. Perceptions thatcurrent students had to
cope with more detail and information in anatomy than some medical students, seemed to
distress the students. First time students made comments such as "... it's a lot of work and
it's very difficult .. ," (54: 12) and ..... repeat students, 2nd years or 3n1 years ... first thing
they say to us is you're going to fail Anatomy; it's difficult" (86:187). These perceptions
seemed to dernotivate students and give them a negative perception about anatomy and
they seemed to give up without even having had their own experiences when learning
anatomy. However, 86 wanted to dispel these rumours and said that he wanted to t ••••
prove some of the repeat students, 2nd years and 3n1 years wrong ..," (56: 184). This
student, who was the high achiever in the Anatomy class, seemed to have turned the
negative connotation associated with anatomy to something positive and it appeared to
work for him. Based on these comments from students I assigned the codes previous
students' perceptions, course re-structuring, volume, detail/workload and time.
In this section I presented the codes related to !ltudent motivations. In the next section I
will present the categories that emerged from these codell in Groups Ito 8.
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4.3.2.2 Development ofcategories related to student motivations
O",dn,MlJ
The categories were developed from the codes that emerged from the transcripts of the
interviewed students. The codes from Group I led to the category Attitude towards
anatomy and studies as the codes depicted the attitude of students towards anatomy and
why anatomy was important to them in terms of their careers. This category led to 0
specific theme and will be drawn upon below.
The codes real life sltuatlons and extra reading led to the category Subject Interest as
these were indicative of students applying their basic knowledge and showed that they
hadan interest in thesubject other than merely wanting to pass the year.
Comments from students who thought that anatomy was something that was forced upon
them and that they had no choice in studying it, led to the category Part ofcourse and
requirement of professIon. This category was developed as some students said that they
only did anatomy because it was a course requirement as opposed toa subject that they
sawaswas fundamental to their professions.
The category Learn to pass and please others was developed from the codes passing
assessment is priority, parental pressure and social status. Some of the interviewed
students seemed to be primarily motivated by passing and to please others such as their
parents. The assessments were definitely 0 major motivating factor tostudents as they all
mentioned they would study more diligently as the assessment was approaching.
The codes from Group S led to the category Assessment driven orientation as students
primarily wanted to pass and they feared failing and having to repent the year.
Assessments play 0 mojor role in the current education system in determining the success
or failure of a student, and therefore the assessment driven orientation that students hove
maybe advocated byourcurrent education system and the teaching approaches, as noted
in section 2.4.3. A fear of failure was linked to the assessment driven orientation as it
encouraged students to respond by using minimalist approaches to get through an
assessment in order to PllSS Anatomy and not have to repeat the subject. The fear of
failure therefore alsocontributed to the category Assessment driven orientation.
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Another category emerged os students expressed their perceptions of how teachers
motivated them via their teaching approaches. This category wasTeuhlna approaches,
and the codes enthustasm, lecture presentations and pictures andflow diagrams led to
thiscategory. In this regard Kember and Kwan (2000:476) state that developing student
motivation is on integral part of teaching and not just on innate student characteristic.
Therefore. the role that teachers may play in motivating students fell into the category
TeachIng approaches. The views of the students regarding the teaching approaches will
be expounded upon in section 4.3.4 while the teaching and learning approaches from the
perspective of the teachers will be presented in section 4.4.
The codes in Group 7 of Table 4.2 led to the category Lack of motivation. Students'
comments indicated a Lack of motivation as they found it difficult to be motivated at
times and would procrastinate and waste time instead of studying. They would thereafter
complain about insufficient time to prepare for the assessment. As noted earlier, Anatomy
is a voluminous and factually dense subject, making it difficult to study only at the lost
minute.
Thecodes from Group 8 led to the category Grapevine perceptions of anatomy, based
on the students' comments from what was relayed to them by repeat students and
previous years' students. These comments seemed to create a negative attitude amongst
students and it gave them reason to complain instead of engaging with the learning
material that was thought vital for them by their Professional Board.
4.3.2.3 Development ofa theme related to student motivations
The category Attitude towards anatomy and studies indicated that the majority of
participants seemed to be inherently motivated to study anatomy as they appeared to
appreciate its importance to their respective careers. This implied inherent motivation
with regard to their !lIudies. Furthermore, the student perceptions seemed toindicate that
their intrinsic motivation for studying anatomy came from a personal ambition to trent
their patients to the best of their ability. Students who were inclined towards being
intrinsically motivated seemed to try and learn anatomy in a meaningful way 50 that they
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would be able to draw on that information later intheir professions. Entwistle (1998: 16)
states that an intrinsic motivation reflects a personal goal; derives from interest in the
subject area; depends on personal engagement with tasks chosen; and leads to a deep
learning approach. The second category, Subjeet Interest, also illustrates students'
interest inthe subject that came from within them and was not forced upon them from for
instance the teachers. These students therefore seemed to be intrinsically motivated and
appeared to be successful in their studies as they tried to make their theoretical
knowledge applicable to everyday life and to their future. The students' attitude and
personal interest in anatomy depicts the personal ambition that students have and
therefore partially led to the formulation of the theme Students motivated by ambition,
application of know/edge, pa.f.f/ng assessments, workload and teachers in anatomy
course.
The categories Learn to pass assessments and please others and Assessment
orientation are in line with being an external source to motivating students. The
majority of participants just wanted to pass the subject. rather than to gain applicable
knowledge that was integral totheir future professions, indicating anextrinsic motivation
to learning. Seeking to please others when studying bypassing Anatomy seemed to also
serve as an external motivational source. Entwistle (1998:16) states that extrinsic
motivation focuses on satisfactory completion of the course and seems to be strongly
influenced by external rewards and pressures (sec section 2.4). This was evident among
participants as their primary concern was completing the course and being rewarded by
obtaining a pass mark. These categories therefore related to why students wanted to learn
anatomy and developed into the theme Student.t motiloated by ambition, application 01
know/edge, pa.t.dng a.ue.ument.f, workload and teachers In anatomycourse.
From the category Part of course and requirement of profession I derived part of the
theme Student.' mot/l'ated byambition, application 01know/edge, pa.uing assessments,
K'Orlt/oad and teachers in anatomy course as students were concerned about the work
they had to cover in a short space of time and thatthcy had to study Anatomy as it was
partof the stipulatedcurriculum. The students that thought that studying anatomy was on
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external imposition as opposed to something that was relevant to their future were
therefore also extrinsically motivated.
TeachlnK approaches as the next category derived also led to the theme Studeno
motivattdby ambition, appl/tatlon of knowltdgt, paulng asseumtntJ, workload and
teadtr:r in anatomy course as learners were motivated by the way teachers presented
learning material, and by teacher enthusiasm. Teachers are also an extemal motivational
source that generates interest in the subject. Students therefore hod to be stimulated by
the teachers as an external source as opposed to being inherently motivated, as mentioned
earlier.
Thecategory Lack of motivation also led to the theme Student.f motivated hyambition,
appl/tation of knowledgt, paulng assessments, workload and ttathers in anatomy
course assome students seemed to lack ambition for their studies and would not engage
with the learning as they either thought it was too difficult or because they were lazy.
This lock of motivation supports 11 statement by Entwistle (1998: 16) that strong
motivation generally leads to success, while a lock of motivation results in failure.
Furthermore, Biggs (1999:60) states that intrinsicmotivation drives deep learning and the
bestacademic work.This was evident in some of the student transcripts.
This attitude of some students was captured in the category Grapevine perceptions of
anatomy as they seemed morc concerned about the workload that they had to contend
with than learning the content lIS future applicable knowledge, These students seemed to
dwell on how difficult the course was and how little anatomy other institutions had in
theircurriculum. It should be noted that the high achiever in the class wanted to dispel
these negative perceptions bytrying to excel and prove that the perceptions were merely
complaints and an easy way out of having to work through the volume of detail in
anatomy (S6: 184). These perceptions of students captured their motivations and also led
to the theme Studtnt.' motl''Qted by ambition, application of knowledge, pa.t.dng
a.tft.ument.f, workload andttathen In anatomy cours«.
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To summarise, an analysis of the transcripts indicated that students seemed to be
motivated by ambition, application of knowledge, passing assessments, workload and/or
teachers in the Anatomy course. In the next section I will discuss the codes, categories
andthemes related to the teaching approaches from the perspective of the students.
4.3.3 Teaching approaches from students' perspectives
4.3.3.1 Assignment of codes related to teaching approaches from students' perspectives
In section 4.3 above I explained the process of assigning codes. In this section I discuss
the different codes related to the teaching approaches from the perspective of the
students, based on their perceptions of the teaching approaches adopted by their anatomy
teachers. A few relevant examples of students' comments will be cited to depict how the
specific codes were chosen.
Each code that was assigned was based on what the students saw as helping, hindering or
forcing them to workduring the course. Table 4.3also lists the categories and themes that
were derived. The rationale for deciding on the different categories and themes from the
codes is expounded on below in sections 4.3.3.2 and 4.3.3.3.
Tahle4.3: Codes, categories and theme related to teaching approaches from
students' perspectives
Group -t,i ' 'l:'''':-''',' Codt,'~ ~ ,~"': CltegOrY~'~~;';"":f. ::,"1 The~e. ~ i<. ;:;~d,' ~i'"
"
,,'
"
'" J:," ,'" .• 11, _~ '".:,
Basicdc/aiIJsinlplis//c
Outlin«
t Recap- bllildon r.tls//nll km'Il'/e-dIlC Onrall undtntandlnaPic/llre-s andj1tnv diallrDms
Prescntatlons
Tttld/II'tlpprtHIchnEnlpha., Is
AskstaffqllcJ//om durinX lectures lor tllltltOllty tI,~
Br/nll nco", /deaJ and penpectl,'(' 1001IJt~ 011 tlDlJdnlt2 slarr InltraCllon JtII~tllt., lindEn/hlLt/OJm tllNJllrtlx/116Prescn/at/nn
Ad qlle-st/om dllrlnll praetica/s ..ttlttilldlll/tllnllnit
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"
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Studv{lIr a.ut.umtn/.f for a..'tlmtnU
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• Codes fonning Group I
0", dnglrdl
Students indicated that teachers equipped them for what lay ahead inthe section of work
to be studied by teaching them basic information; giving them an outline of what they
could expect in lectures; recapping existing knowledge before building on new
knowledge; emphasising important work and handing out lecture notes. One student's
view of the way anatomy was taught was that teaching ..... is a critical aspect of
learning anatomy because ... if the work is taught toyou in 0 simplified, explainable way
... which is done most of the time by our lecturers ... then you'd understand it better"
(SI:74). This student also indicated that he felt reassured when the teacher asked
questions on previous work before the subsequent lecture so students would not forget
previous work. Another student said ..... for example you would give us on outline of
where we should be at and where we ore going to. So that gives us structure to work
according to" (S6:241). A student, based on her lock of preparation for lectures, said "I
often don't prepare the night before so coming to a lecture is almost a basis for me"
(52:308). As noted in Table 4.3, comments such as these were assigned the codes basic
detail, outline and recap.
Comments such as ..... it's easier to go to pictures that the lecturers have shown us than
you know just go cold and look for sections" (55: 188) and ..... with the Powerl'otnts 1
think it's a lot better than just lecturing cos then you also have a visual of things and it's
quite interesting, some of the discussions we have about different sections" (S7:248)
were assigned the codes pictures and flow diagrams, presentations and emphasis,
Students also felt more confident when flow diagrams, pictures and explanations carne
from the teacher, as opposed to from their peers as they felt it "wouldnot beas concise or
os correct if we did not get it in lectures" (51 :88). This revealed thot students considered
the teaching approaches toplaya significant role in motivating them to learn anatomy as
thisgave them a baseline from which to work.
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• Codes fonning Group 2
D,t' dnglydl
Some comments from S6 were that v.,; staff members know much more and they have
more difficult questions ..." (S6:222) and that It... from staff members ... it's different
questions ... on different levels ... tt (S6:225). The loiter student further added that ..... it
helps me learn certain things, understand certain things but also learn more things which
we wouldn't actually cover in class" (S6:228). These comments are indicative of the
value some students placed on having formal lectures and having time to interact with
staff on a more informal level. Another student said ..... the way the lectures are
presented ... it's easier to ask questions cos you can follow and once you don't
understand you can ask something" (S5:259). This, once again indicates the value
students place on the teaching approaches. These comments were assigned the codes ask
staffquestions during lectures and presentation.
The previously mentioned comment tt ... if a lecturer is enthusiastic about the work and
approaches the student and ... puts the work across as almost exciting ... then it makes
you interested in the subject and it like makes you wont to go study it" (S3:173)
emphasises the teacher's role as part of the teaching approaches. Another student
commented that tt... the lecturer will come with anew perspectivelike with a different
diagram of how to learn all the arteries and branches or a diagram of the innervation
which you go, oh that makes so much sense" (S2: 172). Once again the importance of the
teaching approaches as seen from the students' view is iterated. These comments from
students were assigned the codes bring new ideas andperspective and enthusiasm.
• Cosies Conninll Groyl' 3
Students felt that teachers brought in new ideas during practicals, which were more
informal and allowedstudents freedom to ask questions and learn from visually engaging
with cadavers as a learning source, Comments from students with regards to practicals
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were "I enjoy dissection It lot ... I find it very interesting ... it's almost like discovering
different things when you dissect ... it's interesting to know where things lie" (S7:238),
.. 000 asking questions or answering questions .0. I just find that so much fun, to be
honest" (56:275) and "I'll beable to grasp the content much better especially when I'm
dissecting, actually remember it" (SS:248). The codes ask questions dllrlng practlcals,
new ideas during practicals and dlssectlon were assigned to the above comments as
students spent a lot of time during practical sessions and interacted more frequently with
staffduring this time.
• Codes fonning Group 4
During their discussions of the teaching approaches students again brought up the role
that assessments played in their learning process. Some of these comments were "... as
the assessments (are) coming up I'll start going through it again and start memorising it
..... (S2:26) and II ... no student is going to sit and study every single night if there is no
goal toreach or marktoreach ..." (S2:274). Furthermore, a student added that ..... it kind
of puts you back into reality, to go listen, you need tostudy you don't know what you're
doing .,." (S3:227). These comments suggest that assessments play a vital role in
motivating students to study as well as assessing what they have learnt. Assessments as
partofthe teaching approaches therefore seem to playa definite role instudent learning.
Another comment from a student regarding assessments as part of the teaching approach
was ..... tell the students everything they have to learn - that will make it easier .. ."
(S4:218). These comments were assigned the codes a...sessmcnts force IL' 10 work and
.wlCJyforasse...sments.
4.3.3.2 Development ofcategories related to teaching approaches from students'
perspectives
Based on the above discussion about the development of codes. the codes from Group 1
led to the category of Onnll undentandlna as students revealed thllt this infonnation
from teachers assisted them with basic understanding. Eizenbcrg (1988: 188) emphasised
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quality of understanding as opposed to quantity of information, by encouraging students
to understand anatomical principles and their clinical importance, at the expense of the
detail. By trying to emphasise overall understanding, the teachers of Anatomy at UJ are
also trying to emphasise quality of understanding at the expense of detail, which is
evident in their teaching approaches. A student also commented that trying to make detail
simple encouraged better understanding (8 I:76).
The category of Staff Interaction depicts the importance of the teaching approaches as
perceived by students. The students mentioned that interacting with enthusiastic staff via
questions and engaging in discussions led to them being motivated and wanting to learn.
Students indicated that they enjoyed the interaction with staff during lectures and
practicals and noted that different teachers approached their teaching differently.
The codes ask questions during practlcals, new ideas and dissection led to the category
Praetlcals as all interviewed students acknowledged that the dissection practical was an
important learning source for them. One student commented "I don't think we would do
very well in anatomy without our pracs in all honesty" (S2:311). This once again
emphasised the importance of the practical aspect ofthe teaching approach.
Based on the codes of Group 4, the category Encourage/promote learning for
assessments emerged since students indicated that they were drivenbyassessments when
studying anatomy. Furthermore, this category was chosen as assessments seemed to
perpetuate an assessment orientation of only learning what would be relevant for the
upcoming assessments and the fear that material needed to be studied as it may appear as
a question in the assessment.
In the next section I will present how the above categories led to the theme ofthestudy.
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4.3.3.3 Development ofa theme related to teaching approaches from students'
perspectives
Based on the above discussion of categories, 011 the categories Overall understanding,
StalT interaction, Practicals end Encourage/promote learning for assessments were to be
related to a common theme of T~a~hlnll approa(htJ for anatomy art locu.,~d on
a.f.d.f,l"g .ftud~nt.f and tn~ouraglnll mtanl"R!ul Itarnlng. from the comments of
students Idetermined their perception that the teachers' teaching was essentially focused
on assisting students and on encouraging meaningful learning. By trying to encourage
overall understanding, the teachers were focused on learning. When stafT interacted with
students, students felt that the teachers brought new perspectives and ideas, asked
challenging questions and led them to the answers by interacting with them.
In Anatomy, the practical component ploys a major role in learning and understanding
anatomy as the practicals using cadavers serve as a visual learning source that students
can interact with. The teachers indicated that most learning should take place during
practicals where students may link theoretical and practical knowledge. Once again
Practlcals as pan of the teaching approach for anatomy is focused on assisting students
andencouraging meaningful learning.
The theme T~achlng approacht.f for anatomy artfD(u!t~d and ~n(ourQgingm~anln1:ful
Itarnl"galsosupports the category Encouraatlpromote lelmlnK (orassessments as all
students felt that as pan of the teaching approach the assessments played a significant
role in their studying. AS5CSsing student knowledge also falls into this theme as the focus
is on students and their learning. In section 2.4.3 teaching approaches os a form of
motivation is discussed as the OS.'lcs.'Imcnts 5Cf'Ve tomotivate students tostudy.
It is important to note here thnt only one student felt that the teaching approaches did not
influence the way srudenu studied anatomy. Thisstudent said ..... there isonly so much Q
lecturer can do" (S2:170) and ..... you've got to go home and learn. Ifyou don't do the
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work then it doesn't matter; the lecturer can do whatever he/she wants to do but, you
know, can't do much more" (52: 177).This seemed like a mature attitude from the student
as she isadmittingresponsibility and her role in the learning process.
In the next section, I will report on the analysis of the teacher interviews and explore their
perceptions with respect to their teaching approaches and students' learning approaches.
4.4 ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM INTERVIEWS WITH TEACIIERS
In this section ( will analyse the data from the teacher interviews. In the first port of this
section I will describe the codes, thereafter the categories and themes related to the
teachers' views about their teaching approaches and student learning.
4.4.1 Assignment of codes related to teachers' perspectives on teaching approaches and
student learning
I explained above the process of assigning codes which led to the development of
categories and themes. In this section ( will present the teachers' views on their teaching
approaches as well as their perceptions of how the students study anatomy. I will cite 0
few relevant examples ofteachers' comments that led to the specific codes being chosen.
Furthermore, below I will explain how these grouped codes led to the various categories
themes. I will now present and thereafter discuss the codes as listed in Table 4.4, which
shows the categoriesand themes that emerged from the analysis.
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Table 4.4:
Pft, dntlr~u
Cedes, categories and theme related to teaching andlearning
approaches from teachers' perspectives
Group .;.1'~"': ':"·Cod'· '''1T;'f ,~i-i\t ·~:·~~C.tea~'11i{ , "1;~;,·\lTliem•. "'~~· /1)
.r ..~.. ,·l •• !,,~~h ~iJ, J. ., ... . ..... ts , '
l.e'·IU~J
Practicals Tuchlna and
I AnenmtnlJ lurnina utiviti"
AniJlnmtnlJ
S.:/f.Jl/ulv
(irrml'ltarnlnll
Pastexpenenc«
Fllcililalion ofJIIIJtnllnltfllCllon Tuch~r Inttntlon
2 BUJC'lintlnqrliry durlna lee:tur" andUntlC'rJ/amllnll/co~r dlfJlClll1 concepts practlc:alt
A""limllon offuct:
Preparation for lectures
Dissection practlcals
l'lay JlamC'J
Clinical t.fampltJlStI/.JI.lcolV:ry
3 Student attlhldtJ !\Iollvatlon ItrattlYDtI'C'lop rapport
I'ICIlIrt':I
1.C'arn/mm dlutellon Teaching
Students mllJllhlnk approachesfor
Mariml:C' analomy IlmC' - dlsscctlon ami IC'CIIlf'l'J anatomyare focused
Interact ..-llh siaff Ttuhtr uptctallon4 Grasp AC'y cnnuplJ on anltitlng .ftudtmls
Overal! undtntanJlng andencouraging
Prepar«for class meaningful learning
AJJC'.fJm('nl:l
5 A.uC'.fJ IIm/C'nlanJlng Encourage ItudtntlPast questto« paptn to work
II'orhhul.f/homtll·ork
Explain lC'arn/nllcontent Tuchrr Inttntlon6 SlImmarlJC'for JllIJtnlJ
rorltcturnGiv« handou/J
Content
Volum~
rime'
7 OhJC'Cllvc III KIIld' Curriculum
LC'arnlnll outcoma
I'ro/C'.fJlonalouICOmtJ
Neeattv« PC'rrc'pt/nn!m!ormallon
ROI..·I.-arninRII'arrot!ashIOll
8 Student all/hltlC':I Ttubtr vlewl onCompartmC'nlaliJallon Itudtnt lurnJna
Lad ofpf'l'fJQral/OII
• Codc:, ronninsGroup I
The tcachers indicated that their teaching activities were student oriented so that students
may learn, discover anatomical structures for themselves and cope with being assessed
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during the learning process. Based on the data, the teaching activities included lectures.
practicals, assessments, assignments and self-study. Therefore thecodes forming Group I
were lectures, practtcals, assessment... , assignment's end self-study. While the students
appeared to enjoy the lectures, practicals and assignments, they were anxious about the
assessments as mentioned earlier. The category that these codes led to will be discussed
in section 4.4.2.
• Codes fonning Group 2
Teachers indicated thatthey adapted their teaching methodology during lectures based on
the particular group of students at hand and how receptive the group was with regards to
particular teaching approaches. T3 commented that in lectures ..... I'm trying to sell to
them ... that this isn't a lecture in the true sense of the word, it's more a discussion ••.
then we can have a discussion to facilitate understanding clarification just so they can get
an idea of what's happening .;" (T3:16). This teacher added that hecombined one way
communication from teacher to student with students being involved in a particular
lecture, which was interactive. Furthermore, during the practicals the teachers tried to
reinforce to students that ..... dissection is not a manual process ...." (T3: III) and staff
should be utilized maximally. Another teacher said ..... I want students tohave an overall
understanding of what is being discussed ... and I would ... enquire from the students
how much Information (do) they have concerning that particularregion that lam about to
teach" (T1: I). A comment from T2 was in contrast to the other two teachers ..... it's just
normal lecturing ... try to get rapport from them but ... by the end of the year they
basically sit there .,." (T2:49). While there was an intention from T2 to facilitate
interaction, it was felt that, by the end of the year, the students were mentally tired and
did not attempt to prepare for lectures anymore. The afore-mentioned comments were
assigned the following codes in Group 2: group leartling, past expericnce.fucilitation of
studcn; interactlon, ba.uli"c inquiry, understanding/cover difficrtlt concepts, applieatiml
of'facts, preparation for lectures and dissection practlcals. These codes led to a category
thnt isdiscussed 4.4.2.
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• Codes fonningGroup 3
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All the teachers seemed to have token on the responsibility of trying to motivate students
based on the codes play games, clinical examples/self-discovery, student attitudes,
develop rapport, pictures and learn from dlssectlon. T2 would try to motivate students by
making her lectures interesting, ..... before each lecture starts they need to say something
interesting on lower limb ..." (T2:8), ..... I also try in the beginning to playa game of 30
seconds to try and see where they are all ..." (T2:21) and I try to bring in examples
of movies that I know ..." (T2:64). T I mentioned that I also go into the clinical
aspect of ... every region - asmuch as we are doing more gross anatomy, but to make it
interesting to students ... I'd always like to put some clinical Information (T I:77). A
teacher attempted to motivate his students in his interaction with them: Icome down
to their level ... I wantthem to open up to learning .. ," (T3:237) and you need to sell
to him ... it's not failure ... it's a stepping stone to success" (T3:430). All the teachers
prioritised motivating their students to ensure that they did not give up and ultimately
succeeded in their anatomy studies. This is in line with Kember and Kwan (2000:476),
whoconsider motivation an integral part of teaching. Another factor closely linked to the
motivation of students is the teacher expectations of students. The codes related to the
teachers' expectationof students will be discussed in the next grouping of codes.
• Codes fonning Group 4
The codes in Group 4 were assigned based on comments from teachers with regards to
their expectation, e.g...... I expect from the students (is) that they must prepare just by
reading, by familiarising themselves with this particular topic that's gonna be discussed
during that lecture" (T3: 18). The reason for wanting students to prepare was so students
would It ••• have a sufficient knowledge bose foundation ... build up a greater knowledge
base" (T3:63) and so the students could ..... increase their knowledge by utilising the
cadaver ... ' (T2: 128) and' ... we want them to think and tic up other subjects that come
in, pathology; physiology; pathophysiology etc ..," (T3:186). Teachers also expected
students to have an overall understanding and grasp the key conceptsofsections of work.
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One teacher said ..... teaching and learning is not about asking someone to vomit the
information - you also train them to use their brains as future clinicians" (Tl:171). The
codes forming Group 4 therefore were students must think, maximize anatomy time -
dissectlon and lectures, Interact with staff, graspkey concepts, overall understandtng and
prepare[or class.
• Codes fonning Group S
In section 4.3.3, I noted the importance students attached to assessments in their learning
approaches. This section explores the teachers' views of the assessments.
T3 felt that the current academic assessment structure of pass or fail should be replaced
with a fonn of assessing knowledge in a discussion type assessment with the discretion of
the subject expert and colleagues deciding upon student competence. This contrasts with
a student's view of ..... I just don't think it would be good ... not to have assessments
because we wouldn't know our work properly ... and we'd have terrible doctors .• :'
(53:286). The teachers themselves were not, however. unanimous about the role of
assessments. One teacher said he would ask 'thinking questions'; questions that obliged
students to apply their basic knowledge. as well as straight forward questions. Another
teacher. however, said his purpose was to assess knowledge and he would accordingly
ask straightforward questions. These differing views may confuse students as to what
teachers expect of them. As mentioned previously, the value which students placed on
assessments in their learning approaches stressed the importance of academics carefully
considering what and how they assessed students. particularly if they wanted to promote
deep and meaningful learning. Assessments are just one method teachers used to force
students to work in anatomy - other methods included class-preparation, homework in
the form of worksheets, handouts and past question papers. The teachers expressed the
opinion that they needed to"force" students to study anatomy throughout the year rather
than just for on assessment. The reason to study continuously is that new work builds on
previous knowledge and the volume becomes manageable. Commenting on students'
negative attitude towards assessments, a teacher said: "A lot of them sec the test as a
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fonn of punishment" (T3:26S). These comments were assigned the codes assessments,
assess understanding, past question papers andworksheets/homework.
• Codes fonni",~ Group 6
T2 commented that "I would just give them flow diagrams of specifically how Moore
(students' textbook) explains ... trying to make the Information less that they have to
study ... I try to put anatomy in groups for them, so that they group things together and
just learn the exceptions to try to get them to understand" (T2:33), as it would make it
cosier for the students. This is a typicol example of a teacher concerned about learning
content and how to reduce it and make it 'cosier' for the student so the student would
have a reduced work load. The codes forming Group 6 were explain content, summarise
for students and give handouts as teachers were also concerned with getting through the
syllabus and making it easier for students by giving them handouts and making
summaries.
• Codes forming Group 7
The codes that were assigned to this group were content, volume, lime, objective... ill
guide, learning outcomes, professional outcomes, and negative perception/information,
Thecontent of the Anatomy course, its volume, time allocation, objectives lind learning
outcomes are prescribed by the professional boards of Homoeopaths lind Chiropractors
and lire hence not determined by the Department ofAnatomy and Physiology. Teachers
noted the negative perceptions created by previous year students, on the current students.
TI's comments regllrding student demotivation were ..... there is some negative
information thllt they are gctting about the disseciion end thllt ... negative information
mokcs them sec it unnecessary to dissect and hence demotivates them ....' (TI :270). He
funhcr added thot current students wen: influenced by ..... thc medical students
(curriculum that) they don't dissect: why do we dissect ... so someof them sec dissection
115 0 punishment 50 they lire not motivated and they ore not encouraged to prepore for it"
(TI:277). T2 noted thot the perception 0150 surfaces from previous )'tor students ..... I
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think the third year students now have this attitude of I passed Anatomy and I need to tell
you how difficult it is ..." (T2:26S). Students were also under the impression that the
Department of Anatomy andPhysiology was set on creating anatomists and that students
were expected to master massive volume and detail. However, the detail and volume ore
prescribed by the professional board. These ideas and perceptions of the students seemed
to create a negative altitude among many students, a fact that was also noted in their
interviews (see section4.3.2).
• Codes (onning Group 8
The teachers expressed the impression that their students were mostly learning parrot
fashion: ..... I think they're rotc learning. They're just learning it, putting it into short
term memory to reachshort term goals which is pass a test .,." (T3:317). Teachers hod
the impression that students mcrcly ".,; sit behind the book and try to cram everything
that you can into your head ... and that's when they don't understand .:" (T2:291).
Another comment wasthat students ..... try to study every single word from the textbook
... you see it in their tests ... they do not know how to approach a question so they just
try to remember anything that they could from that chapter .,;" (T2:298). The teachers
also noted that while there were students who rotc learned, many also did put in extra
effort to try and understand the work. The teachers also noted that some students
appreciated a teaching style that used facilitation, visual stimulation and homework,
while other students made a concerted effort to collect handouts or notes for every
lecture. T3 commented that when students did not understand what they were learning
..... they would learn ofT (by heart) just when they don't understand .i." (TI :203). All
the teachers commented that due to sections of work being taught separately, students
would compartmentalise the content and not realise that it was the same blood vessel, for
instance, running from the thorax into the upper limb. This compartmentalisation of the
different regions of thebody was also noted by Eizenberg (1988:180-198) in his study of
medical students.
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In the next section I will discuss how the above-mentioned codes led to the development
of categories related to teachers' perspectives' on teaching approaches and student
learning.
4.4.2 Development of categories related to teachers' perspectives on teaching
approaches and student learning
Based on the codes from Group I, the category Teaching and lurnlng activities
emerged as these were activities implemented by the teachers of Anatomy. These
activities were also mentioned during the interviews with students as part ofthe teaching
approach. Teaching activities and the structuring of lessons will be discussed below
under the category of Teacher Intention durlnKlectures and praetleals.
The category of Teacher Intention during lectures and practlcals emerged from the
codes inGroup 2 as the teachers used a number of techniques to facilitate or encourage
learning. It should be noted here that while two teachers tried to always encourage
meaningful learning, T2 felt that the students were tired by the endoftheyear and he/she
was more inclined to spoon feed them by giving them notes, worksheets and summaries
(T2:40). Even though teachers have the intention to promote meaningful learning, they
may fall into the trap of pitying students and resort to spoon- feeding them. This in tum,
seems to be defeating the task of facilitating interaction, self-discovery and promoting
application of basic knowledge. It is therefore important to toke cognizance of the
intention of the teacher. Thus, while Gravett (2001:34) does mention that educators often
unintentionally promote a surface approach to learning and students may receive
messages from educators that rote-learning is required to pass, it is apparent that these
educators are trying to promote meaningful learning in their classes.
The codes from the teacher interviews included play games, clinical examples/self-
discovery, student attltudes, dc"':/ap rapport, plctures, and learn from dlssectlon. These
codes led to the category of Motivation ItratC1lY from the perspective of the teachers, as
it indicated teachers' attempts to keep students enthused and interested in the subject at
hand while encouraging them to enjoy the learning process. All the teachers tried to keep
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students interested and motivated in order to facilitate learning andencourage interest in
thesubject. As noted earlier from the student interviews, motivation by the teachers is on
important aspect of their learning.
The codes from Group 4 led to the category Teacher expectation as each teacher hod
different expectations from students as they learned anatomy. This expectation would
therefore naturally filter into their teaching approaches as they would try to accomplish
their expectation.
Thedifferent aspectsofassessments from the codes in Group S fell into the category of
Eneourage students to work. Teachers had to constantly develop new ideas and
strategies to "force" students tostudy and ensure that they were on par with the workload.
This was however not always possible since some students would not do the homework
or did not seem interested intheir studies.
Based on the codes from Group 6, the category Teacher Intention for lectures emerged.
This category contributed to understanding what teachers wished to achieve during
lectures by means of the learning material and how the content was discussed in class.
Theway the learning content is covered and conveyed to students may send messages to
them about how theyshould be learning.
The codes from Group 7 led to the category Curriculum as rhose factors related to the
Anatomy course. The curriculum is however stipulated and prescribed by the relevant
Professional Boards.
The final category that emerged was Teacher "Iews on student le.mlnK from the codes
rote./raml"g/parrot [aslrlon, student attitudes, compartmcmallsation and lack of
prcparatto«, These were the perceptions teachers had about how their students were
learning anatomy in terms ofstudent attitudes, how they compartmentalised content and
that students rote-learned content. The views of the teachers as noted from the literature
in chapter 2, indicates that they perceived the students as mostlyusing a surface learning
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approach. However, the surface learning approach perception shared by teachers is in
contrast to the perception shared by most students. Based on the students' comments
they were searching for meaning by active participation; segmenting content and relating
content to real-life situations, and therefore this translates into a meaningful/deep learning
approach to learning (noted in Table 4.1 in section 4.3.1). Students' comments led to
Groups 1-3 in Table 4.1 while the contrasting teachers' comments led to Group 8 in
Table 4.4. There was disparity in the view of theteachers to thoseof thestudents, noted
in section 4.3.1. To emphasise, the students perceived themselves as adopting a deep
learning approach while theteachers perceived the students as adopting a surface learning
approach.
4.4.3 Development ofa theme related to teachers' perspectives on teaching approaches
andstudent learning
The categories Teaching and learning activities, Teacher Intention durinK lectures
and practlcals, Motivation strategy, Teacher expectation, Encourage students to
work,Teacher Intention during lectures, Curriculum and Teacher views on student
learning arc all related to one broad theme, namely Teaching approachts for anatomy
art focu.'ied on Q.'i.'ii'iling .'itudtnts and encouraging meaningful/tarning. I will next
explain how these different categories relate to this theme.
The categories Teaching and learning activities, Teacher Intention durinK lectures
and practlcals, Motivation stratCKY, Teacher expectation, Encourage students to
work, and Teacher Intention durinK lectures indicated the teachers' concern with
meaningful learning taking place and that they approached their teaching with the
intention of assisting their students. Since teachers hod the students in mind, the learning
activities were in line with the focus being on thestudent and on encouraging meaningful
learning to take place.
The intention teachershad during their lectures and practicals indicated what their focus
wasduring the teaching and learning process, Theteacher focus was on assisting students
and thereby encouraging meaningful learning during teaching activities, based on their
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comments. Once again, the category Motivation strategy showed a focus on assisting
students and promoting meaningful learning, as they wonted their students to be
motivated and perform at their best. The teachers employed different motivational
strategies to encourage student learning.
The category Teacher expectation also focused on assisting students and encouraging
meaningful learningasthe teachers wonted theirstudents to, for instance think, grasp key
concepts and have an overall understanding. Nicholls (2002:31) highlights stimulating
andconsiderate teaching aimed at stressing the meaning and relevance of subject matter
to students as a factor that encourages a deep approach to learning. Such teaching
demonstrates the teacher's personal commitment to the subject molter, and is evident in
the teaching approaches.
Teachers wanting to Encourage students to workshowed that the teachers were focused
on their students and on meaningful learning taking place. The teachers therefore had the
students and learning in mind as they approached their teaching.
The category Teacher Intention for lectures and Curriculum also led to the above-
mentioned theme as the teachers wanted to explain to and discuss as much ofthe content
as possible with the students so that they would be better prepared for their future
professions when dealing with patients. The teachers, however, hadlittle orno say in the
curriculum as the Anatomy course is part of the entire Homoeopaihy and Chiropractic
qualifications and thecurriculum is pre-determined.
Finally, thecategory Teacher viewson student learnlnaalso led to the theme T~aching
approacht.f for anatomy art focu.'i~d on a.u/.fI/ng .'itudtntJ and tncouraging
mtan/nRful ItQrn/ng llS teachers hod their students' learning approach in mind as they
taught anatomy. Teachers seemed to think that their students learned anatomy by using
surface approach methods as mentioned in chapter 2. Ramsden (1988: 19) mentions that
students who have the intention of simply completing a task requirement usually adopt a
surface learning approach.
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4.5 RELATIONSIIIP BETWEEN LEARNING APPROACHES, MOTIYATION
AND TEACHING APPROACHES
As part of the objectives of the study I intended to determine whether a relationship
existed between learning approaches, student motivations and teaching approaches.
Based on the comments from students and teachers, both have the perception that
motivation played an important role in how students approached their studying of
anatomy.
There seems to be a link between a student being intrinsically motivated and adopting a
predominantly meaningful approach to learning. The students who wished to understand
the content from the beginning adopted a deep learning approach. Students did however
at times adopt the surface learning approach by memorizing learning material, even if
they were intrinsically motivated. The assessments seem to primarily encourage students
to adopt a surface learning approach. Both students and teachers interviewed had the
perception that the teaching approaches influenced student learning. Based on the codes,
categories and themes that emerged from the data, other factors such as altitude, subject
interest, course requirement, passing assessments and teaching approaches influenced
students to be either intrinsically or extrinsically motivated. Figure 4.1 depicts the
influence of motivational factors on learning approaches.
As represented in Figure 4.1, the data indicated that students were motivated by a number
of factors. These factors led to either intrinsic or extrinsic motivation. Factors such as
student altitude and interest in the subject were factors motivating a student intrinsically
while factors such as passing ispriority, passing assessments and the teaching approaches
were extrinsic motivating factors. As depicted in Figure 4.1, intrinsic motivation leads to
a deep learning approach while the extrinsic motivating factors lead to II surface learning
approach.
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Figure 4.1: Relationship between motivational factors and learning approaches
4.6 SYNTHESIS OF CHAPTER
In this chapter I have reponed on the analysis of the data from the interviews with
students and teachers of Anatomy with regards to their learning approaches. student
motivations and teaching approaches. In the next chapter these themes will be explored
further to present the findings of the study and conclusions will be with possible
recommendations are presented.
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CHAPTER FIVE
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION
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In this chapter I will discuss findings derived from the analysis and interpretation of the
data presented in the previous chapter and draw conclusions thereupon. In addition the
strengths and weaknesses of the study will be examined. Recommendations will then be
mode, based on the findings.
5.2OVERVIEW OF TilE AIM AND OBJECTIVESOF STUDY
In the previous chapters of this report I indicated that due to the majority ofsecond-year
Homoeopathy and Chiropractic students' lack of success in their study of anatomy I
deemed it necessary to investigate the students' learning approaches and their motivation
for studying anatomy, as well as the different teaching approaches follow6d in the
teaching of anatomy and the possible relationship(s), if any, between these. I posed the
following main research question followed by the sub-questions listed:
What Is/are the possible rclatlonshlp(s) between student motivations, teaching
approaches and learning approaches In second-year anatomy students Chiropractic
and flomoeopathy at UJ?
• How do the second year students perceive their approaches to learning in their
study of Anatomy?
• What do these students view as the factors that influence their motivation and
approaches to learning of Anatomy?
• How do the teachers view the teaching approaches theyadopt in the teaching
of anatomy and their views on the students' learning approaches?
• What rclationship(s), if any. cxist(s) between student motivation. teaching
approaches and approaches to learning adopted by the group ofsecond-year
students concerned?
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Relevant literature WIlS reviewed to gain insight into different learning approaches,
factors motivating students and various teaching approaches. A research design was
developed to guide the collection of data. which was subsequently analysed and
interpreted. The next section in this chapter will delve into the findings of the study.
5.3FINDINGS
Below is a discussion of the findings derived from the analysis and interpretation of the
data collected.
Flndlng I: Learnlng approaches Informed hy memorisation. searchlnK for meanlng
of Iearnlngmaterial. assessment, time, task requirement andworkload In
anatomy
I found that all students interviewed to some extent used memorisation. rotc-learning,
recalling and repetition techniques when learning certain aspects of anatomy. Some
students indicated that they memorised learning content with little or no understanding,
merely based on the fear that the content would be included in some form in an
assessment. Ramsden (1988:18) and Nicholls (2002:32) confirm memorisation and rote-
learning as typical characteristics of a surface learning approach (compare section 2.3.1).
Other students mentioned that they would at first try to understand the learning material
but would then resort to memorisation when they could not understand what they were
trying to learn. or as they ron out of time beforean assessment.
Some of'the students interviewed indicated that they wanted to complete the learning task
with minimal effort and viewed the assessment aslin external imposition. llS expressed by
a student...... you would learn the basics but you wouldn't know the work properly ...
Assessments definitely make you sit down and learn your work properly" (52:267). This
comment is on example of the external emphasis from assessments and students wonting
to complete the taskasquickly as possible. Once again these are typical characteristics of
surface learning as WIIS discussed in section 2.3.1. McMahon (2006:44) states thot
students who follow the surface approach to learning arc primarily motivated by thaI
which will enable them to achieve the mark. Wilde. or qualification they are after, He
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further adds that these students want to memorise what they have been taught so as to
repeat it in an assessment.
The interviewed students seemed to adopt a surface learning approach when learning
certain aspects of anatomy, such as names of muscles, blood vessels and features of
bones. This is viewed as an acceptable learning approach in this section of anatomy as
there is minimal understanding related to learning a name. A study byGow and Kember
(1990:316) acknowledges, for instance, the rote-learning of names as being axiomatic to
the nature ofcertainsubjects (see section 2.3.1).
The anatomy students interviewed were under the impression thatthey had an excessive
workload. An example of a student comment was "we have so much ... work we have to
get through in a short time" (S2: 155). In line with what Gow and Kember (1990:317) and
Ramsden (in Eizenberg, 1988: 198) found, such students may respond by using a
minimalist or surface approach to learning to surmount the volume they perceived.
Furthermore, Entwistle and Tait (1990: 172) argue that disassociating basic training from
eventual clinical practice, asseemsto be the case with the currentcurriculum, may result
in lower levels of meaning orientation and higher levels of reproduction orientation (see
section 2.3.1). The current curriculum may thus also playa role inencouraging students
touse a surface learning approach.
In addition to the above, the interviewed students also indicated that they did try to
understand the content at some point during the learning process, using a variety of
dilTerent techniques (as reflected by codes in section 4.3.1). These students were
searching for meaning in the learning material. According to Biggs (1998: 16), when
trying to understand and seek meaning, students are in effect following a deep learning
approach. Eb~enberg (1988:183) found in his study, however. that searching for meaning
does not guaranteeunderstanding ofa subject, aswas found in his study (see section 2.5).
Entwistle and Manon (in Ramsden, 1992:46) pose that when students have the intention
to understand the learning material. 0 deep learning approach is indeed followed. As
many of the current students indicated that they did at times intend to understand the
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content they were engaged with, this would thus constitute following II deep approach to
learning at the time.
Additionally, all students interviewed were enthusiastic to share how they lit times related
anatomy to real-life experiences of their family lind friends. Linking learning material to
analogies and real-world experiences relates to holistic deep learning (Entwistle & Tait,
1990: 171 in section 2.3.2). An example of a student's comment was "whenever I go to
gym I always think which muscles am I using at the moment" (57: 187) which is typical
of how theoretical anatomy may be integrated into real-life situations and can become
tangible at second-year level. Once again these were indications that the interviewed
students did try to adopt a deep approach to learning. Whether thiswas done successfully
or not isquestionable.
It was further found that while some students were successful in understanding the
content when they spent sufficient time trying tounderstand, others easily reverted to the
surface approach when they realised they were running out of time and an assessment
WIIS approaching. The nearing assessment served as a short-term goal thnt motivated
students extrinsically(sec section 2.4).
From the students' perceptions it thus seemed that they alternated between using either a
surface or deep learning approach, depending on which approach led to the achievement
of the task requirements at the time. Despite thestudents viewing their learning as trying
to understand and engage with the learning material, nil the teachers had the impression
that their students were mostly rote-learning for the purpose of passing the assessments.
A typical example of a teacher comment was ..... I think they're rote-learning. They're
just learning it, pUlling it into short term memory to reach short term goals which is pass
a test ..," (T3:317). Rote-learning is typical of students using a surface learning approach
(compare section 2.3.1). Thus, it is important to toke heed that there mllY be certain
nspcct5 of the teaching approach, such n." a5.'lCSSments and a heavy workload thot may
inadvertently be eneournging a surface learning approach due to the empha5is on
assessments. Furthermore, teachers teaching in 'piecemeal', po!.\ihly without reali5ing it.
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and by assessing for independent facts may also encourage a surface learning approach
(Biggs, 1999: IS). The teachers also noted that learning was compartmentalised, as
students would for instance learn about the subclavian artery in the thorax and forget
about its continuation into the upper limb, when they were studying this new region.
Many students seemed to be unable to make the connection that it was the same artery
running towards the upper limb from the thorax, when they started the "new" region of
study. This compartmentalisation or segmentingof content is similar to what Eizenberg
(1988: 183) found in his study (see section 2.5).
FlndlnK 2: Students motlvated by ambition, application of knewledge, passing
assessments, workload and teachen In anatomy eourse
Most students indicated that they wanted to become "good" doctors and one may
therefore assume that they were intrinsically motivated. An example of 0 students'
comment was "I would like to know as much as possible and understand as much as
possible about the human body to become the best chiropractor 1can be and treat my
patients as best as possible" (S6:2) which suggests inherent motivation. Students
indicated that they thought anatomy served as a foundation to becoming good clinicians
and that they wanted to become good doctors in order that their future patients may
benefit and so that they could uphold the profession. These student ambitions are aligned
to the view that intrinsic motivation reflects on personal goals together with an interest in
and personal engagement with the subject matter, and leads to deep learning (compare
section 2.3.2). The data indicated that when students were intrinsically motivated, they
approached their studying by trying to understand the content so they would be able to
use and apply their knowledge in future years. Biggs' (1999:60) notion that intrinsic
motivation drives deep learning and the best academic work supports these student
perceptions. Entwistle (1998:16) states that a lack of motivation could result in failure
while strong intrinsic motivation would lead to success and this also seemed evident from
thedata obtained during the student interviews.
It was further found that all students, irrespective ofwhether they used a deep or surface
learning approach. were to some extent also extrinsically motivated. as indicated by
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comments such as wanting to pass Anatomy, saying that assessments and parental
pressure motivated them to learn, and that they feared failure. Some examples of
students' comments were as follows ..... to pass anatomy is one of the major motivators
for learning anatomy" (SI:5); "Assessments definitely make you sitdown and learn your
work properly" (S2:268) and "... I have a mother that goes, 'If you fail, I'm not paying
for you next year" (S3:296). For these students passing assessments and thus passing
anatomy, as well as the fear of failure were their primary motivators during the learning
process. Literature indicates that assessments serve as a motivation factor and result in
students being prompted from an external source to avoid failure (Entwistle, 1998: 16)
(see section 2.4). Entwistle further states that since assessments serve as an extrinsic
motivator, learning motivated by assessments probably is indicative ofa surface learning
approach.
Although teachers believed that they encouraged understanding in their teaching, they did
place an emphasis on assessments. Boud (1995:37) says that every act of assessment
sends a message to students about what they should be learning andhow they should go
about it, and is accordingly the most significant prompt to learning. It is therefore
important to consider the role assessments play and their message to students (compare
section 2.4.3). The emphasis on assessment surfaced as teachers, in motivating students
to learn, would simplify detail so as to reduce student workload and would ask students to
practice questions from past test papers (as discussed in section 4.4). These teacher
actions lean towards 'preparing' students for the assessments, as opposed to promoting
life-long learning. According to Boud (1995:37) focusing on assessments encourages a
surface learning approach (see section 2.4.3). Teachers should therefore take cognisance
that they may unintentionally be encouraging a surface learning approach. Based on the
interview data and final results some students were intrinsically motivated and did use a
deep learning approach predominantly, even though they were still motivated by
assessments. In contrast, other students who were extrinsically motivated, primarily by
passing and by the fear of failure, I deem to be making use of a surface approach as they
readily resorted to memorising content for a test.
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Certain students displayed signs of becoming demotivated as theyhad been influenced by
other students' perceptions of their workload and limited available time. II was noted in
section 2.3.1 that perceptions of heavy workload may lead to It surface leaming approach
(Gow & Kember, 1990:317). Examples of students' comments that Illustrate
demotivation include ..... ii'S It lot of work and ii's very difflcuh ..... (S4: 12) and .....
repeat students, 2nd years or 3rd years ... first thing they say to us is you're going to fail
anatomy: it's difficult.. (S6: 187). Demotivation thus emerged as a factor Ihat influenced
students' studying and in tum would have D negative influence on their learning
approach. It follows that these students would probably adopt II surface leaming approach
since perceptions of a heavy workload and limited lime would typically lead to surface
learning (Gow & Kember, 1990:317) (see section 2.3.1).
Students' lock of motivation towards studying anatomy seemed to be the result of
laziness and lock of interest in their studies, and was therefore linked to lacking intrinsic
motivation, A student for example said ..... I'm lazy and I procrastinate and I know that
... because I left it 100 late I flunked out" (S3: 100), indicating a lack of motivation
regarding her studies. Such students needed to be extrinsicallymotivated 10 study by for
instance parental pressure, assessments and fear of failure motivated them to learn.
Some students indicated that the teachers motivated their interest and their studies.
Students said that the way teachers approached their teaching motivated them, based on
their style of teaching. for instance by factors such as enthusiasm and lecturing style.
Teachers motivating students would be an extrinsic form of motivation. As noted above,
students' motivation seemed 10 be influenced by the leaching approaches adopted by their
anatomy teachers. Gravell (200 1:34) confirms Ihat a teaching approach can influence
students' learning approach. TIle students' motivation. linked to the teaching approach
will be discussed below,
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Finding 3: Tuchlna approach" for anatomy are focused on assisting students and
encouraalng meaningful learning
Most students indicated that certain aspects of the teaching approach played a role in how
they approached learning anatomy. Some aspects motivating them included teacher
enthusiasm. lecture presentation. interaction with steff and assessments. Teacher
enthusiasm and lecture presentation are related to the teachers style of teaching. A
teaching style results from personal attributes of the teacher. and results in the teaching
approach adopted. Students' comments about their interaction with stalT result from a
facilitative approach to teaching (as argued in section 2.4.3). The teachers' teaching
approaches were focused on assisting students and promoting meaningful learning (see
section 2.4.3). It is important to note that the perception of how teachers approach their
teaching and their teaching intentions may influence student learning (Martin et 01..
2000:239) (sec section 2.4.3). It is therefore vital torealise the role that teachers may ploy
in motivating students via their teaching approach. Martin et al, (2000:239) note that if
teaching focuses on student learning, it results ineffective learning byassisting students
to develop or change their existing understanding and ideas. An example of a teachers'
comment was ..... I'm trying to sell to them ... that this isn't a lecture in the true sense of
the word, it's more a discussion ... then we can have a discussion to facilitate
understanding, clarification just so they can get an idea of what's happening .. ." (T3: 16),
thus trying to implement dialogic teaching as part of his teaching approach. Since the
teachers encouraged understanding of concepts and principles by simplifying detail, and
were trying to motivate students and teach by means of interactive learning activities,
thus they are adopting teaching approaches that aimed at encouraging meaningful
learning (as discussed insection 2.4.3). It should be noted that the perceptions of teachers
(Table 4.4) and the perceptions of students (Table 4.3) regarding the teaching approaches
led to the same theme of teachers assisting students and encouraging meaningful
learning.
As noted above, students were generally motivated positively by the teaching approaches
adopted by the teachers. being focused on assi5ting students and promoting meaningful
learning. The motivation from educators is Important as developing student motivation is
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an integral pW1 of teaching and is not just an innate student characteristic (Kember &
Kwan, 2000:476). Teachers wanting to keep students motivated should use reinforcement
to strengthen behaviour, bygiving a detailed outline of what is required from the student
and by using special fonns ofreinforcement (Reece & Walker, 1997: 102). As pW1 of the
findings of this research it should therefore be emphasised that a teaching approach does
playa significant role in motivating students and as a result will impact on the learning
approaches adopted by students.
Assessment also forms part of the teaching approach as it is a means of assessing what
has been taught. Therole of'assessments has been addressed in Finding 2 on motivation.
Finding4: A relationship seems to exist between positive student attitude and
subject Interest,which lead to a deep learning approach whilepassing Is
priority, upcoming assessments and teaching approaches lead to a
surface learningapproach In anatomy
Based on Findings one, two and three, I found a possible relationship between learning
approaches, student motivations and teaching approaches. I found the learning
approaches adopted by a student to be related to the student's motivations for studying
anatomy (compare Findings I and 2). Students who were intrinsically motivated by for
instance subject interest and their personal positive altitude towards their studies seemed
to try and understand the learning material from the outset as well as study in advance.
Trying to understand and search for meaning in the learning material is indicative of a
deep approach to learning, asargued in Finding I. All students indicated an attempt to try
to understand the learning material at some point in their studies.
However, students who were extrinsically motivated seemed to readily adopt the surface
learning approach when under pressure such as for assessments. McMahon (2006:45)
mentions that when students face examinations, the surface leaming approach seems to
be the most efficient way of securing the best marks in a limited timefmme, as the
assessment system rewards such behaviour. Thestudent participants of the study seemed
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to readily adopt a surface learning approach to secure the best marks in an approaching
assessment. The teachers agreed that their students adopted a surface learning approach.
I further established that the teaching approaches in anatomy did influence the way
students approached their learning of anatomy. Parts of the teaching approach. for
example facilitation and assessments, served as forms of external motivation to students.
It therefore influenced the learning approaches adopted to reach students' objectives.
Students were being motivated by their teachers and enjoyed the interaction they had
with staff members. McMahon (2006:45) notes that manipulating teaching and
assessment should prompt effective or deep learning in order to maximise the perceived
rewards for adoptinga meaningful approach to learning. Thus it is imperative for teachers
to take note and adopt a teaching approach that promotes deep learning if this is the
learning approach they desire.
5.4 CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this studywas to investigate whetherthere was a relationship between student
motivation. teaching approach and learning approach among second-year
Anatomy students in Homoeopathy and Chiropractic. In order to reach this aim I looked
at the perceptions of students regarding their learning approaches and the motivational
factors related to their study of anatomy. In addition I also gained insight into the views
of the teachers of anatomy with regards to their teaching approaches and their views of
student learning.
I firstly found that students in their learning approaches were adopting both a surface and
a deep learning approach dependent on time, assessments, the task requirement and their
perceptions about the workload in anatomy. Secondly. the interviewed students were
motivated by ambition, application of knowledgeand passing assessments. The perceived
heavy workload in the anatomy course also motivated students. os did the teachers in
anatomy. These motlvation factors influenced the way the students approached their
learning of anatomy. Thirdly, as part of motivation I explored the teaching approaches.
and found that teaching did influence the way students approached their learning. The
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final conclusion can be drawn that there was a relationship between the learning
approaches adopted by students ofanatomy, their motivation and the teaching approach.
5.5STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF TilE STUDY
5.S.1 StrenKths
I deemed the following to be strengths of the study:
• The interviews conducted covered a spectrum of students, in order to gain a range
of views and ideas from the class
• Utilising both open and closed ended questions ensured that participants could
elaborate and explain the thoughts theyhad with regards to their studies
• Involving participants at the root of theresearch problem ensured reliable data as
students and teachers could best explaintheir learningsituation and circumstances
• Memberchecks ensured that valid datawere analysed.
5.5.2 Limitations
A major limitation that proved important to this study was the limited existing literature
pertaining to specifically students in Anatomy.
5.6VALUE OF STUDY
The findings reached in the study may assist teachers and students to gain a better
understanding of what is occurring within a class of anatomy, in terms of learning
approaches being adopted and what motivates the students. Teachers may gain the insight
that their students arc adopting both deep and surface learning approaches. depending on
student attitude and interest, passing assessments and teaching approaches influencing the
learning approach. Students may have a betterunderstanding of how they approach their
studies and why. Teachers and students may utilise this information to reflect on their
learning and teaching approaches. in order to learn or teach moremeaningfully.
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The findings mayalso be useful when redesigning curriculaand aligning these to specific
concerns raised by students and teachers with regards to issues of workload, time,
learning material and how content is presented and assessed. During the study it was
found that the current curriculum may have an influence on the way students approach
their learning due to the heavy workload and perceived insufficient time to complete the
course.
S.7 RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the findings of the study I recommendthat:
• Selection criteria should emphasise that students should have a passion for the
chosen profession, and selection tests should try to assess whether they do. It was
found that students with on inherent motivation towards becoming successful
clinicians, performed better. This would ultimately also result in a higher
throughput rate inthe programme.
• The role of and emphasis on assessments should be investigated as it sends a
negative message to students if upcoming assessments are seen as the ultimate
learninggoal.
• Teachers should take cognisance of the role that their teaching approach plays in
student learning. If teachers for instance expect deep learning to take place, they
need to ensure that their teaching approaches and teaching styles facilitate and
encourage deep learning. Teaching and learning should bealigned to the desired
learningoutcomes for thecourse.
5.8 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCII
Mysuggestions for future research are as follows:
• Other anatomy learning groups should be involved in funher research to
determinethelearning approaches and factors influencing the learning approaches
across different groups.
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• Different learning styles adopted by students could be investigated to determine
how these contribute to the chosen learning approaches, as each student has
inherent traits that may predispose himlher to learning in a particular way. Some
students mayfor instance be visual students and would therefore learn better from
pictures and dissections while others may be more theoretically minded and
would preferformal lectures.
• Teaching styles employed by teachers could be investigated to determine how
these relatetospecific teaching approaches.
5.9SYNTHESIS OF STUDY
This was a qualitative research study within the field of higher education. In this study,
seven students and three teachers involved in second-year Anatomy for Homoeopathy
and Chiropractic at UJ were interviewed to explore their perceptions with regards to
learning approaches, student motivations and teaching approaches. The interviews were
transcribed and analysed using a coding system that led to categories and themes. From
theanalysis, four major findings of the study resulted. Based on thedata analysed and the
findings, I tried to answer the research questions.
I found that the students' learning approaches were informed by assessment, time
available, task requirement and workload. These students were also motivated by
ambition, application of knowledge, passing assessments, workload and teachers in
anatomy. Both the students and teachers indicated that the teaching approaches were
focused on assisting students and encouraging meaningful learning. These were the
pivotal findings of thestudy. The findings of the study may be used to improve learning
andteaching in second-year Anatomy for Hornoeopathy and Chiropractic students.
I I I
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ADDENDUM A:
Closed and open questions
I .
: \
I.u.AI
"astlrs in Educ.tion Rls.arch Projlct
Closed Qyntionl • Styd,nt Intiryiewl
l.. Do you find that you conltantly nUd to memorise
and remlmber facts and deta 111 whln llarn ing
anatomy' VIsiNo
a. Would you study anatomy if 1 t were not compulsory'
Vls/No
3. Do you hel that you always understand what you are
reading and llarning in anatomy' VlslNo
'4. Do you find that you accept the statements and ideas
of your lecturers without thinking or without baing
criticalf V,s/No
S. Do you feel enthusiastic and energetic when you are
studying anatomyt VlslNo
b. a) Do you relate ideas froll other sUbjects such as
physics, chemistry, physiology, biochemistry etc.
to anatomyf VlslNo
b) When learnIng new ideas in anatomy, do you relate
th8lll to any rul-li fe s 1tuat ionst 'tISINo
7. Do you on1 y start stUdying anatollly when an assasslII8nt
i I naaringf VeslNo
~. Do you spand sOllie of your rree/out of class thle
f lnding out 1I0ri about interesting topics which have
been discussed in class' VlSlNo
If. Do you harn anatOly the sallie way as you would llarn
other SUbjects' Vls/NoHow daIS it di f far' _
10. When stUdying anatollY, do you find that you havi to
follow the lecture outline/lecture content presented
during lectures' V.s/No
ltlt. Do you think about why you are stUdying anatollly whih
you are lurn ingf VIsiNo
• !
i
I'
I II
,
!I
I
,.j' !
, '
I
ii
I
1\I
:L2. Whln you read new slctions in anatomy, do you find
that you are re .. indld of matlrial that you havi come
across elsewheref VlllNo
:L:3.Whilt studying, do you think about the implications
that anatomy may havi for your profusion' VlllNo
:L4. Do you think the way in which a particular section, in
anatomy is taught to you, influences the way you
approach your learning of that slction' VlslNo
:LS. Do you prepare for lectures and practicals'
,.Igularly/oftln/s.ldo./n.vlr
:Lb. Do you think what you expect from the assessments
influences the way you studyf VlslNo
:L7. How do you think that you would fair if the same test
was given to you :3 days after the original test datef
blttlr/thl s ..../poor.r
ODen Quntigns - Student Intl,.yiewl
:L. What motivates you to harn anatomyf
2. Phase explain to me how you go about learning a topic
in anatomyf
3. Why do you think you harn anatomy in that way'
if. Does the way in which a section in anatomy is taught
to you influence the way you harn anatomy' Explain.
S. What you do enjoy ..ost about hctures and practicalsf
ADDENDUMB:
Transcripts ofS5 and Tl
I;:) Ss .
~
WHAT MOnVATES YOU TO LEARN ANATOMY?
'Urn they basically taught us that It Is a fundamental of our practice
and I I need to know everything about the human body or at least the
the fundamentals of musculoskeletal problems that I would come
across In practice so I won't be able to practice as a chlroprador If I
"~on't have a basic knowledge of the human body. Ok, how do you
~\\"'nk Its going to help you? Urn well when I come across a patient
when they have specific pain or whatever the problem Is. Urn It will be
much easier to diagnose them as well as I'll know what I'm doing so I
\.
can practice as a medical professional and be confident and be a good
iOchlropractor. I won't just you know (chuckle)1
OK, CAN YOU PLEASE EXPLAIN TO ME HOW YOU GO ABOUT
LEARNING A TOPIC IN ANATOMY? ~f\lV, \-\"1.J .
.:"..-
Urn, I'll just get a rough outlln4! of what I have to go through and then.,\".
\ }.,,~ d()(~ .
I use my study notes 'hat I've got from class and from there I'll tak~ _.._, .. " ';,. '"
---C1U-~ ~ '-'
the textbook and fill In gaps that are missing and I'll just rewrite It anct'~''"''-\ <-"G
t-.\ ,,'-\ 0:
make sure that 1 understand the sections fully. Last year I noticed that
I sometJmes write things and try and parrot fashion learn them Whl:.re~~ ,r:,~:'."\I, A),) (J.
It didn't work cos come to the test It's more application less .,. '\,J':rr .
. ) .1. \ 'j
regurgitation. So I would come quite short. And now I'll make sure I .? I .. \ .) r) \~. I
r ....Jo~. \.* -' \ ~ , •
,""" 't J.
66 r 't '. "~ \ : \J.'"
,
tl . c:
.> ~a~W('*~ '~~\~\)s:
...vt;:t~derstand the sections properly and by having that basic outll'! It's
,fjY easy to make sure I've covered the topic adequatelXi Ok, how do YO\"(J:\
make sure you understand the work? Um, It's mainly using ther """''(
--(v..c- v~
textboo~ and atlas tpgether 4Ind then relatln~ It to the actual. oj(6~
~,-
dlssectlo" because sometimes the wording In the textboolf Is quit, Qu.~ ,.
-\6 ,1
~m~le)f especially sometimes I find It a bit backwards the way they
speak. And then when I can relate It to the like physically seeln" It on/ ~ ,
U."l . a cadaver I'll I'll see If I can understand It or not. If no! then 1'1/ speak\)'~
~ ." t '\
tQ"O"II,O' !hI! ,ectu~.I1I,or on. of the table doctors. Ok, and when you.~~t:~
actually go about learning the work what what happens or
# what do you do? Um last year I came short cos I used to try and b~'
~ .memorise It off by heart and this year I find Instead of doing that I tryl~,;.J.
;al,d Visualise more Inmv mind and even If I have an understanding of '7'~\.~ d
""'. ,I\e,.;. /' r:\J 17_'10-·
'30 It, If I understand the contend and I can see/It and I can rernernbee~~ .-
what It looks /Ike then I can I find It easier to answer questions based \" ,\ ~~~~ dtl yo,+ know those. sectlons. Ok, when do you understand the ~Pr-
~~ntent7Urn basically If I can If If I can vlsual/se It and I can actually 'i:.-h \ \ \
0.. t '.t'\l «». )0
see how it works then then I have a better understanding of it um ~\t'G..J
because often Its huge words and things /Ike that, that are very
~ confusing or hard to remember off by heart whereas If you can
. ~ ~~
~Vlsuallse It Its easier for you to remember those big names and things/~ cJ.Jl' 0
... 0 (~l~
like that um and then you know Its It's much easier to apply that work. \~{t::)' .~
:..J .. \ \~,."A~\ :~ t), J~ I ,~
I}..'j.l to •
,(Yfc..~
\
"I
Ok, how do you vlsuanse or what helps you vlsuanse? u~pj
~alnly the atlas work. Um I· also draw pictures this yea~. I've been Ut<i)J
drawing pictures on certain content because I just - to visualise It Its ~,. t.
tits. simpl.1' If you. use Images. Ok, um where do you get these ~~~~\y
,ld~
Imagel from? Um mainly from my atlas - the new textbook we " l~:) .
~..~
using- Moore's Is actually a little bit better In terms of graphics as the \5:}~e: '
old one 15. Um and then also just relating It tothe actual cadaver tha~ ~~'f\" .',
~~
I'm seelnl. Ok, how do you relate your theory to the cadaver or ~\ ,j
to practlcals? Well they go hand In hand really! Its basically th'T~' \0
theory Is just a written explanation of what you will see In a cadave;r &~') , .
so once 1 know my theory' work that's a basic to what I will find when~l)J\),) \j'
,() I'm dissecting the cadaver. So Instead of just chopping away and \)' ~fp), \
.. \OJ.t<P'
hopefully not cutting arteries veins and nerves and things like that. I ~~ ~ 1)/•.')
~ \..1; flo "-.
already kind of know what I'm looking for and r - because I've gonlJ
r-
;;- through It slowly trying to understand It first and visualise 111- that's
, .
~ mean when ,I actually do It on the cadaver 1 know what I'm looking fOIF .
» and It's It's much easier to find. Ok, when do you do that theory?~ l \>,)
Um well normally I do It dUring the week just before we go Into a \)( 0-\> ". \ (' '.
dissection I'll read the practical manual before we come In dependlng~- 6.'~ .
_~ I'm a little bit busy then 1 try and do It just before we actuall\l
r dissect! But I try and come clued up on What I'm doing otherwise I'm
P kind of wasting my time. Ok, Is that clued up based on the actual
I'
!
I
i.
-- ,...,
dissection process or the theory Itself? The actual theory Itself. I
~(~.)
find the the dissection textbook we use Is - It does help a lot but It ~ ::
many Instances It's um - It11 just 7say you know cut from A to B. And~~ \:1
I
I
I ~It doesn't really help cos you can you don't know how hard to cut, you l)f\ l~,). "
don't know how deep you cutting. So you need to have a basic outllne'-\G.a»"'\" :;,
of the gross anatomy of those sections to actually make sure you don" ~~\, I
• v-t-1be
damage structures or you know that you can Identify them correctly(~~ :R
Ok, how do you prepare for the practical? Um obviously I'll readt d.~\'\~
through I'll skim ,through the practical manual ar,d then I'll just make ~~( ~\) .
~\t
10 sure that I have a basic knowledge of that gross anatomy so I'll I'll&). :>,,\WQ.'-
~\-. ~<"if'l
basically scan over the basic topics for the region that we dissecting. rv
't\~Just so I have a basic understandjng, not notas full as If I was towrlteA~J'"
a theory test on It but' ~f~l~ structural understanding so I know (J(\~~ I'"
. . ~ ~
generally what ~'m looking f~r. Ok, when do you have that. full rt~\:)~n.\:\~ oP~ I
understanding a. you put It for your theory test? Basicallyum~~ar\
a theory test I'll I'll go over the work agal.h and I'll just make sure that,t\' -- \ - I
'0\ 'l),oJ\ ~ I,
. I I can Imagine a'reglon In my mind and I can discuss veins, arterle~.a.;f.~t:,J, I
nerves um fully understanding It without having to and try/\~'eaJ \o.:\j
regurgitating what I'm reading on my pag~ So Its more of a It's mor~ (~~.tJo.
. ~....
:> of..<j understanding why why the certain veins, arteries or nerves are'I ':Jo.l~'" ,~ ,
try~r. ~.nct their names according to functionality and not just because \Y' l I
. ~~~ I
you said you know that's the name( How do you avoid that.....b~ I
I
just so much to do. Um and when we were In lectures especially
without having slidesand the visualise help during lectures I would get
lost after In about Smln and you almost don't want to say anything
about It. Um so when It comes to understanding you look at your
~.
~\
~
regurgitation? By doing exactly that - by making sure I understan~
each region. If I If I don't understand - like for Instance I'm doing
pelvis and perineum and I found that Mr Xhakaza had a very general
\.&..~tructure and outline for his lecture notes and I actuallV found It J
~ harder to go through um lectures with him than with the other .
~ lecturers this year and I I found It was a lot harder to just look at my .
textbook and understand everythlng\ So It took took me a while "'""\
~\J' 1--
oOespeclally for Internal genital organs for of of pelvis. Urn, But by the~ cJOJ
going through and making sure I understand It - It just helps. Ok, $';;~'
that understanding I' you compare It to previously, when you
did anatomy how Is that different? Um last year I was almost Intlm
Intimidated by the workload and I found that there seemed that It was
,..~ textbook It seems /Ike you doing two completely different subjects
~ almost. Unless you had a - Its just much easier to grasp the content
~
r\·odi"om the lecture,so when you do look at your textbook you almost-
Its - you you have a much better understanding of It because It It's
~~been given to you much easler~ Ok, what are you doing differently
~\Q .
this year In your learning process than you did last year? Using
~,'s~ -Jrr '';
/V/'
more vlsua~bast year I would focus on trying to make notes and-~ ~
literally learn the notes and now I'm spending more- I'll make not~~~l~, ~~~1:
but I'm spending more time relating those notes to my atlas or tom~
>.0 .
textbook which gets me to the cadaver, So Its Its like I'm trying ttl ~,()-c,
learn the work not so that I can have It In my short term memory for
now but so I understand It In a broader aspect. So, If I were to write i!I Sj)." 'I'
\\0 theory test obvlously a few days before I'll be hitting the books really· (}\\~~
o\'C'Y
hard but so I generally uI\.!f,rsti'ltti:"d6ri'C:Winfto,tif' - you know - It>" ,)J' ~V~
caught off guard with something that I have not Idea about. Ok, In "\~- ~
terms of time. How do you find that your time allocation or the
time allocation for this subject um Influences your learning?
Last year I struggled because there were 5 other subjects and I play
,~y sports and do things like that. Um and I found It was just crazy time
wise. And this year funny enough I only have anatomy and I stili find
nearly 100% of ~y time Is taken up studying. So, It's obviously easier
~o apply when you don't have all those subjects but I think my work'~e!hl;"'has Improved and the point Is? I probably would have mana;;
. last year. Urn ja. You say your work ethic has Improved. Explain?
bat straight away and try and understand It: and now I spend more .. n,.,.a)\~'
",. • , \1"""'
r ~Ime urn looking at It before I even look at the subject I'll spend more fA \.~.
(IT , ~~~b;ylng to get a broad outline of It then going to major detail on everY,~~ (-;r')b~ " ~. '.eQ)/'\" 'J,. ,oj (~Q II".~
> • , \
,1rf~~ ( c;).1-)
little each sectIon. Ok, do you prepare for practical. and lecture.?
Um, I don't prepare for lectures.; I pre prepare for practlcals Just tw~l~~ ..•
readIng through the prac manual and makIng sure that I've baslcaUy \>,~,
. 'd' l kc1-J I
read thro~gr the general, sectIon In the theo.., textbook. Ok, why dO~~~
you not prepare for lecture.? Just because I Just actually haven't~
c,... ./' I
",(....- C>-+Ol
had tlme(chuckle). '~:;"c.P\
, b ,.~
".
.: OK. WHY DO YOU THINK YOU LEARN ANATOMY IN THIS WAY?
'?f Urn the way I'm. The reason I'm learnIng thIs year Is because I find It ~)
h~-- ~p~1 just the most effectIve. I thInk that If Its somethIng where I car'J ~
~"'7. . '0\.-' \ J
vIsualise In my mInds ey. I'll be able to keep that wIth me for muclJ ~e (aJ
longer than If It was just words on a pIece of paper cos If I look at
rsubject like biochemistry I can't remember anything from them but If I
look at a subject like physiology It was understanding application'. I
can remember the general systems and I can remember general
functions of those systems. So It's a a better way of learning things.
Ok, um and how do you know It works for you? This new
systeml Because um we wrote our first anatomy test after the Easter
weekend which Is my huge religious holiday and I found It terrible to \)~
\I.t'U ' - \ "\'",~~ study on that weekend and I actually studied hardly anythlngG\O t)..\}).-
r1- compared the week before that week. Um, and I came to write the~;'i~.\ .i'5 exam and I could apply knowledge that I hadn't gone over as Insanely t'J\1J " ,"
., '1 ) \'\~~) ,\ \o(W (.', J
c 0\"-~Y~~\ ~~
>J\ \ .Y,"\...
right before the test as I would have previously. But I could stili
remember It and apply It and I did better in this test than I ever did'Pi',)t.-.tR. \ i :.
~ jV)'-
last year. Ok, and what do you attribute that to? Preparation ancf /,';:.,\i(jJ.:; •
,>l • \
\ 1Jo-\&"(
just urn also just the way It's being presented to us this ye?i. I founcff . ~
./ \ ) v r.. }u-)
~.... lectures much easier to follow because with visual aid and when yo~ ,
.)-~were talking about things If you said s~me huge Latin name or \\IP\'
'\".? ,.:
y;~whatever you would point at It from a picture from our atlas so I could
~,so~90 back to that exact picture, I could work It at home so I could.
understand everything correctly. Um how do you balance the
theory work that gets done In lectures to the dissection or the ( \:l '\Of\ \ .
practlcals aspect? Um, for most of the sections It almost seems like\~ '0:/ ....
~..a) \ ,0-1 ')
the same thing because um the cadaver is almost like a better te)f' )~, \>\. . ~r
~<s--l.:...' .
better atlai. So I found the way I would understand the theory was by 'Jo'.). II.
~o rJ;r>"
understanding my dissection properl~. Um, so you klndda have to 109k~~
at them as the same kind of thing( Because If especially especially
because If we talking about epididymis or whatever because I've seep
and I've seen all the parts of It when It comes to learning tall head you
know that kind of thing It comes much faster and and my 1\\o·,r'
l'Punderstandlng Is there straight away as opposed to If I was Just to)~
learn It off the textbook and then try and remember It. Ok. Where do\
you learn your theory? Um, I learn It In my room at homGk~'ja . "~\OC'~; ·'1 .
. __•••._ \ f.'J.,.j. r -,I I \
basically I'm hobbit this' year a little bit um I spend most evenings just ,~ \((~\'; ;~.--:
~i
I.
i'
,
I, ,
going through that kind of stuff. Do you ever learn your theory In
I
I
the dissection hall? I. Weill do because I remember later what I sef¥ II
(t\ \ Ii
In dlssectlolf. I've already gone through It at home and 111 relate whaa \')\' .
I see In dissectIon so It Is a form of learning but I struggle to sIt dowQc:c:..,al \
like a lot of people do with a textbook and sit and learn when there's I:~\~J' ~,\\r~ .....'.~~
• I
..mllllon people around me cos It's very distracting. So I'd rather be \~~ (S I. I \
,,qtuck In with dissection and busy doing things and seeing structures~tlJ\ '"
~'<)(.
like. That's a better way of learning to me. Ok.
. I
DOES THE WAY IN WHICH A SECnON IN ANATOMY IS TAUGHT
TO YOU INFLUENCE THE WAY YOU LEARN ANATOMY? AND IF
YOU COULD EXPLAIN?
It definitely doesI Urn for Instance this year when we did abdomen the J
~
51ecture notes were ur very vlsual{ So when we were learnIng them I,
almost knew the section straight from my lecture notes•.1 could have
actually urn I mean - I think a lot of people aren't - are are actually
~~
going to study from theIr lecture notes urn whereas like I would take~t.r>-I.( ,';' -
'Lo ~~~).rfl.y theory work and put them together and I really enjoy the sectl~ ~(2;~~'
S this year. PelvIs perineum um the way the the outline was set out was
very general and It didn't L It almost didn't go Into enough detail In the
. ~o
; actua~ outlln6 and I found It hard to· then follow It. So pelVis and
perineum I feel very um I don't feel confident In whereas abdomen I
/~'I"'f\..~~'.\" :7)) 'p>
1"\\ ./\
I
reel better In better In than I do In pelvis and perineum. Ok, um aside
from the lecture outline Is there anything In leet - that's done
In the lectures that helps you with your learning? Urn Or
I "
~oesn't help In your learning? Well obviously just seeing seeingyo"
~r know different slides urn and seeing different pictures from our atlas ~
.~ help! m. with learning specifically cos then, I can go back to those,
exact slides because the atlas Is this huge book and there's you know
--::~ o ~
'5. million: pictures.of, tha same. thlngr. ofteFl'o So It's easier to go t<t-~~\ec~
t>~ pictures that the lecturers have shown' u~ th~~. you y~~ know just go
~~old and look for sections often - that's what I find at least: Ok, aside
(Y'\
~ from lectures. Um the way other teaching Is done the for
Instance the practlcals, um the tests, assignments projects. Do
those Influence your learning? Um I would say that assignments
and projects do because you have to um you've go to do research and
)r
~ you often research topics that you gonna cover later on In the ye~r
~""anyway and It It gives you almost a different view on a certain sectlon:
t So It does help you um remember things because you have a better
understanding them. Urn dissection well not really - well I I feel this
year the um the the~ble;aoctors:'are:nbtas'cfUe4tJp'as they were last
One one of the table doctors I think she she really Is quite good but I
~cOfound the chiropractic students need to brush up a little bit on their
l/ year. I felt that Quinton was amazing In his knowledge of of anatomy.
"
1-'"
work. I hope they don't ever hear thIs (giggle). Just because when I
often when I ask them thIngs they they don't really know so It takes'.~l\
,,\.~~,,~me a lot longer to "nd It myself but um from what we've got basically ~;;Jc
~from our lecturu. It's not that badl Ok, urn your te.b, the tem~ o.z»('
that you write? Um the tests that we write are almost tricky because ( J..;I'.~cf.»O
some ot them you wondering whether you going to get asked that
. r~
. work again but I find they really good this ye'ar um, They a lot easler~ ~
f\~""'~
than last year where you'd Just tell us this year when you tell us take a~'
piece of paper and write on this um because the tests have been ,
.~..q almost a dIfferent type or applicatIon based questIons so It Just glv~ \)~l~l~
you· but almost makes you realise you have need to know thlng!t'~ ~
~(
from more than one angl~. Not Just be able to regurgitate on a certa,. ~ (~
subject In the textbooll. Ok, because the tests are like that. Does
that Influence the way you study anatomy? Deflnltelyl Last year I ~Ilj
thought It was almost like you wanted us to write out word for word <[~f~~~'
»:what It said In our textbook and this year urn I realised It's basically ~'J
rna,havIng a ful~ understandIng, 01 the, work that's goIng to get m,,- (j...,(.')2Jr
marks not Just beIng able to copy the textbook • whIch Is fantastlcr
~\ _ because most boys can't really learn parrot fashIon work anyway. So I~gle) came quIte short last year compared to nowl Ok so what arej
ou doing now - what do you think the assessment expect
from you? Urn well I thInk that If you remain clued up on the sectlcri
b~ L\>.)
::;.-- ~
that you covering and you have a basic Idea of what you are dOI'1~~~'3 ,~
you11 be fine In the end. ithlnk a lot of people find that It almost a\.~~
shock when they get assessments. It's not like I'm going to pass every
single one of them or do well In all of them but If I basically had f. (
( \)~ .preread my stuff and I have made sure I know what's happening and
know what I'm doing and especially If you up to date with cadavei, C~~c~
;. . I \,,~\).'t> ~c
work I find the assessments the aren't anything to worry about. They f ",:;Jo.tt:.
almost Just help you have an understanding of what the lecturers are
..,;p kind of going to ask you In tests' Ok, what about the spot tests
that you get? Spot tests I find them pretty much similar. I think urn
every now and again you going to come across one that you haven't
really covered any of the work and you don't know but I think It's It's
pretty good because It makes you stay on your toes. I think a lot of r~.(.)
--students um tend to kind of walt. until Just before an exam and then ~0<'1-\\wr
they cram and It's not going to help because you wasting time J. ~J:
, cl. \~ "I'
dissecting cadaver and understanding what you doing. You wasting ,___ ,C'OS;:.. 0 ,,) ..
your time anyway so you might as well b~ up to date with what you.~~1
doing and have a basic basic knowledge cos you you don't ask huge 0 'f\\)C2JI.
~40 theory questions In the spot test! You will ask. a few general questions
In the region so It's It's always topics that are qulte large you know. So
you should kind have an Idea of what's happening.
n ir,
. ,--
Ok.
WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT LECTURES AND
PRACTICALS? . b"lJl\~
~ ~/l "IUrn well this year I've I really enjoy dlssectln~ Last year I found It wa~\~" -. .~
almost like I did not know what· what the hell I was dOln~. And I'd ga ) ..~ ~ .. .
,. . (J(r\- \~,!~ Into a practical kind of you know ummlng ahhlng not knowing exactly .~&
rV;.~WN.t to do and then trying to almost learn theory while I'm there
'~ereas this time 1can just get stuck In and '- because 1have a basIc ,~f\ ~ •
knowledge of what I'm supposed to be dolngt Aah, 111 be able to grasp,r~~
.,
the content much better especially when I'm dissecting actually
I
fl.c:P remember .It. Um and lectures I Just prefer the way they set out this,
. \ ..• "year. I think It's much easier and It's It's It's harder to turn off to
~v .
"L:N£...\)sWltch of now because you can always kind of understand where the
~~~urer Is going and you don't get lost as easily. Ok. What about
() asking questions during lectures, answering questions? Last
~
, ~"\year I was totally Intimidated to do that. Um and I Just came short.1>- (")i'"
.?
... Yn~nd this year I find that I'm more vocal: Why were you
~\':A~tlmldated?1 just found It was the - urn there was just almost a
\\,':9'
)) different atmosphere around the whole class and and everything was
Just a bit different. This year I feel everyone Is a lot more relaxed and
everyone Is kind of working together. And I Just think the way the
'\u '" (\0 .sr: ,Vtectures are presented and stuff It's it's easier to ask questions cos you
C _~t2.l
) -J2. , \. ". (,' ':t(Y"
(,."t- .\ .~.6, t.r"~1 4"
.r o ,,':::<. cv
\ ~€./ ~ ~L~~~~'\
can follow and as soon as you don't understand you can ask something
whereas last year you know point 1, 2 and 3 you have you might have
~~ a vague understanding about Il: and In point 4 you go totally off the
q, \
~~toPIC and you know It's harder to grasp certain things when there's a
1\'(
lot that you kind of missing out on.
Ok, I'm just going through the questions that you answered
earlier and you said depends um as your answer for
enthusiasm and energetic towards anatomy or studying
towards anatomyl I'd say I'm enthusiastic about sections that l-
enjoy um but certain things - especially this year I find pelvls and
~ perineum was hard to grasp In our lecture! and the dissections are
~~d to do. It's hard to vlsuallse- I'm like where's It - so when I I like
~It down and study It I can't I can't enjoy It as much as I would upper
_.;b, thorax or abdomen.' Something like that which are much more
, Interesting. Ok, how do you decide what you enjoy and what you
don't? hmm um basically It's just how - shuh that's a tough question
--"'."
actually - um I think pelvls and perineum It's al It's tough because It's
~t's Important to know and you need to know your pelvis and perineum
~I mean you can't become a fully medical practitioner If you don't
~ irh'derstand any of that stuff '; ,~.:l\J~tflD.~~m~t~.qu.~lwork: Isn't as nICe.!
{ and i"lt's It's harder to visualise everything Is kind of harder to um
- ~.. .-~.
the petvls perineum lectures this year compared to other regions and
understand - everything Is harder to understand - so when I when I
l~lt and study It - what will take me maybe an hour In the dissection
./
;~ will takes me far longer so I'll I'll sit for much longer trying to prepare
~ \ things and I'll sit for longer trying to understand the work and and at
~. the end of the day I stili don't have as good a understandIng or you
~ know knowledge as I do In like my other other kind of sectIons. Ok I
just want to understand or make sure that I have· understand
what you've said correctlyl That'. It'. the way the lectur. I.
,~ ~_rn'esentedor that material I. presented to you In lecture. and
~ the dl••ectlon that make. you dl.llke It or not enjoy It a. much?
~~> Ja, It's hard to follow the the lectures - I find It harder to follow the
\"'
~ the actual dissection. The manual almost skips around too much and
.~~ ..\tD Y It's also when we ask questions on things most of the people don't
y..,~~,(..~.,t;:7 know what - what you know what to tell us - so I find (SO)lt ~ ,
~ ,~ l"~O -: -u-~ r.;~>'~ :;l( fiustratlng _compared to the other things which are more clean cut an~"'- ,p-'. -
\2;..'vf easy to understand. Ok so your enjoyment of particular section. '0
depends on how It's presented? Deflnltelyl If we were given easier
,;'
~. )' ~\:
Y
:Q,
um lectures- or at least um maybe slower lectures In pelvis and
perineum then I would have been able to grasp the material better
during the lectures. So when I go home I'm not sitting there
~ !']strated straight from the beginning because I have to try and wade
\"~ ~f$
;
Um, 1 looking for a few examples of how you relate ~natomy to
y~~~~
~ ~'through my theory textbook to try and catch up. Ok, so why do you
not ask questions or try and rectify that during lectures and ~
. /~ ..«
during practlcals? Um, during pradlcals I work hard to try and do, '.~ ":I}:
'-<t'\ \ ) .•
1bIlJburing the lectures this year with Mr Xhakaza r.'jU5f\fiJl··,lftat-::;''';~' '
~ t'l?most would bound onto a different type of theory questIon and would
~~ Into a different topIc and I Just find .It Just generally hard to urn
t ~~ keep up;
~
your other subjects and to real life situations because you
answered yes to both of them?
Um well I thus far I can only really relate my anatomy to phYSlology.lp~
~(
Um so understanding the structure of,the· systems It's easy then to um L\ .( ,)):/'-J
link that with the functionality of the systems and it gives you a bett~ \.~ ,;;d.(.
broad outline of everything you've been studying. But then I can look
for possibly next year I'm going to be learning um actual chiropractic
things and if if I don't have a basic knowledge of say the back or -'~ ~ \ ,(do-
\\.\!i tp '<1
~., 01J'
,Jtanything like that - I will- you know how am I going to try and learno~"b~ny specIfic chiropractic thIngs now, I know some of the 3'" years are
~ askIng If they can come back and see our spInal cord, to see our backs
~~.eand things like that and I I really want to get the knowledge In now so
~ when I have to apply It later it will be much easier. Ok, and the real
)(,
~ \ life situations that you relate anatomy or you studying anatomy,~ .~tY'" .
this year? Um for Instance I tore ligaments In my ankle and It wa'?/
nice because when I went to the doctor I knew exactly what I hap
done alreC¥lY. Urn as well as just things where maybe my family ask$' t>_ "'\
DPr ( u /
me questions and I'll be able to answer them or urn like when I went ~ .
()\v-..\ X\~~
to the doctor, urn the one doctor came In and was asking the other ~)
. ~\,\.,!
doctor a question about carpal tunnel syndrorde. But she was saying \J.t;::: )'.>~
,#that the whole hand was clenched and because I knew that the ulmt
nerve goes superficial to the flexor retlnaculurn- I knew It wouldn't be I
carpal tunnel syndromEt. Things like that It's nice to have a better,
understanding of. TUm how does that make you feel? It's good
" because I spend so much time with anatomy It it's rewarding. I, nV would be Incredibly difficult to study this subject um without
~~\\ understanding why would you use It. I think um It must be um
~O"
frustrating for a lot of the homoeopaths because they often say they
you know don't need a certain bit of this and this and this. It's like at
least as a chiropractor I know everything I'm doing I'll be using - qlves
?JPme motlvatlorx How do you know that? Um just because -even
though chlropractlcs you'll treat general musculoskeletal problems
without an understanding of everything else and without a full
,..
~understanding of anatomy you wont be able to um diagnose different\oblemsor refer them to different kinds of um physicians. And I know
as a chiropractor I wouldn't like to have a patient come up to me and·
I'm thinking oh my god what on earth - you knowl Ok, um and
while you studying you said you think about why studying
anatomy? That just motivates me um esp I actually funny enoug'"
don't really need motivation for the sections I enjoy because they
,..
,
• really Interesting but certain sections that I don't enjoy as much you
~~3\Pnd of have to see the big picture to push through you know on a
~~ aturday night when you not In the mood to study. Um and the
~ at while you studying? What are some of the Implications
that you could possibly think of? You mean um In terms of where I
would need anatomy as to be a chiropractor? Hmm. Well' anatomy Is
classified as you know a basic science and a fundamental block of what
you going to be doing. They kept on telling us that and last year I~.
\' - .- \ .. :/ " .'.
wouldn't believe It. Giggle. But It's true I I don't think that anyone' .~" .
i .-r:
could go and learn diagnostics or um you know auxiliary therapeutI0,\
or any anything like that If they don't have a basic understanding of
anatomy and physlology~ Why did you not believe them? Um I just
...... bSo .
.
' . \ felt that last year a lot of the stuff I couldn't I couldn't grasp properly.~\ j \'~ \
~..:uu.P I didn't I didn't understand. It seemed like a lot of theory and I .. \
~.~ '\ ~ \ \ .v '~~ couldn't actually visualise and understand It correctly. So It seemed
~~.~ ~~r"\Y\(~almost like a lot of the work was not as relevant. Did you put In as
~bP .
.) . much effort last year as you currently put In? Um no. I definitely
~~
~~~
/
put In more work this year. I think last year I felt straight from day
~ one- the wor- I didn't reailse that wha'- the way I was studying and
~ the way I was trying to approach the subject theory based urn
~) wouldn't work. So when I was doing so terribly I jUs"- It just didn't
motivate me to work wellt-and It didn't motivate me to do anything.
fife~eas now my work ethic Is a - or just the way I'm approaching Isl.
totally dlfferen~and If I do well It's It's..encouragjng and If don't do well
;pi then It'll just means that I work a bit harder. What'. made yous. change that? Urn just the basIc. I think that I've realised that
anatomy Isn't something that I've just got to get through. It's It's
actually something that I need to learn for myself to become you know
good chtropractor, So no matter what I feel or think or whatever.
Instead of being emotionally driven ever or Instead of you know
thinking about that, I'll learn the stuff for myself um so even If say a
certain region we get asked you know 2 of the 3 things In that that
~~ectlon I want to actually know all 3 of them just for me because you
know I want to be a good chiropractor at the end of the day: When
did that change? Hmm, It probably changed at the beginning of this
year. Just when um I realised that by repeating I should actually um
use this as an opportunity Instead a drawback. I know that that a lot
of people that have failed you know chemistry or physics and and shh
that's terrible because now they've got to repeat a whole year or you
know whatever for a basic science that Is theory based whereas
anatomy now even though I've friends you know In 3rd year doing
chiropractic based things and I'm not doing that. My anatomy will be ..~~.)~':,:
;sx:,> \ .~ J).J'
,. ~rar better than there's wllf. So when I do apply all those things and \1 ~ I
~when I do start practical work I'll have I'll grasp It so much easier. It's
~It's something that you know you can almost say you can ~ord ~o fall
It. Sounds ridiculous but you can If It means you going to have a better
understanding of It cos of - It will end up making you a better
chiropractor.
Ok, thank you very much.
Cooll
,T,
-
PLEASE EXPLAIN TO ME HOW YOU APPROACH YOUR TEACHING
OF ANATOMY?
, Ok, this Is my approach - first If I teach the section I want thEW -:.,.~
~\....~ ·students to have an overall understanding of what Is being dlscusseq ov'4d'~./~
• IJ-.U
~D and the other thing Is (that) I would love to.enquire from the students
...~w much Information do they have concerning that particular region
that I am about to teach. Um ja and then as I go along say If the
section that I am teaching has got more than one lecture on more L -~ no \. t'. _
-.", .-
than one of the days then I'll have to ask them questions on the «_~", \"
previous work just to see how much do they understand from what \ c'-'"'-\' _.
, \;'~ "V'~~. \
has been dealt with In the past eh that's basically the approach that I ,."" ..\",,-,\,
\0 am using. Ok, how do you get an overall understanding from
your students? That's a ..(can't hear word).. of how much do they
understand that's basically what I'm doing - asking them questions on
the previous work. Ok, and during your teaching or If you have
lectures to do -hew. do you approach your lectures? If I have
\gerles of lectures? Yesl Of the same topic? (nod) Ok basically In the
.\~
beginning we have· now we doing the powerpolnt presentations so I'd
.~
",-It. give them the list of the things or subheadings that we are going to
) '. cover just for them to have an overall understanding for those people
c~· who do advance reading. Ok. For them to have the Idea of what Is
~Q' gonna te be covered. Ok, for Instance In a 40 minute lecture Ok
what do you do In those 40 minutes? Ok, first Is the Introduction. I
~ ... Introduce to them what Is to be covered. Well If It's at the beginning of
~,'t: ~.the series of lectures- my first thing Is like for example If I'm teaching
.0 ~..;;'5·
..,.>
them the perineum I'll first give them the overall understanding of
what the perineum Is, what structures ar~ contained In the perineum
and that's basically Is. So now If I a~ to - I'm going say I'm dealing
with the anal triangle In that particular day I have to give them the .
" .- -\e~~..v'
basic understandlng.,of what Is the anal triangle and what Is contained ~"t--~,;:.;\tl
~aJ<"::'"
In there. So that basically they have the overall understanding befor~ ~)1
~ "lOWe zoom Into the details of what Is being taught, Ok, those details,..,~~~
\1-" how do you zoom Into those details? Ok, first what I do I give
them the basic summary because In anatomy you've got a organ It's
either the organ, It's either the muscle or It's a blood vessel or It's a
nerve. So I just give them this Is the basic framework that we use In In
the understanding of the anatomical structures. If It's the organ you
~~ .... study the structure of the organ first, where the structure Is situated
~ .
that Is the relations of that structure basically the nerve supply of It,
.-:}\.
¢-.-c-" the lymphatic dralnaqe of It with Innervation with everything that Is
. ,
~~elated to It - that Is basically the approach. Then If you go to the
?~ .
~rterles I gave them I give them the framework - this Is the
framework that we using where does the artery come from, the origin
basically the framework that applies with the nerves also and with the
of It, the branches of It urr the course and relations of It - that's
lI)J
~ ..
muscles again the anatomy of the muscle Is basically the attachments
)2/
t\ whether proximal distal or origin Insertion, the action of the muscle,
~-) "
\P the blood supply and the nerve supply of It. So I basically actually give
~~..
~ them the basic framework - If you study the organ this Is the
approach, If you study the blood vessel this Is the approach, If you
study the muscle this Is the approach that's It. Ok, so that's the
So':'> basic detail, errh (yes) do you expect anything more than that
basic detail from the students? Basically for example If I'm
teaching the muscle I'm I'm gonna make an example with the region
that I'm dealing with. That'. flnel It It depends on the complexity of
that particular whether It's the organ or the muscle that we dealing
~-"" with. For example If I'm teaching them the piriformis If you look at the
:)\l(;"P.lrlformls and the pelvlc diaphragm It's two different muscles but for
~%,~\ 't''i:.~'tliem to understand where the pelvic diaphragm Is I need to tell them
----- .. "--"-
the details of the attachments, I need to tell them the Innervation, I
need to tell them the action but for the piriformis It's a simple muscle I
~\)can tell them that this Is there - one of the muscles which forms the
,j~osterlor walls of the pelvis and then they need to go Into the details
of the attachments and also the nerve supply and actions. So much as
J>-) ~may not~ver It In the class but ~~dO expect them to go further and
do the further reading on on themsel s. Ok, how do the students
know what you expect of them? Ok I also give them the Idea of
what Is expected of them. Basically like for example as I've given them
the framework In the beginning It's the organ this Is what Is required
,
of you, It's the muscle this Is what Is required of you. So that's the
framework that they should apply. And that Is basically how they know
~hat Is expected of them. So If they study, any organ they know they
have to follow that basic framework. Ok, how do you prepare for
these lectures? Ok, basically the first thing Is you revise the work
•
~ ;C\AI1d understand the work because for you to be able to effectively~~,.....).
~. ransfer the Information you are the first person to have the clear and( ...>' he basic understanding of It. And basically make more reading more
~_G~\{~SearCh on the topics so that I mean If the students need the clarity
:> there you've got something to clarify,. I.alsO' go..lnto ~nl~1 aspect Ofl~~
every of every; region - much as we are doing.more gross anatomy but~ ~~
tCl:iI1ake'lt Interesting to-students IU'd always like to putso'l1ec,lInl'?lv~
q) lnformatloll<·so. that's.. baslca!l)k how-I pre prepare:for ~hE!, lecture!jl' Ok, ~
your students have a prescribed textbook, 'what do you use in
cyqur' um preparation for your lectures? Ok, basically It's not
~~~~ .
\0") necessarily the prescribed textbook that I use In preparation of the
~'~~~'recturesl I use the textbook which I believe explains that particular
'').P"(}; region properly because the presc the textbook Is prescribed for~~.
simplicity purposes so that the students know where to refer the
;~ . Information to but I use - If I'm teaching that particular region I'll look
for the book that has enough Information and enough clarity for that
region. Ok um, correct me If I'm wrong but you using your
teaching expertise to decide which textbook has um clarity or
expla~ns something In more detail. Yeah that's truel Ok thank
you, um Just to go back to the cllnlcat aspect that you'd bring
~ Into your lectures hmhmf- If you could please explain that a
, 'I\~""
little bit more. Ok for example If you are giving the students th~/' ~- ';
,~ c ~s'.
grosl anatomy they need to know and they also need to understan~~ ~~;r.".
I,o"~~~~!!,~~~~~ce~ It.' For example If I am teaching them the anaV v<L-\~e
canal the students. need to know what Is the relevance of knOWing the
anal canal, why why do they need to know It - so for example In the
case like that I give some clinical relevance for example If you are In a
male they will do a rectal examination because the anal canal and the.'
rectum· 19 related to the prostate for example posterior lobe of the
prostate that when It's got a cancer which wilt bulge and can be felt In
o
\0 the the rectum by InsertJng your flnger In the rectum. Basically,
'Involves making the students see the relevance of what you are
cP'{~.'•.r' teaching because the students we are teaching are the future
rl! I.
fI clinicians. Ok, do you relate any of the homoeopathlc or
chiropractic relevance to anatomy when you teaching? Basically
my clinical relevance Is not spec specifically to the homoeopathlc or
chiropractic It's just a .9tanerar clinical anatomY'. of the region. Ok. But
for example If I I'll I'll use the prostate gland again If I'm telling them
this Is the nerve supply of the prostate gland and If you are In practice
some patient will present to you with a back pain with a lower back M[h00'"~
; .,J.,<':.\\\\~..~
,,,opaln - you basically need to know that massaging· 0.... whateverf ~-
~
approaclr,. which Is used Is not- gonna. help: unless the problem Is" '1[
dl~gnosed because you: may treat the lo~ert:pain but It Is not the baclt
tf1at Is~.havlng; a. problemll,lt's;.ttle pr05tat~ gland4' That would relate
more the chlros I I thlnk. So that's basically my approach - I don't
specify whether.. (can't undetstand tape).. as· a homoeo and
chlropracts but r: basically' bring out facts which the students wll~·
~ ~eiate to themset~St Ok, how do you decide what depth you
:~ teach the anatomy in or the detail? Basically what I do I Interact
I~Wlth the students before the lecture as to what do they do In their
~rofesslon, what Is It that Is expected of them when they qualify and
o ..
also the Information from the relevant department - what are these
students, what do you do what to make them to be. That baslcallv
what determineswhat depth we need teach and how much Information
to give to the students. Basically what do we what do we want to
,jJ1ake them to be. One of the thIngs that we've been cof1s~ntlY' beliJ!I ,~~
told' Is that we not trying- to make them ba anatomls~(laugh).So· we'~
basically try to channel our teaching to be more relevant to what w./
wantto make these students to b~ Ok, aside from the lecture. a.
part of the teaching approach um there'. the practical aspect,
the tests, the assignments that these students get - what how
~~ ·YOU approach tho....pam, Ok, basically )'11 begin with the
:;;-'( actlcals because ) believe the anatomy I a very practical subject,
~
t;7 It's basically not easy to understand the theory of It If you don't have
the picture of what Is beln spoken about. So my approach In thti
~.'~ ractlcal Is the students as much as hey're dissecting I Just advise'
~ them It's not just a matter of cuttln and reflecting the structures butl
they should basICally understand what they are doing so It facilitates I
. ..,.-. ----- -. ..-
their understandln of thea That's the that's the advice. And with
the tests I don't, know exactly what approach students use when they
are studying but I used to advise them to study and also look at the) '.'0 /\, ...." .. \-
previous question papers eh not based on the fact that the questions \\~~'",~ \(.~.
... , .t "'"
~~~e gonna be repeated. I've given this advise based on my experience .
as a student - at times as a student you think that there are things
\..~<A.1-\ .\:.0 that you need to focus on onl to find that when ou wr the
,r/
12... evaluation It's all Irrelevant things. So I advise the students to look at
• I
~:r the question papers Just to get the mind of the examiner what are the
~possible questions. For example If someone looked at the muscle how
do people ask the muscles what type of questions do you expect on
the muscle. Not that If you look at the question paper and there Is a
~
~v~ e Ion on pronator quadratus they will expect pronator quadratus\.
1~\,c..Q... but It's just to put the Idea of this Is how the questions of of the,
topics that I,cover In th
\~muscle look like. That's basically what I advise them to do. Ok, for
the test again from um the lecturer point of view how do you
relate the test to what you've taught them In class and what
.~t#·(ou expect from them? Ok basically what I do I make It a pointCZ .~
2 about what I cover In the class I don't ask beyond that In that?(can't--......---. --- - -------- - --',. ~~~ make out word) ~e not In the sense that th~ that I give If'
yv class Is the detail that I expect In the test but In the sense that If I'
:~on't for example cover the lumbar plexus unless I tell them that they J
e lumbar plexus. So I;.
c~~le I was.-!eachln9/ Ok, do you um ask them
straightforward Information that requires them to reproduce
I the work that you've given them In class? I basically ask them/
\~O ~ ...
:;>J,~\JIuestlo s which are stral htforward at times and I also ask them'
~~questions which requires them to ap I the Information that they have ·"'C-vt~\o.l
.~ the the kin estlonsl. ~.~stlons which will make them to think. -~~
~'1 ~ with the clinical scenarios you can't give them all the
~~\c1lnlcalscenarios In the class but If you tell them that there Is ;;ectum i
i ~ ------......
~'""'","" with a anal canal and there Is a prostate gland In front of It then If you,
v
...
~;t»ryour students to think or are needed to think In the test?
Because basically learning - that process of teaching and learning Is
.:1 - . . r~~~.\~~~ asking someon~to vomit the In~n.-~. <l.f-F:;~
:\Sa them' to 'use their bralns- as the future clinicians. Uh the only reason ,.x.~~~j.
why people prefers other clinicians than the others Is because some )
clinicians can reason better than the others. They may have all studied •
In the same Institution but~~el~_development Is different so you also,
need to train them to thlnkJ Thev must be able to think, Ok. (stopped
tape to check whether recordlng)Ok.
WHY DO YOU APPROACH YOUR TEACHING IN THIS MANNER?
Because I believe - one of the things that I dl didn't mention with my
approach 15- I don't believe In making notes for- In writing notes and
. ~ .
eadlng them for students. One of the??? Is I was a student - what
~:L~"'e seen Is that the lecturers they make the transparencies and then~~.,Y~ they explain?? they just read what Is on the transparencies. I believe
~1hat my approach Is basically helping the students to see that the
', ~~ .
~\.»
1':7p~ '\-1'~ ,..~()
.'.:it ,
Information that I'm giving them Is possible for them to learn without
4-"""" someone reading It from somewhere. Ok, how do you um think that
It's possible or how do you give that Impression to the students
that It's possible? B\t,!1gtrJ:~.dln.th~~~~'n,~<J,r.I1'1~tlol' (written)
, ~\.
d'mft Sql!ljUsw:explilll,thlnglt to< thelllf u51I1g,;\Il.. pll:tl!!'lls sCI, that I'
b~!!~ClIJ.\ff9lVtlsl, them. th«.lmpresslo,t B~c;:au~1J If·~ rea~11:~om.ethl,n9P-t~R
()..~.(
d~~".',~h~,.~..thl.nk these' student$Ylm.thlnk;tha~_thls: Info~ma~~on Is ~O' ~~
\~I,f.t1~ul.~: that even~ the. lecturer, cannot: grasJl-ltl S(l' ,mv approach Is II) oij-- --;;;
MJro\.~~'
don't read the things down I think It facilitates I think It give a positive
attitude to students that this Is not such a difficult Information. If
someone can have It In his brain and explain It then I can alsolearn It. '
That's one of the approach and the other thing Is I believe that the
. way that I teach or the approach that I use make the students have to
~~~~have the understanding of what Is being taught rather than them
~~rylng to learn the things of,because If someone does not understand
L '~~ then try to learn the things of and It It basically does not work. That's
~ . that's not the whole Idea of teaching because for a person to be able
~~t '2Jt~ apply the Information they must have ~n understanding of It not
~ . just the learning of for the test purposes so. Ok, um why do you
think the students are learning of or why do you think they
would learn off by heart? That- Is that Is~." LA - .~
v.\Q)N\SJ~an~!lratJt'. I think that's the ..,.alil sc.et1I.WDPI~ , If O\~"
\)."".J€.<: 4;\"
, I"l~ ' •• ' 1\.1~I. '.; ..~)."
I
then. again the other thing could be I .
when they don't see the necessity of the Information, when they don't~ I . I~
. I ~T"'~ C ' I
see the applicability of It In their future practlce, Then they willJu~:E I:
) learn It off just to write the test and pass It and forget about It. Ok,
~r . .
~ou said t~at you us. pictures yes What relevance do you think
r..:(. the pictures have In your teaching approach? I think It has got
'l,\u too much relevance In terms of facilitating the understanding because
the picture basically shows the students what Is It that I am talking
..
about. If I'm saying the Internal iliac artery Is basically lying against or
...
~~ther If I'm saying It crosses the pelvic brim and they can't see what
~
the pelvic brim Is, they can't even see the anal artery I will -It will be
very much difficult for them to understand but If they see what I'm
_ talking about, I'm pointing to It It's Interactive It's makes them to II
r~~nderst~nd ._~.wJ1 this Is what he Is talking about. How do your Ii
students feel about that Interaction? The working students are~"""~ I
happy with It but of course those who don't do the work then theyare~
'1.~QOt happy with It because they feel like you are embarrassing them~~.
\~~
when It's not the Idea" Ok, when you say the working students
• .., I ., "'. \ : \ ~. t
what do you mean by that? The students who basically do the .work. ~t-. -S.
~ L'\'
. So that when you come the following day (J~ .
anddlsk them on the previous work they've got the InformatloOj. SO I.~\\,.\" . \<:.' .......
,
\''': ,-.. .. l -
\.. " ....~\~~\. )
••,\\\ ~ ,I... \\ '.\ \
, VI.. )".,;,,, \
.. -those are the students who basically enjoy and benefit from from the
~~Interactlon. Ok, how do you know they are enjoying It and J.td~
~ benefltl~9 from It? (clears throat) hmm the the majority of them~'
come back to me they appreciate the approact1.0k. So I baslcall~~di
'z,~know It from them. Ok. urn (~\
HOW DO YOU FIND YOUR LEARNERS RESPOND TO YOUR
PARTICULAR TEACHING APPROACH?
They seem very much Interested because they are Inquisitive they ask
~ .1~~questlons and they listen so I think they are very much Interested. Ok.
Just to go back then to the students that prepare for lectures
before and after. Hmm. Urn how do you um get them to prepare
for those lectures? Basically like I said I~ the beginning that when I
present the section I would like to know how much information they
.~ • t.. . ~''-\- \C~~~~_ave that is by asking them questions. So basically I. ~n~~ura.~e t~em. \.c: .... ' \ \.
to read before the lecture and also to read after the lectures' been ~\'-..~'V'
........ "..... . . ' .• c l .. )\(";'.'
presented to read the work. And also by asking them questions theY\L \.'w .\,..l
. .•........ !'-'6
realise that ok when they come to Mr Xhakaza's lecture we must be 'r.;IT
~~p~~p.~tecf. So that basically what is happening. Ok, \,\!hat about the ~~ a~
\&4
dissection - do they prepare for the dissection? How do they
respo,nd to your teaching In dissection? ~~~I..~~e majority of the~ ~\
doesn't seem to be preparing for dissections and the they don't seem
(£\.0 UJf~) -r. """ ito_~~. (allowing the Instructions. I til'nk that Is one of the biggest 4":\ iI
p~~~ms that we have with the students that we teaching with U$::~~:.~.~.! ,I
Tn•.,·are notusino the dIssection' time In a profit profitable way and!~~ I'
~":J I
slcondlt It, you give. th."" the- Instruction!' a!' to how to US8 th,' '
dlssectfon' time 'In' & profltabl. way. and you come next tIme and.'
enquire as to whether they are following those Instructions you find ,W)~ ,
?f"~ \.~,our that they are not. Ancfas .. result tf1-y ar.e:struggllng. So I would' .6\J '.+ i7Sc::say the response Is nor posl~ Ok, um what do you expect them . ,
to do In dissection? For example when they come Into dissection I
\~",.a
would expect them to be ready for dissection to have read somethlngJ fLf'~.\lt...\\ ..
-~~-+and to have a basic understanding of what they are supposed to do Int/~\c.:\~\
the dissection and they are not doing that. And secondly I wouldf ~,:::...."
expect them In the process of dissection to learn while they dlssect,,0,]
and' that Is not happening, It looks like to students to the students/
~ dissection Is a matter of cutting and reflecting the structures, That's
~ -~~~1~~~aslcallY what Is happening whereas •. as a lecturer expect It to be it Ii!. ...~,~
~of'-~ \ ..-uJ....'~~ learning proceS$ But why I'm saying thev are not learning from It - If cJ.~,
.
tt.cthe dissect say they dissecting the forearm and you come to them and,
I
ask: the~ about: te telt" you about the median nerve In the forearm.
\,~ Having dissected It, stripped It, did everything about It they won't be .'
able, to tell yoO anything about lYo Well only the exception of a few
students but the majority of them have the same problem. They
,
,
.1: ,t..u~
dissect the muscles you ask them about the muscles - they've, v..~b:'
v.o~ ~f""
reflected all the muscles but they can't tell you any theory about l..\.\.-o...~...... \
. '~~L-
muscles - so they are not learning from It. Ok, why do you think
your students. are not preparing for dissection? One of the
reasons I can think of Is that urr- It has come to my attention as a
l.~cturer that there Is some negative Information that they are getting
~-,,~~~bout the dissection and that Info negative Information makes them
v:~ ~o see It unnecessary to dissect and hence demotlvate them. Now once'
~~ _\L~
~.rmey are demotlvated there Is nothing which says to them well we
going to dissect lets prepare for the dissection. So It's basically them
not seeing the necessity of dissecting. What Is this negative um
Information pertaining to? Like for example they would tell you
I. w,";' about the medical school students - but the medical school students
~4P-,..-
~~ they don't dissect why- do we dissect or they look at the prosected
~~"'~tA ~~ specimens you know there Is like a - there's a Information that they
0., ,tftA. 1JP _
_ jJ a/are getting basically dissecting doesn't make them learn anything. So
.Vl.y--
( some of them see dissection as a punishment so they are not
motivated arid they are not encouraged to prepare for It. Ok, how do
you think you could encourage them to, prepare for dissection?
Basically the way that we- encourage them or I encourage them Is to
just go to them and say ok whatever they are dissecting - If they are
dissecting the nerve I say ok there Is a nerve you are dissecting what
. aa.A\16.J-
have you learnt about It. Then If they didn't learn anything then I say S\r.J- ,.
~~
ok this Is the way you should do It. This Is the muscle that you fl..s-J-- ,f.
01' \--
removed to see the nerve s~ basically It shows you the relation that =\ea..
this mus this nerve lies deeper to thl5. This Is a muscle that the nerve b~
.~~s lying on basically this shows you the relation ot the nerves - this ~~ '-0\.,'0
nerve lies deeper to this muscle so this Is how dissection Is beneficial -
as you come across the structures you learn something about them.
So It basically makes them see oh this Is how we can learn from the
dissection. Um, what about your learners response to your
tests? The response to the test Is not proportional to the Impression
•
:,..c>"fhat they give about how much they understand eh about a partlcul",,
~ section. It's a - some students will do very well some students will dtl
very bad so ja I don't know exactly how to respond to that but It's no~
proportional to their expression of understanding of the.., Why do you
,dJ think It's not proportional.? I think what happens Is at times
IS
I' ~. ~.I·. :,···.,:!··' .. i '·\"l"\L~' •..:.J,,·
"-'.~ .
. I' l.,' ..,. I' • .. I • ,. , t\ 1.\ • .£ I I r-t .•• , 't I•• " ' j 'I I' 1'" .t". 'I I ,two things. ~:..\
.• ..,a b.lJliiull..aan:la.'"*i.W~H \~'.!.k
~m;r' .;.~\~.)
• ,), ~ • ~ '. 41" I' ,'~. oA I, I : I' 1(', i'.(• So what they do
Ok, um HOW DO YOU THINK YOUR LEARNERS ARE LEARNING
ANATOMY?
From what I have seen some of them
\ : ~ •• • f ." ', I ~ I • ~~ • • , ~, \; ~; ~ .. I "'.. • t .f ~ l \ I· •It· '" . ., f
.,._••wffMitwi9"18iJtNa........p:s~
. ..
.. ,\' ~ I rill' /
• , ,J I , ': ' • 1 ~ .' .~ t J .', • ' • , ' l' • t' •
• ~, t' .\' ..] f: ~I, , J I ••• , lI.
,
.
. \
" L)V~'
• • "'......tblnpp_J.>,c\~JS\(.L'-
...~....._n~mrtH~~iIJft1l11!tftftP16tr10k,if you had to
look at how you would divide the class or break them up into
percentages of many are understanding, how many are
1.-0, ,. ,-, ),.; •• 1'-:;1 i,",
learning the work off by heart - how would you divide the
3'lPclass? I think It's uh 25 Is to 75. Urn 2S under. So basically~ ;(S/", _u...J
l. ,~.J
_Pd and Ok or else It's either that or's ~ .
with them because one of the advantages of the prac Is you Interact
they cannot apply the Information. They can only some peo- because
~:.... some students are capable of learning the things of and pass the test
~t1 but there are such students will find that when the InformatIon Is
~sc-teqUlred for them to apply they won't be able to apply It because It
was just a learning of for the purpose of passing the test. Ok, how do
you think the repeat students to the new student. to the
mature students um first time anatomy.learner. differ In the
class? I I think that one Is not In that grouping - It doesn't differ In
that grouping format but It differs with the Individuals.' ee.
L~~ ""(~1.
".·....~.......~W~~ lL-r.alCS2 r ,~
_"MUtaIIiItI....".dM'ItWf......Dli.dm~.w
..... '··••D'·tm.,t.vd'~ab!~~~~~~
. (".Mb1'\V .ttm.IJIJUn~ And there are r!.allll_mmrtnallJlS.lqlt1!..~glY1.r aff2A ·
actDm!~gRldIIf~tftI•.tnIlM:.bave.twl~ anataml(\'.whlctJ'J.~~
b"ItAJ"D.9JKtI!Ilm-.1Qri~J;b.m. So basically l...dIft(iE~J.~.~~
~'l\nIUW_lI'IIiC11NlIrr.t~••rd.iI\E'jbjdll\ts:~oja - (laugh) !9.!Il..!~1J..J\JJ'
thitJf.UJ.rlUlnuJdt.troifbiiatl~ tn.~ th.~the~'J(now what the~' aret,:I
dpJ.mlt:..t.rl.l\·MiaN:tffi9fJ(ri6Y/ithe~ffa~e: to: ~& dedicated: Irrwha.
trIiIflfltifdlft....UlI1IJIJ..._.llJ!kHYri~.Some of the
students of the tldertr'students you find that um they ~.9.I.q..(laugh)
that they find It ~m:.eilm·"nfQriilIUQjP so they #J1Igg/et So
~'.lY basically d~ttII'UtWt1fI1OlIttirI. Ok. Thank you very muchl Is
that..
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Letters of permission/consent from:
Head of Department
Students
Teachers
Ethical clearance from Faculty Academic
Ethics Committee
AI you are aware, I am currently Itudying towardl a Maltera in Education at the
University of Johanneeburg and am required to undertake a resesreh project to
fulfil the requirements of my degree.
My study aima to explore the possible relationlhip(l) between learner motivation,
teaching approachea and learning approachee in the second year Chiropractic and
Homeopathy Human Anatomy course. My objectives in the Itudy are to:
Determine learners' perceptions of the learning approaches they adopt in
their study of anatomy.
Determine leamen' viewl of how motivational facton influence their
approachea to the study of anatomy.
Explore teachers' viewl with regards to the teaching approaches they
adopt in teaching anatomy.
Explore the poalible relationlhip(l) between learner motivation, teaching
approachea and learning approachea in anatomy.
Exploring the above-mentioned relationshipl ie important for both leamen and
teachers, aa currently most learners seem to memorise the factual learning material
without trying to understand or apply the material to everyday experiences.
Teachen within the department, on the other hand, are exhibiting fruatration at
leamen' study approachea.
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If a relationahip it found to exitt between learner motivation, teaching approaches
and learning approachea, the Itudy will be beneficial in the amendment or
development of new anatomy teaching and learning approachea., Thit could foetrr
an appreciation for the importance of anatomy in the leamen' second year.
In order to Culm this aim, I would like permisston to interview leamen to
determine their perceptlens of their learning approachel and their viewl on how
motivational racton may influence their approach in the Itudy of anatomy. In
addition, I would al.o like to interview the anatomy luff in the Department of
Anatomy and Physiology to explore teachers' views with regards to the teaching
approaches they adopt. All the data collected will only be used for research
purposes.
Learners and teachers will be informed in writing, as well as verbally, as to the
purpose and value of and their role in the research study. Learners will be assured
of anonymity, confidentiality and that the research study will have no impact on
their results during the anatomy course for the year. Teachers will also be assured
of confidentiality. Their informed consent will be deemed to be given when they
complete the latter section of the letters given to the participants.
I am hopeful that the results of the study will enable us, as a department, to
change learners' perceptions towards the study of anatomy.
I hereby request permission to conduct this research within the Department of
Anatomy and Physiology.
Thanking you,
ogy
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Anatomy and Physiology to explore teachers' views with regards to the teachin
approaches they adopt. All the data collected will only be used for researc~
purposes.
Learners and teachers will be informed in writing, as well as verbally, as to the
purpose and value of and their role in the research study. Learners will be assured
of anonymity, confidentiality and that the research study will have no impact on
their results during the anatomy course for the year. Teachers will also be assured
of confidentiality. Their informed consent will be deemed to be given when they
complete the latter section of the letters given to the participants.
I am hopeful that the results of the study will enable us, as a department, to
change learners' perceptions towards the study of anatomy.
I hereby request permission to conduct this research within the Department of
Anatomy and Physiology.
Thanking you,
Pamel Play
Lecturer: Department of Anatomy and Physiology
Tel. 011 4068042
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Hequest to Conduct Research within the Clall
I am currently studying towardl a Malten in Education at the Univenity of
Johanneeburg. In partial fulfilment of my degree, I am undertaking the releareh
component thil year.
My study aiml to explore the poseihle relationlhip(l) between learner motivation,
teaching approaehee and learning approaches in the seeend year Chiropractic and
Homeopathy Human Anatomy course. The purpole of thil study il to determine
the dominant learning approach adopted in anatomy and the realonl behind it. In
order to achieve my aiml, I would appreciate if you, the learner, could participate
in thil study, Your role in the study il to relay your views and pereeptiens on your
learning appreaches and your realonl for chooslng a particular approach when
studying anatomy. You are a vital part of the researeh, all am interested in your
experiences during your Itudying of anatomy.
An exploration of the above-mentioned relationlhipl il important for both
learnen and the department, al the department would like to use the results to
amend or improve the teaching approachee adopted in anatomy.
I would therefore like to request your permission, al anatomy learners, to
participate in Interviewe to explore your learning approachel and your realonl for
choosing a particular approach.
I anure you that any information given during the interviews will remain
confidential and that you will remain anonymoul in the researeh report. All the
information given during the Interviews will only be used for reaeareh purpolea.
Thia research Itudy will allo have no impact on your performance or nlultl during
the anatomy coune for the year.
You will be deemed to have given informed consent when you complete the section
at the end of thit letter.
With the reaultl of the Itudy, I am hopeful that we, al teachen. will be able to
improve the anatomy course for future Itudentl.
Thanking you,
I am currently.studying towardl a Malten in Education at the Univenity of
Johannesburg. In partial fulfilment of my degree, I am undertaking the re.eareh
component thil year.,
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My study aiml to explore the poseible relationlhip(l) between learner motivation,
teaching approachea and learning approachea in the second year Chiropractic and
Homeopathy Human Anatomy course, My objective. in the study are to:
Determine leamen' perception. of the learning approachea they adopt in
their study of anatomy. '
Determine leamen' views of how motivational facton influence their
approachea to the study of anatomy.
Explore teachen' views with regardl to the teaching approaehea they
adopt in teaching anatomy.
Explore the pOllible relation.hip(l) between learner motivation, teaching
approaehes and learning approachea in anatomy.
Exploring the above-mentioned reiationihipi will be important for undentanding
how leamen approach their studiee - currently mOlt seem to memorise the factual
learning material without trying to understand or apply the material to everyday
experiences, Thit study will benefit both leamen and teachers, becau.e if any
reiationihipi are found to exist between learner motivation, teaching approache.
and learning appreachee, the study could be used to amend or develop new
teaching and learning approachea that will fOlter an appreciation for the
importance of anatomy in the seeend year elall.
In order to fulfil thi. aim, I would like to request permillion to interview you, the
teachen, to explore your viewa with regard. to your teaching approachef.
You can reat a.lured of your anonymity and confidentiality in the researeh report
and that the mearch .tudy will have no major impact on your teaching activitiea
during the anatomy course for the year. AU information given during the
interviews will be used only for research purposes.
You will be deemed to have given informed consent when you complete the section
at the end of this letter.
With the results from the study, I am hopeful that we, as a department, will be
able to influence learnen' perceptions in their study of anatomy.
I hereby request permission for your participation in the above-mentioned
research study.
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DECLARATION OFORIGINAL RESERACH
I Pamela Pilley, student at the University of Johannesburg, Student No. 809810236
declare that the revised research, The Relationship between Learning Approach.
Motivation and Teaching Approach. isoriginal research.
